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ABSTRACT
The ever-rising diversity of data generated, manipulated, and analyzed every day engenders a
variety of data formats, ranging from one fixed dataset to multiple versions of a dataset stored
across multiple data sources. This variety of formats has led to substantial challenges in data
exploration. Existing systems do not effectively support querying capabilities across these formats:
(i) Browsing: When exploring a single dataset, data scientists often need to examine a collection
of records that satisfy arbitrary predicates. However, current exploratory data analysis tools mainly
focus on visual summarization over browsing. (ii) Versioning: With the proliferation of dataset
versions generated during different stages of exploration, exploratory data analysis is no longer just
about exploring one static dataset. Instead, data scientists need to keep track of massive numbers of
versions, as well as search for versions with specific criteria. (iii) Integrating: Nowadays, datasets
are collected and stored at multiple sources (e.g., as part of the IoT). When exploring data, data
scientists often need to query and join data across databases at disparate locations.
In this dissertation, we propose systems that enable query capabilities to efficiently and effec-
tively fulfill these new demands in data exploration. (i) For browsing, we develop NEEDLETAIL,
a data exploration engine that employs a light-weight indexing structure along with efficient al-
gorithms to retrieve any-k valid records for arbitrary queries as quickly as possible. (ii) For
versioning, we implement and open-source ORPHEUSDB, a dataset version control system that
can efficiently track and query across dataset versions. Since versioning queries in ORPHEUSDB
take advantage of array operators in relational database systems, we also conduct an extensive ex-
perimental study on understanding array implementations in modern database systems. (iii) For
integrating, we leverage machine learning techniques to optimize federated query processing and
eventually improve the interactivity of data exploration across disparate databases.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
With the massive volume of data being collected every day, we are increasingly seeing business
decisions being guided by data through a process of data analysis. Within the data analysis lifecy-
cle, one of the most crucial steps is data exploration, a fairly open-ended process [1]. During data
exploration, analysts or data scientists do not have well-defined goals nor do they follow specific
workloads; instead, they generate different hypotheses based on prior observations and incremen-
tally build their understanding of the trends and patterns in the data. Therefore, reducing latency is
especially important in data exploration. Past work has shown that even system delays of 500ms
greatly reduces the rate of new observations made and hypotheses generated [2]. Thus, there is a
pressing need to not only support new capabilities to help analysts better explore their data, but
also make sure that these new capabilities are interactive on large datasets.
To understand why there is a need for new capabilities to support data exploration, we first
recognize the sheer diversity of ways data exploration can be performed. Specifically, data explo-
ration can happen across a range of scales, from a single dataset, to a massive number of versions
of a dataset, to datasets stored across many disparate data sources. To efficiently support data
exploration across these scales, we identify a number of gaps, and therefore new opportunities.
Figure 1.1: Exploratory Data Analysis Applications: New Capabilities.
Figure 1.1 depicts the new envisioned capabilities for data exploration on different dataset for-
mats: 1). a single dataset, 2). a number of versions of a dataset, and 3). datasets stored on multiple
third-party data sources. 1). During data exploration, we often need to browse individual records to
verify findings or generate new observations. However, current systems do not support exploratory
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browsing efficiently. 2). Data exploration is not often limited to a single dataset; instead, it is typ-
ically extended to many versions of one or more dataset. These versions are generated at different
steps during data analysis, often by a team of data analysts collaborating with each other. However,
there is no way to efficiently keep track of these versions nor explore specific versions. 3). In order
to get the full picture, we often need to explore more than one dataset. Oftentimes, these datasets
are collected at different sources and therefore stored on disparate databases. However, current
databases do not support this operation (i.e., exploratory integration) efficiently.
Therefore, in this dissertation, we extend relational databases with new capabilities to effectively
and efficiently support these new data exploration use cases and workloads (exploratory browsing,
exploratory versioning, and exploratory integrating). Specifically, for exploratory browsing, we
develop a new indexing technique as well as I/O-optimal algorithms to make browsing interac-
tive. For exploratory versioning, we propose a dataset version control system with new versioning
querying capabilities to efficiently track and query across dataset versions. We also evaluate the
benefits of using arrays to represents versioning information. Lastly, for exploratory integrating,
we leverage machine learning techniques to improve the runtime of federated queries across many
data sources.
1.1 EXISTING APPROACHES
We first review existing approaches and describe why they do not address the aforementioned
problems.
Browsing. Traditional exploratory data analysis tools focus on visual summarization [3]; they
allow users to discover patterns [4, 5] and identify outliers [6, 7] by generating statistical sum-
maries of various dataset attributes. However, visual summarization does not suffice for typical
data exploration of a single dataset. In addition to high-level summarization, data scientists of-
ten issue arbitrary queries, examine or browse a subset or sample (a “screenful”) of records, and
incrementally and re-issue their queries based on observations from this sample [8, 9]
Current database techniques are not well-suited for this browsing problem, in terms of both
query performance and memory consumption. For example, existing databases attempt to support
browsing by executing queries via LIMIT clause. This approach returns the first k result records
as soon as they are ready, via the selection of query plans that can pipeline and produce early
results. This is often not interactive, especially if the query involves selective predicates. Sim-
ilarly, traditional indexing structures, such as B+Trees, could efficiently answer some browsing
queries. However, to support browsing queries with an arbitrary combination of predicates, as is
typical in exploratory browsing, we would need B+Trees on every single attribute or combination
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of attributes, which will be prohibitive in terms of space and maintenance costs [10, 11, 12, 13].
Bitmap indexes are a more space-efficient approach and can support arbitrary predicates via bit-
wise operations. But even so, storing a bitmap in memory for every single value for every single
attribute (e.g., 10s of values for 100s of attributes) is impossible for large datasets.
Versioning. The ever-rising ubiquity of data science has led to individuals and teams of various
sizes to analyze and manipulate data at scale for commercial, scientific, and medical domains.
This engenders the proliferation of dataset versions from various stages of data exploration, which
are often stored and maintained in an ad-hoc manner—typically with each version stored as a
separate file independent of others. Such ad-hoc versioning mechanisms result in an explosion
in storage, and simultaneously make it impossible to effectively manage and query across these
dataset versions. While source code version control systems like git and svn may seem like
appealing alternatives, they are both inefficient for data versioning and lack advanced querying
capabilities [14, 15]. In addition, time-travel databases support versioning for linear chains of
versions [16, 17, 18], as opposed to branched evolution of versions with merges. Decibel [19]
executes on the Datahub [14] vision; it takes an approach “from the ground up”, re-engineering
all components of a version-oriented storage engine. This prototype is incomplete, and does not
support full-fledged querying and optimization capabilities. Moreover, the Decibel storage and
indexing methods (e.g., compressed bitmaps with deltas), as well as query processing algorithms
(e.g., traverse multiple paths in the version graph just to create a version), require substantial
changes to all layers of the database, making it challenging to modify or adapt existing databases
for versioning during data exploration.
Integrating. When data reside on multiple data sources, data scientists perform exploration by
writing federated queries. A federated query accesses both local and remote data spread across
various database systems. These systems are developed by third-party vendors and can be viewed
to be black boxes. To achieve the interactivity of data exploration in this case, we need to optimize
performance of such federated queries. Query optimization is challenging for any database system,
even with a clear understanding of its inner workings. It is even more challenging to optimize query
planning for a federation of third-party data sources where little detail is known.
A simple approach used today is to ignore the problem of global query optimization. Given
a federated query, the underlying system generates a query plan that is composed of component
query plans executed on each data source (e.g., Tableau [20]). The component results are then
combined, e.g., via joins or unions, by a single data source chosen to be the federation engine. In
such a process, the federation engine relies on individual data sources to locally optimize their in-
dividual plans and hopes that such a solution also yields a globally performant plan. However, the
selection of the federation engine in this case is static and does not change for different workloads.
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This can lead to long runtimes since a poor choice of federation engine can lead to moving large
amounts of data between data sources or splitting the work amongst the components inappropri-
ately.
In summary, existing approaches lack native query capabilities for tracking and searching over
a massive number of versions of a dataset across data sources. Even though, for browsing and
integrating, there exist naive ways to achieve these exploration use cases in traditional database
systems, the performance of these queries are slow and thus makes the whole data exploration
process non-interactive.
1.2 ORGANIZATION
My dissertation extends the query capabilities targeted towards exploratory data analysis and
proposes various techniques to support these capabilities interactively. We make the following
contributions:
1. (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) We propose any-k queries for exploratory browsing and de-
velop indexing and query evaluation techniques to improve any-k performance. We
define an any-k query as a query that aims to fetch a small subset of records that satisfy
arbitrary user-specified predicates, without requiring the records be the “top” ones (for some
definition of top), or requiring that they be a random subset of all satisfying records. In
these two chapters, we develop a fast query evaluation engine, called NEEDLETAIL, aimed
at letting analysts browse a subset of the query results on large datasets as quickly as possi-
ble, independent of the overall size of the result. NEEDLETAIL introduces DENSITYMAPs, a
lightweight in-memory indexing structure, and a set of efficient and theoretically sound algo-
rithms to quickly locate promising blocks, trading off locality and density. In settings where
the samples are used to compute aggregates, we extend techniques from survey sampling
to mitigate the bias in our samples. Our experimental results demonstrate that NEEDLE-
TAIL returns results 7× faster on average on HDDs while occupying up to 23× less memory
than existing techniques. This work was published in HILDA workshop at SIGMOD 2018
[21, 22, 23]. This work was done in collaboration with Ph.D. students Albert Kim, Tarique
Siddiqui, and Silu Huang. I was responsible for the LOCALITY-OPTIMAL and TWO-PHASE
algorithms, the aggregation estimator, and experimental evaluation.
2. (Chapter 4) We develop a database system with versioning capabilities to effectively
track and query across dataset versions. We develop ORPHEUSDB, a lightweight ap-
proach to relational dataset versioning. ORPHEUSDB is built as a thin layer on top of stan-
dard relational databases, and therefore inherits much of their benefits while also compactly
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storing, tracking, and recreating dataset versions on demand. ORPHEUSDB also supports
a range of querying modalities spanning both SQL and git-style version commands. OR-
PHEUSDB translates versioning commands issued by the user into commands understood
by a database system that is unaware of the presence of versions. Users are able to inter-
act with ORPHEUSDB via an interactive version browser interface or via the command line
directly. ORPHEUSDB has been developed as open-source software; code is available at
http://orpheus-db.github.io. This work was published as a demo paper at SIG-
MOD 2017 [24] and won the best demo honorable mention. A full version of system details
as well as optimization techniques was published at VLDB 2017 [25], and we are one of
five best papers of the conference. A extended version of this paper was published at VLDB
Journal 2020 [26]. This work was done in collaboration with Ph.D. student Silu Huang. I
was responsible for the querying capabilities and schema changes. I was also responsible
for the system design and implementation of the front-end and back-end of ORPHEUSDB,
as well as experimental evaluation of array operators.
3. (Chapter 5) We conduct extensive empirical evaluation of array operators in relational
databases and provide guidance for future system development. ORPHEUSDB heavily
uses arrays to represent versioning information, since such representation leads to more
compact storage and faster performance when committing new versions. Therefore, we
study the array operators, a new data type that releases the constraint on the first normal
form (1NF) in database systems. We conduct an extensive experimental evaluation to study
the benefits of arrays on a variety of versioning queries in ORPHEUSDB. We also evaluate
the benefits of using arrays for graph processing queries (e.g., BFS) in relational databases.
Using our findings, we suggest a set of directions to improve the implementation of the array
data type in relational databases.
4. (Chapter 6) We present a machine learning approach to minimize federated query run-
time and improve the interactivity of data exploration. We propose a supervised machine
learning approach to optimize the runtime of federated queries by dynamically selecting the
federation engine from data sources and manipulating system settings. Since data sources
are installed in a user’s secure working environment, we cannot directly access statistics,
such as histograms, that are typically used in cost models. We address this challenge by
using the EXPLAIN PLAN feature in most relational databases to access a limited number
of aggregated statistics and estimates. We then enumerate a set of query plans and build
a model to predict runtimes for each of these query plans. We also predict and send ap-
propriate hints and settings (e.g., enable_nestloop) for the individual SQL statements
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themselves. Our experimental results demonstrate that we can achieve a speedup of up to
10.7× compared to an existing federated query optimizer. This work was accepted at aiDM
workshop at SIGMOD 2019 [27]. This work was done in collaboration with Richard Cole
and Daniel Ting. I was jointly responsible for feature development, modeling, data collec-
tion, and experimental evaluation.
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CHAPTER 2: EXPLORATORY BROWSING: SYSTEM
When performing exploratory data analysis on new or unfamiliar datasets, analysts often issue
queries, examine a small subset or sample of records, incrementally change their queries based
on observations from this sample, and then repeat this process until they are satisfied. Thus ex-
ploratory data analysis has three facets that differentiate it from traditional data analysis: (i) in-
teractivity, i.e., analysts wait to look at the results and cannot tolerate long delays [28], (ii) in-
completeness, i.e., instead of looking at the millions of result records, analysts are satisfied with
examining a small number (a few “screenfuls”) of records, and (iii) ad-hoc predicates, i.e., ana-
lysts iteratively issue queries with small unpredictable modifications on the previous predicates,
as well as periodically “zooming out” to explore different characteristics of a given data set. For
example, a census data analyst may want to view a subset of records of individuals who are female,
African-American, and own two houses, to see what the other attributes are like.
When exploring data by repeatedly issuing ad-hoc queries, there are two primary ways users
consume the results of the queries — summarization or browsing [8, 9]. That is, they either
compute some aggregate summary statistics and then possibly visualize these statistics (summa-
rization), or they examine a few tuples in the query result (browsing). The browsing or any-k use
case is as common as summarization. For example, a recent study [29] reports that analysts of-
ten want to browse a subset of records to examine their analysis results. To support this form of
exploratory browsing, many popular SQL IDEs implicitly limit the number of result records dis-
played, recognizing the fact that users often do not need to, nor do they have the time to see all of
the result records. For example, phpMyAdmin1 for MySQL has a MaxRows configuration param-
eter; pgAdmin2 for PostgreSQL has a rowset size parameter; and SQL Developer3 for Oracle has
a array fetch size parameter. Even outside of the context of SQL IDEs, in tabular interfaces such
as Microsoft Excel or Tableau’s Table View, users only browse or examine a subset of records—
depending on the user, this number could be in the hundreds or thousands, even though the result
set can number in the millions or billions.
Perhaps surprisingly, despite the wealth of work on exploratory data analysis, there is little work
that has addressed this browsing problem: how do we quickly return a small subset of records that
satisfy arbitrary user-specified predicates, without requiring the records be the “top” ones (for






In this chapter, we introduce a new data exploration engine, NEEDLETAIL4, to address the any-
k problem (Section 2.1) for supporting exploratory browsing. NEEDLETAIL’s design includes its
indexing structure (Section 2.2), retrieval algorithms (Section 2.3 and Section 2.4), and statistical
techniques to correct for biased sampling in aggregate estimation (Section 2.5), with extensions
for complex queries (Section 2.6). We then describe the related work (Section 2.7).
2.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION
As described previously, the goal of NEEDLETAIL is to support exploratory data analysis by
solving the any-k problem, aimed at retrieving any k records that satisfy query constraints. In
this section, we formally define the any-k problem. We consider a standard OLAP data explo-
ration setting where we have a database D with a star schema consisting of continuous mea-
sure attributes M and categorical dimension attributes A. For simplicity, we focus on a single
database table T , with r dimension attributes and s measure attributes, leading to the schema:
T = {A1,A2, ...,Ar,M1,M2, ...,Ms}; our techniques generalize beyond this case, as we will show
later. We use δi to denote the number of distinct values for the dimension attribute Ai with distinct
values {V 1i ,V 2i , ..,V
δi
i }.
Consider a selection query Q on T where the selection condition is a boolean formula formed
out of equality predicates on the dimension attributes A. We define the set of records which form
the result set of query Q to be the valid records with respect to Q. As a concrete example, consider
a data analyst exploring campaign finance data. Suppose they want to find any-k individuals who
donated to Donald Trump, live in a certain county, and are married. Here, the query Q on T
has a selection condition that is a conjunction of three predicates—donated to Trump, lives in a
particular county, and is married.
We now define an any-k query Qk as the query which returns k valid records out of the set of all
valid records for a given query Q. Qk can be written as follows:
SELECT ANY-K(∗) FROM T WHERE 〈CONDITION〉
For now we consider simple selection queries of the above form; we extend our approach to support
aggregates in Section 2.5 and grouping and joins in Section 2.6.
We formally state the any-k sampling problem for simple selection queries as follows:
Problem 2.1 (Any-k Sampling) Given an any-k query Qk, the goal of any-k sampling is to re-
trieve any k valid records in as little time as possible.
4We named NEEDLETAIL after the world’s fastest bird [30].
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Unlike random sampling, any-k does not require the returned records to be randomly selected.
Instead, any-k sampling prioritizes query execution time over randomness. We will revisit the issue
of randomness in Section 2.5.
2.2 DENSITY MAP INDEX
To support the fast retrieval of any-k samples (Problem 1), we develop a lightweight indexing
structure called the DENSITYMAP. DENSITYMAPs share some similarities with bitmaps, so we
first briefly describe bitmap indexes.
2.2.1 Bitmap Index: Background
Bitmap indexes are commonly used for ad-hoc queries in read-mostly workloads [31, 32, 33,
34]. Typically, the index contains one bitmap for each distinct value V of each dimension attribute
A in a table. Each bitmap is a vector of bits in which the ith bit is set to 1, if A=V for the ith record,
and 0 otherwise. If a query has a equality predicate on only one attribute value, we can simply look
at the corresponding bitmap for that attribute value and return the records whose bits are set. For
queries with more than one predicate, or range predicates, we must perform bitwise AND or OR
operations on the appropriate bitmaps before fetching the valid records. Bitwise operations can be
executed rapidly, particularly when bitmaps fit in memory.
Although bitmap indexes have proven to be effective for traditional OLAP-style workloads,
these workloads typically consist of queries in which the user expects to receive all valid records
that match the filter. Nevertheless, bitmap indexes can be used for any-k sampling. One simple
strategy would be to perform the bitwise operations across all predicated bitmap indexes, perform
a scan on the resulting bitmap, and return the first k records with matching bits. However, the
efficiency of this strategy greatly depends on the layout of the valid records. For example, if all
valid records are clustered near the end of the dataset, the system would have to scan the entire
bitmap index before finding the set bits. Furthermore, returning the first matching k records may
be sub-optimal if the first k records are dispersed across the dataset, since retrieving each record
would result in a random access. If a different set of k records existed later in the dataset, but with
better locality, a preferred strategy might be to return that second set of records instead.
In addition to some limitations when performing any-k sampling, bitmap indexes often take up
a large amount of space, since we need to store one bitmap per distinct value of each dimension
attribute. As the number of attributes and attribute values increase, a greater number of bitmap in-
dexes is required. Even with various methods to compress bitmaps, such as BBC [35], WAH [36],
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PLWAH [37], EWAH [13], we find that bitmap indexes occupy orders of magnitude more space
than DENSITYMAPs. as we show in the next chapter.
2.2.2 Density Map Index
We now describe how DENSITYMAPs address these shortcomings Our design starts from the
observation that modern hard disk drive (HDDs) typically have 4KB minimum storage units called
sectors, and systems may only read or write from HDDs in whole sectors. Therefore, it takes the
same amount of time to retrieve a block of data as it retrieves a single record. DENSITYMAPs take
advantage of this fact to reason about the data at the block-level, rather than at the record-level as
do. Similarly, SSD and RAM access pages or cache lines of data at a time.
Thus, for each block, a DENSITYMAP stores the frequency of set bits in that block, termed the
density, rather than enumerating the set bits. Formally, for each attribute Ai, and each attribute
value V ji taken on by Ai, we store a DENSITYMAP D
j
i , consisting of λ entries, one corresponding









}, where d jik is the percentage of
tuples in block k that satisfy the predicate Ai =V
j
i . While DENSITYMAPs are stored per column,
the underlying data is assumed to be stored in row-oriented fashion. Note that DENSITYMAPs



































0.3,0.4,0.5,0.7,0.8,0.9,0}, indicating 20 percent of tuples in block 1 and 10 percent of tuples in
block 2 have value V 11 for attribute A1 respectively.
DENSITYMAPs are a very flexible index structure as they can estimate the percentage of valid
records for any ad-hoc query with single or nested selection constraints. For queries with more
than one predicate, we can combine multiple DENSITYMAPs together to calculate the estimated
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percentage of valid records per block, multiplying densities for conjunction and adding them for
disjunction, akin to selectivity estimation in query optimization [38]. As in query optimization,
this assumption may not always hold, but as we demonstrate in our experiments on real datasets, it
still leads to effective results. Furthermore, DENSITYMAPs drastically reduce the number of disk
accesses by skipping blocks whose estimated densities are zero (and thus definitely do not contain
valid records).
Thus, compared to bitmaps, DENSITYMAPs are a coarser statistical summary of valid records
in each block for each attribute value. The ability to condense a block of information into a few
bytes, coupled with run-length encoding techniques, allow DENSITYMAPs to be more viable than
bitmaps in datasets with many attribute values due to their smaller size. DENSITYMAPs save
significant storage costs by keeping information at the block-level instead of record-level, making
maintaining DENSITYMAPs in memory feasible. Moreover, coupled with efficient algorithms,
which we describe in detail next, DENSITYMAPs can decrease the number of blocks read from
disk for any-k sampling and therefore reduce the query execution time
One concern with DENSITYMAP is that, since we admit all records from a block which satisfy
the constraints into our any-k sample set, the samples we retrieve may be biased with respect to the
data layout. In Section 2.5, we describe techniques to correct the bias due to possible correlations
between the samples and the data layout by applying cluster sampling and unequal probability
estimation techniques.
2.3 ANY-K ALGORITHMS: EXTREMES
We introduce two intuitive algorithms that take advantage of DENSITYMAPs to perform fast
any-k sampling, making use of the following two observations.
Observation 2.1 (Density: Denser is better) Retrieving a block with high density is preferable
to retrieving a low density block.
First, a high density block has more valid records than a low density block. Thus, it is more
beneficial to retrieve the high density block, so that overall, fewer blocks are retrieved.
Observation 2.2 (Locality: Closer is better) Retrieving neighboring blocks is preferable to re-
trieving blocks which are far apart.
In a HDD, the time taken to retrieve a block from disk can be split into seek time and transfer
time. The seek time is the time it takes to locate the desired block, and the transfer time is the
time required to actually transfer the data. Blocks which are far apart incur additional seek time,
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while neighboring blocks typically only require transfer time. Thus, retrieving neighboring blocks
is preferred. Similar locality arguments hold (to varying degrees) on SSD and RAM.
Our basic any-k sampling algorithms take advantage of each of these observations: DENSITY-
OPTIMAL optimizes for density while LOCALITY-OPTIMAL optimizes for locality. These two
algorithms are optimal extremes, favoring just one of locality or density.
On different types of storage media, the two observations can have different amounts of impact.
For example, the locality observation may not be as important for in-memory data and SSDs,
since the random I/O performance of these storage media is not as poor as it is on HDDs. For
our purposes, we focus on the HDDs, which is the most common type of storage device, but we
also evaluate our techniques on SSDs. To judge which of these two algorithms is better in a given
setting, or to combine the benefits of these two algorithms, we require a cost model for storage
media, which we present in Section 2.4.
Table 2.1 provides a summary of the notation used in the following sections.
Symbol Meaning
λ Number of blocks
γ Number of predicates
τ Number of samples received
κ An empirical constant to sequentially access one block
S = {S1,S2, · · · ,Sγ} DENSITYMAP indicated in the WHERE clause
S j[i] the ith entry of DENSITYMAP S j
Ŝ = {Ŝ1, Ŝ2, · · · , Ŝγ} Sorted DENSITYMAP indicated in the WHERE clause
Ŝi[ j] the jth entry of the ith sorted DENSITYMAP in Ŝ
θ Threshold
M Set of block IDs with their aggregated densities
Seen Set of block IDs seen so far
R Set of block IDs returned by the algorithm
Table 2.1: Table of Notation
DENSITY-OPTIMAL is based on the threshold algorithm proposed by Fagin et al. [39]. The goal
of DENSITY-OPTIMAL is to use our in-memory DENSITYMAP index to retrieve the densest blocks
until k valid records are found. The unmodified threshold algorithm by Fagin et al. would attempt
to find the p densest blocks. However, in our setting, we do not know the value of p in advance:
we only know k, the number of valid tuples required, so we need to set the value of p on the fly.
For fast execution of DENSITY-OPTIMAL, an additional sorted DENSITYMAP data structure
is required. For every DENSITYMAP D, we sort it in descending order of densities to create a
sorted DENSITYMAP D̂. Every element D̂[i] has two attributes: bid, the block ID, and density, the
percentage of tuples in this block which satisfies the corresponding constraint. Here D[1] refers to
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the first block of the data and D̂[1] refers to the densest block in the data. Sorted DENSITYMAPs
are precomputed during data loading time and stored in memory along with the DENSITYMAPs,
so the sorting time does not affect the execution times of queries.
High-Level Intuition. At a high level, the algorithm examines each of the relevant sorted DEN-
SITYMAPs corresponding to the predicates in the query. It traverses these sorted DENSITYMAPs
in sorted order, while maintaining a record of the blocks with the highest overall density for the
query, i.e., the highest number of valid tuples. The algorithm stops when the maintained blocks
have at least k valid records, and it is guaranteed that none of the unexplored blocks can have a
higher overall density than the ones maintained.
Algorithm 2.1 DENSITY-OPTIMAL
1: Initialize θ ← 0, i← 1, τ ← 0, R,M,Seen←∅





4: for j = 1 . . .γ do
5: if Ŝ j[i].bid /∈ Seen then









10: µ ← argmaxµ ′∈M µ ′.density
11: while µ ≥ θ do
12: τ ← τ +µ.density× records_per_block
13: R← R∪{µ.bid}
14: M←M \{µ}
15: if τ ≥ k then
16: return R
17: else
18: µ ← argmaxµ ′∈M µ ′.density
19: i← i+1
20: return R
Algorithmic Details. Algorithm 2.1 provides the full pseudocode. With sorted DENSITYMAPs,
it is easy to see how DENSITY-OPTIMAL handles a query with a single predicate: Ai = V
j
i .
DENSITY-OPTIMAL simply selects the D̂ ji which corresponds to the predicate and retrieves the
first few blocks of D̂ ji until k valid records are found. For multiple predicates, the execution of
DENSITY-OPTIMAL is more complicated. Depending on how the predicates are combined,
⊕
could mean ∏, i.e., product, if the predicates are all combined using ANDs, or ∑, i.e., sum, if the
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predicates are all combined using ORs. Each DENSITYMAP in {S1, ...,Sγ} represents a predicate
from the query, while {Ŝ1, ..., Ŝγ} represent the sorted variants. At each iteration, we traverse down
Ŝi, while maintaining a running threshold θ =
⊕γ
j=1 Ŝ j[i].density, and also keeping track of all the
block ids encountered across the sorted density maps. This threshold θ represents the minimum
aggregate density that a block must have across the predicates before we are sure that it is one of
the densest blocks. During iteration i, we consider all blocks in M examined in the previous itera-
tions that have not yet been selected to be part of the output. If the one with the highest density has
density greater than θ , then it is added to the output R. We know that θ is an upper-bound for any
blocks that have not already been seen in this or the previous iterations, due to the monotonicity of
the operator
⊕
. Thus, DENSITY-OPTIMAL maintains the following invariant: a block is selected
to be part of the output iff its density is as good or better than any of the blocks that not yet been
selected to be part of the output. Overall, DENSITY-OPTIMAL ends up adding the blocks to the
output in decreasing order of density. DENSITY-OPTIMAL terminates when the number of valid
records in the output blocks selected is at least k.
To retrieve the any-k samples, we then load the blocks returned by DENSITY-OPTIMAL into
memory and return all valid records seen in those blocks. If the total number of query results in
those blocks are less than k, we re-execute DENSITY-OPTIMAL on the blocks that have not been
retrieved in previous invocations.
Example 2.2 (DENSITY-OPTIMAL) Suppose a user requests to sample 120 tuples where A1 = 1
and A2 = 2. In this case we have two sorted density maps D̂11 and D̂
2
2 in memory. Suppose the
number of records per block is 100. The density of corresponding blocks D11 and D
2
1 are shown
in Figure 2.1. We can derive D̂11 to be {(8,0.9),(7,0.8),(6,0.7),(5, 0.5),(4,0.4),(3,0.3),(1,0.2),
(2,0.1), (9,0)} and D̂22 to be {(4,0.9), (8,0.8),(6,0.7),(5,0.6),(2, 0.3),(9, 0.2),(7,0.1),(1,0.1),
(3,0)} (recall that each entry in D̂11 and D̂22 has two attributes, bid and density). In the first
sequential access, the threshold tis 0.81 as B8 (block 8) in D̂11 has highest density 0.9 and B4 in D̂
2
1
has highest density 0.9. Then we calculate the overall density of B8 by multiplying the densities
of B8 in both attributes to get 0.8× 0.9 = 0.72. Similarly for B4 we get 0.4× 0.9 = 0.36. Since
neither of these exceeds the threshold, we move on to the next densest block in each attribute (B7
in A1 and B8 in A2), obtaining t = 0.64. Since B7 is the only block that has not been seen before,
we calculate its density, which is 0.08. In this iteration, since the density in B8 is larger than the
current t, we add B8 into R and update the currently collected estimated query results, s, to be 72.
Neither B4 nor B7 has density greater than the threshold, so we do not choose these blocks yet.
Because s is smaller than k (i.e., 120), we move to the third sequential access. In this access, t is
0.49, and B6, the only new seen block in this access, is estimated to have density 0.49. Then we
add B6 into R, and update s to 121. We stop the algorithm as s is now larger than k.
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Guarantees. We now show that DENSITY-OPTIMAL retrieves the minimum set of blocks when
optimizing for density.
Theorem 2.1 (DENSITY-OPTIMAL) Under the independence assumption, DENSITY-OPTIMAL
returns the set of blocks with the highest densities with at least k valid records.
Since DENSITY-OPTIMAL is a significant modification of the threshold algorithm the proof of the
above theorem does not follow directly from prior work.
Proof 2.1 The proof is composed of two parts: first, we demonstrate that DENSITY-OPTIMAL
adds blocks to R in the order of decreasing overall density; second, we demonstrate that DENSITY-
OPTIMAL stops only when the number of valid records in R is ≥ k. The second part is obvious
from the pseudocode (line 16). We focus on the first part. The first part is proven using an inductive
argument. We assume that the blocks added to R through ith iteration satisfy the property and that
θ of the ith iteration is denoted as θi. We note that for the i+ 1th iteration, θi ≥ θi+1. Consider
the blocks that are part of M at the end of line 10 in the i+ 1th iteration. These blocks fall into
two categories: either they were already part of M in the ith iteration, and hence have densities
less than θi, or were added to M in the i+1th iteration, and due to monotonicity, once again have
density less than θi. Furthermore, any blocks that have not yet been examined will have densities
less than θi+1. Since all blocks that have been added at iteration i or prior have densities greater
than or equal to θi, all the blocks still under contention for adding to R—those in M or those yet
to be examined—have densities below those in R. Now, in iteration i+ 1, we add all blocks in M
whose densities are greater than θi+1, in decreasing order. We know that all of these blocks have
higher densities than all the blocks that have yet to be examined (once again using monotonicity).
Thus, we have shown that any blocks added to R in iteration i+ 1 are lower in terms of density
than those added to R previously, and are the best among the ones in M and those that will be
encountered in future iterations.
Complexity Analysis. In Algorithm 2.1, the set M contains the set of blocks that have already
been encountered by the algorithm, but not yet selected to be part of the output. We maintain M
as a sorted set in the descending order of their densities. Therefore, the complexity of insertion
(Line 8) is O(log(|M |)) while the complexity of retrieval (Line 10 and 18) and deletion (Line 14)
is constant. In the worst case, the computational complexity of DENSITY-OPTIMAL is O(λγ +
λ log(λ )), where λ is the number of blocks that table T is allocated on disk. However, in practice,
the number of predicates of a query is generally less than 10, while datasets are usually allocated
on thousands of blocks, indicating we can treat γ as roughly constant. Consequently, in general,
the complexity of DENSITY-OPTIMAL is O(λ log(λ )). Additionally, given that our system focuses
on the cases of browsing k results where k is usually much smaller than the total number of query
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records, DENSITY-OPTIMAL usually terminates after looking into only a small number of blocks
instead of λ blocks, which further reduces the computation time in real world scenarios.
2.3.1 LOCALITY-OPTIMAL Algorithm
Our second algorithm, LOCALITY-OPTIMAL, prioritizes for locality rather than density, aiming
to identify the shortest sequence of blocks that guarantee k valid records. The naive approach to
identify this would be to consider the sequence formed by every pair of blocks (along with all of
the blocks in between)—leading to an algorithm that is quadratic in the number of blocks. Instead,
LOCALITY-OPTIMAL, described below, is linear in the number of blocks. LOCALITY-OPTIMAL
moves across the sequence of blocks using a sliding window formed using a start and an end
pointer, and eventually returns the smallest possible window with k valid records.
High-level Intuition. LOCALITY-OPTIMAL moves across the sequence of blocks using a sliding
window formed using a start and an end pointer, and eventually returns the smallest possible win-
dow with k valid records. At each point, LOCALITY-OPTIMAL ensures that the window has at
least k valid records within it, by first advancing the end pointer until we meet the constraint, then
advancing the start pointer until the constraint is once again violated. It can be shown that this ap-
proach considers all minimal sequences of blocks with k valid records in linear time. Subsequently,
LOCALITY-OPTIMAL returns the smallest such sequence.
Algorithmic Details. The pseudocode for the algorithm is listed in Algorithm 2.2. The LOCALITY-
OPTIMAL algorithm operates on an array of values formed by applying the operator
⊕
to the
predicate DENSITYMAPs {S1, ..,Sγ}, one block at a time. At the start, both pointers are at the
value corresponding to the density of the first block. We move the end pointer to the right until the
number of valid records between the two pointers is no less than k; at this point, we have our first
candidate sequence containing at least k valid records. We then move the start pointer to the right,
checking if each sequence contains at least k valid records, and continuing until the constraint of
having at least k valid records is once again violated. Afterwards, we once again operate on the
end pointer. At all times, we maintain the smallest sequence found so far, replacing it when we
find a new sequence that is smaller.
Example 2.3 (LOCALITY-OPTIMAL) Considering the instance from Example 2, LOCALITY-OPTIMAL
considers density maps D11 = {(1,0.2),(2,0.1), (3,0.3),(4, 0.4),(5,0.5),(6,0.7),(7,0.8),(8,0.9),(9,0)}
and D22 = {(1,0.1), (2,0.3),(3,0),(4,0.9),(5,0.6),(6,0.7),(7,0.1),(8,0.8),( 9,0.2)}. We first
calculate the resulting density map M, which is {(1,0.02),(2, 0.03),(3,0),(4,0.36),(5,0.3),(6,0.49),
(7,0.08),(8, 0.72),(9,0)}. Then LOCALITY-OPTIMAL scans all entries in M once and fetches
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Algorithm 2.2 LOCALITY-OPTIMAL
1: Initialize τ ← 0, R←∅
2: Initialize start,end,min_start,min_end← 1







5: while end < λ do
6: while τ < k and end < λ do
7: τ ← τ +M[end].density× records_per_block
8: end← end +1
9: while τ ≥ k and start < λ do
10: if (end− start)< (min_end−min_start) then
11: min_end← end
12: min_start← start
13: τ ← τ−M[start].density× records_per_block





blocks 6,7, and 8, as we estimated that this is the smallest contiguous set of blocks that contain at
least 120 samples.
Guarantees. We now show that LOCALITY-OPTIMAL retrieves the minimum sequence of blocks
when optimizing for locality.
Theorem 2.2 (LOCALITY-OPTIMAL) Under the independence assumption, LOCALITY-OPTIMAL
returns the smallest sequence of blocks that contains at least k valid records.
We demonstrate that for every block i, LOCALITY-OPTIMAL considers the smallest sequence of
blocks with k valid records beginning at block i at some point in the algorithm, thereby proving
the above theorem.
Proof 2.2 For i = 1, this is easy to see. The end pointer of LOCALITY-OPTIMAL starts at 1
and increases; the start pointer is not moved until a valid sequence of blocks is found, so by
construction LOCALITY-OPTIMAL considers the smallest sequence of blocks starting at 1. For
the remaining i’s we prove this by contradiction. Let the smallest sequence of blocks beginning
at block i end at j, where j ≥ i; we denote this sequence as [i, j]. Now, let j′ be the ending block
for the smallest sequence of blocks starting at i+ 1; this sequence is denoted as [i+ 1, j′]. If
j′ ≥ j, our LOCALITY-OPTIMAL algorithm considers the sequence as we move the end pointer



























A Cost Model for SSD
Figure 2.2: I/O Cost Model for HDDs and SSDs
sequence [i+1, j−1] is the smallest sequence of blocks starting at i+1 that has k valid records.
[i+ 1, j− 1] is a subsequence of [i, j− 1], so [i, j− 1] must also have at least k valid records.
However, we already declared [i, j] to be the smallest sequence of blocks starting at i that has k
valid records, and thus a contradiction is found. Similar arguments can be made for all j′ < j−1,
so LOCALITY-OPTIMAL must consider the smallest sequence of blocks starting at block i for every
i.
Complexity Analysis. The computational complexity of Algorithm 2.2 consists of two parts;
calculating M and performing two (amortized) linear scans of M: O(λγ+2λ ) =O(λγ). Typically,
γ < 10, thus the time complexity can be reduced to O(λ ).
2.4 HYBRID ANY-K ALGORITHMS
The two desired properties of density and locality can often be at odds with each other depending
on the data layout; dense blocks may be far apart, and neighboring blocks may contain many blocks
which have few valid records. In this section, we first present a cost model to estimate the I/O cost
of a any-k algorithm, and use it to design an any-k algorithm that is I/O-optimal, providing the
best balance between density and locality, and a hybrid algorithm, that selects between DENSITY-
OPTIMAL and LOCALITY-OPTIMAL.
2.4.1 A Simple I/O Cost Model
To set up the cost model for I/O for HDDs (Hard Disk Drives), we profile the storage system
as described by Ruemmler et al. [40]. We randomly choose various starting blocks and record the
time taken to fetch other blocks that are varying distances away (where distance is measured in
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number of blocks). As shown in Figure 2.2, which uses a linear scale on the x-axis from x=2 until
x=10, and then log scale after that, with block size equal to 256KB, the I/O cost is smallest when
doing a sequential I/O operation to fetch the next block (∼ 2ms), and increases with the distance
up to a certain maximum distance t after which it becomes constant (∼ 12ms). Our cost model
estimate is overlaid with a dashed blue line. More formally, for two blocks i and j, we model the
cost of fetching block j after block i as follows:
RandIO(i, j) =
cost(i, j) if | j− i| ≤ tconstant otherwise (2.1)
When distance is less than t, we use a simple linear fit for cost(i, j), using the Python numpy.
polyfit function.5
On the other hand, as shown in Figure 2.2, the I/O cost model for SSDs is different from the one
we see for HDDs. Overall, we see a constant time (∼ 0.6ms) to fetch a block (overlaid in a dashed
blue line) independent of the block distance.
2.4.2 IO-OPTIMAL Algorithm
IO-OPTIMAL considers both density and locality to find the set of blocks with the minimum
I/O cost overall. Given our cost model, we can use dynamic programming to find the optimal set
of blocks with k valid records.
We define C(s, i) as the minimal cost to retrieve s estimated valid records when block i is
amongst the blocks fetched. We define Opt(s, i) as the cost to retrieve the optimal set of blocks
with s estimated valid records when considering the first i blocks. Finally, we denote si as the
estimated number of valid records inside block i, derived, as before, using the
⊕
computation.
With this notation, we have:
C(s, i) = min
{
C(s− si, j)+RandIO( j, i), ∀ j ∈ [ i− t, i−1]
Opt(s− si, i− t−1)+RandIO(i− t−1, i)
(2.2)





The intuition is as follows: for each block i that has si estimated valid records, either the block
can be in the final optimal set or not. If we decide to include block i, the cost is the minimum
cost amongst the following: (i) the smallest I/O cost of having s− si samples at block j where
5https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/generated/numpy.polyfit.html
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|i− j| ≤ t, plus the cost of jumping from block j to i (i.e., C(s− si, j)+RandIO( j, i)), or (ii) the
optimal cost at block i− t− 1, plus the random I/O cost of jumping from some block in the first
i− t−1 blocks to block i (i.e., Opt(s− si, i− t−1)+RandIO(i− t−1, i)).
For the second expression, if we exclude block i, then the optimal cost is the same as the optimal
cost at block i−1. Consequently, the optimal cost at block i is the smallest value in these two cases.
The full algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.3, where κ is some constant cost to fetch the first block.
Algorithm 2.3 IO-OPTIMAL
1: Initialize R←∅.







4: si← M[i].density× records_per_block
5: for s = 0 . . . s1 do
6: C(s,1)← κ
7: Opt(s,1)← κ
8: for s = s1 +1, . . . ,k do
9: C(s,1)← ∞
10: Opt(s,1)← ∞
11: for i = 2 . . . λ do
12: for s = 0 . . . si do
13: C(s, i)← RandIO(1, i)
14: Opt(s, i)←min{Opt(s, i−1),C(s, i)}
15: for j = si +1, . . . ,k do
16: C(s, i)←min
{
C(s− si, j)+RandIO( j, i),∀ j ∈ [ i− t, i−1]
Opt(s− si, i− t−1)+RandIO(i− t−1, i)
17: Opt(s, i)←min{Opt(s, i−1),C(s, i)}
18: R← sequence of blocks that result the cost in Opt(k,λ )
19: return R
Guarantees. We can show the following property.
Theorem 2.3 (IO-OPTIMAL) Under the independence assumption and the constructed cost model
for disk I/O, IO-OPTIMAL gives the blocks with optimal I/O cost for fetching any-k valid records.
Proof 2.3 We demonstrate here that Opt(k,λ ) in Algorithm 2.3 gives the optimal I/O cost. Recall
that C(s, i) refers to the minimal cost to retrieve s estimated valid records when block i is amongst
the blocks fetched. Our first goal is to verify that C(s, i) satisfies the recursive equations. Let Ω be
the set of selected blocks for C(s, i) and j be the block ID just before i in Ω. Then C(s, i) will select
the same set of blocks from the first j blocks as that for C(s− si, j), i.e., Ω\{i, j}. Otherwise,
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we can replace one by another to get lower I/O cost. Thus, we have C(s, i) = mini−1j=1(C(s−
si, j)+RandIO( j, i)) by considering all j. Furthermore, since RandIO( j, i) is a constant when
j− i > t and min jk=1C(s− si,k) = Opt(s− si, j) by considering all the last picked block k, we have
mini−t−1j=1 (C(s− si, j)+RandIO( j, i)) = Opt(s− si, i− t−1)+constant. Thus, the formula can be
rewritten as that in the beginning of Section 2.4.2.
First, we observe that C(s, i) has some prefix-optimal property. Let Ω be the set of selected blocks
for C(s, i) and j be the block ID just before i in Ω. Then C(s, i) will select the same set of blocks from
the first j blocks as that for C(s−si, j), i.e.,Ω\{i, j}. Otherwise, we can replace one by another to
get lower I/O cost. Thus, we have C(s, i) = mini−1j=1(C(s− si, j)+RandIO( j, i)) by considering all
j. Furthermore, since RandIO( j, i) is a constant when j− i > t and min jk=1C(s− si,k) = Opt(s−
si, j) by considering all the last picked block k, we have mini−t−1j=1 (C(s− si, j)+RandIO( j, i)) =
Opt(s− si, i− t − 1)+ constant. Thus, the formula can be rewritten as that in the beginning of
Section 2.4.2.
Next, we obtain Opt(s, i) by considering two different cases: (a) block i is amongst the blocks
fetched; (b) block i is not amongst the blocks fetched. In the first case, Opt(s, i) is exactly C(s, i),
while in the second case, Opt(s, i) is exactly the same as Opt(s, i−1). Hence we have the formula
stated in the beginning of Section 2.4.2. In all, our proposed DP is correct and Opt(k,λ ) in
Algorithm 2.3 gives the optimal I/O cost.
Complexity Analysis. The computational complexity of IO-OPTIMAL, shown in Algorithm 2.3,
is O(λγ +λkt). However, we once again apply the fact that γ < 10 in practice to reduce the time
complexity to O(λkt).
2.4.3 HYBRID Algorithm
Even though IO-OPTIMAL is able to return the optimal I/O cost for fetching any-k samples,
its much higher computation cost (as we show in our experiments) makes it impractical for large
datasets. We propose HYBRID which simply selects between the best of DENSITY-OPTIMAL and
LOCALITY-OPTIMAL, using our I/O cost model, when a query is issued. Since HYBRID needs
to run both algorithms to determine the set of blocks selected by each algorithm, using HYBRID




So far, our any-k algorithms retrieve k records without any consideration of how representa-
tive they are of the entire population. If these records are used to estimate an aggregate, there
could be bias in this value due to possible correlations between the value and the data layout.
While this is fine for browsing, it leaves the user unable to make any statistically significant claims
about the aggregated value. To address this problem, we make two simple adjustments to ex-
tend our any-k algorithms. First, we introduce a TWO-PHASE sampling scheme where we add
small amounts of random data to our any-k estimates—this allows us to calibrate and correct for
bias.This random data is added in a fashion such that it does not significantly affect the overall
running time, while at the same time, allowing us to “correct for” the bias easily. Second, we cor-
rect the bias by leveraging techniques from survey sampling literature. Specifically, we leverage
the Horvitz-Thompson [41] and ratio [42] estimators, as described below. Such approaches have
been employed in other approximate query processing settings [43, 44, 45], but their application
to any-k is new.
2.5.1 TWO-PHASE Sampling
We propose a TWO-PHASE sampling scheme, in which we collect a large proportion (1-α) of
the k requested samples using an any-k algorithm, and collect the rest (α) in a random fashion.
The user chooses the parameter α upfront based on how much random sampling they wish to add.
While a larger α may reduce the number of total samples needed to obtain a statistically significant
result, the time taken to retrieve random samples greatly exceeds the time taken to retrieve samples
based on our any-k algorithms. Therefore, α needs to be carefully chosen; we experiment with
different αs in Chapter 3.
More formally, if we let Sv be the set of blocks which have at least one valid record in them, we
can describe TWO-PHASE sampling as follows: (1) Use an any-k algorithm to choose the densest
blocks Sc from Sv, and derive (1−α)k samples from Sc. (2) Uniformly randomly select blocks Sr
from the remaining blocks, and derive α samples from Sr. Note that Sc∩Sr =∅.
2.5.2 Unequal Probability Estimation
Within the TWO-PHASE sampling scheme, the probability a block is sampled is not uniform.
Therefore, we must use an unequal probability estimator [46] and inversely weigh samples based
on their selection probabilities. We introduce two different estimators for this: the Horvitz-
Thompson estimator and the ratio estimator.
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Requisite Notation. The goal of our two estimators is to estimate the true aggregate sum τ and the
true aggregate mean µ of measure attribute M given a query Q. We use τi to denote the aggregate
sum of M for block i and L for the total number of valid records for query Q. We can estimate L
using the DENSITYMAPs.
The estimators inversely weigh samples based on their probability of selection. So, we define
the inclusion probability πi as the probability that block i is included in the overall sample:
πi =

1 if i ∈ Sc
|Sr|
|Sv|−|Sc| if i ∈ Sv \Sc
0 otherwise
(2.4)
For the (1−α)k samples that come from the any-k blocks in Sc, the probability of being chosen
is always 1. After these blocks have been selected, a uniformly random subset of the remaining
blocks are chosen to give αk random samples; the probability that these samples are chosen is
|Sr|
|Sv|−|Sc| .
We define the joint inclusion probability πi j as the probability of selecting both blocks i and j
for the overall sample:
πi j =

1 if i ∈ Sc∧ j ∈ Sc
|Sr|




|Sv|−|Sc|−1 if i ∈ Sr∧ j ∈ Sr
0 otherwise
(2.5)










As mentioned before, the sums τi are inversely weighted by their probabilities πi to account for
the different probabilities of selecting blocks in Sv. Based on τ̂HT , we can also easily estimate µ





The Horvitz-Thompson estimator guarantees us that both τ̂HT and µ̂HT are unbiased estimates:
E(τ̂HT ) = τ and E(µ̂HT ) = µ [41]. In addition, the Horvitz-Thompson estimator gives us a way to
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calculate the variances of of τ̂HT and µ̂HT , which represent the expected bounds of τ̂HT and µ̂HT :

















Var(µ̂HT ) =Var(τ̂HT/L) =Var(τ̂HT )/L2 (2.9)
Ratio Estimator. Although the Horvitz-Thompson estimator is an unbiased estimator, it is possi-
ble that the variances given by Equations 2.8 and 2.9 can be quite large if the aggregated variable is







; τ̂R = µ̂RL (2.10)























Var(τ̂R) =Var(µ̂RL) = L2Var(µ̂R) (2.12)
While the ratio estimator is not precisely unbiased, in Equation 2.10 for µ̂R, we see that the
numerator is the unbiased Horvitz-Thompson estimate of the sum and the denominator is an unbi-
ased Horvitz-Thompson estimate of the total number of valid records, so the bias tends to be small
and decreases with increasing sample size.
We compare the empirical accuracies of these two estimators in Chapter 3, and demonstrate
how our TWO-PHASE sampling technique, when employing these estimators, provides accurate
estimates of various aggregates values.
2.6 GROUPING AND JOINS
So far, we have assumed that all our sampling queries have the form dictated by the SELECT
query given in Section 2.1, thus limiting our operations to a single database table, with simple
selection predicates and no group-by operators. We now extend the any-k sampling problem




Rather than just a simple any-k query, users may want to retrieve k values per group, e.g., to
compute an estimate of an aggregate value in each group. Unlike a traditional GROUP-BY, which
returns a single aggregated tuple per group, we require k sample non-aggregated tuples per group,
so that users can aggregate the tuples per group in any way they wish. Although a trivial solution
would be to run a separate any-k query per group, we propose an algorithm that can share the
computation across groups in the common case when users want k values per group.
Consider an any-k query Qk over a table T with S representing the predicate in the where clause.
Let AG be the grouping attribute with values in {V 1G,V 2G, . . . ,V
δG
G }. The formal goal of this grouped
any-k sampling can be stated as:
Problem 2.2 (Grouped Any-k Sampling) Given a query Qk defined by a predicate S on table T ,
and a grouping attribute AG, the goal of grouped any-k sampling is to retrieve any k valid records
for each group in as little time as possible.
Our basic approach is to create a combined density map that takes into account every group, and
run the any-k algorithm for all groups at once. This is akin to sharing scans in traditional databases.
In order to run our any-k algorithms for all groups, we first define the combined density of the lth
block as the multiplication of two factors: (1) the density of the lth block with respect to predicate
S, and (2) the sum of the densities for group values in AG in the lth block that still need to be















where RPB is records_per_block, r jG is the number of samples already retrieved for group V
j
G, and
d jGl is the density of the lth block for the value V
j
G. The expression inside the min function estimates
the number of expected records in block l for each group V jG, but limits the estimate by the number
of samples left to be retrieved for that group6. Thus, the combined density (dSl d
∗
Gl ), where dSl is
the density of the lth block with respect to predicate S, gives priority to groups that have had fewer
than k samples retrieved so far, and groups that already have k samples no longer contribute to the
combined density. The 1/RPB in front of the summation for d∗Gl acts a normalization factor to
ensure that d∗Gl , and thereby dSl d
∗
Gl , are both density values between 0 and 1.
With this combined density estimate dSl d
∗
Gl , we can now construct an iterative any-k algorithm
for grouped sampling operations, similar to the algorithms in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The main
structure of the algorithm is as follows:




• Update all densities using with dSl d
∗
Gl .
• Run one of the any-k algorithms to retrieve ψ blocks with the highest combined density.
• Update the densities of the ψ blocks as 0.
• If k samples still have not been retrieved for each group, go back to step (1).
Since d∗Gl depends on the number of samples already retrieved, it must be updated periodically
to ensure the correctness of the combined densities. The ψ parameter controls the periodicity of
these updates. The problem of setting ψ becomes a trade-off between CPU time and I/O time.
Setting ψ = 1 updates the densities after every block retrieval; while this more correctly prioritizes
blocks and is likely to lead to fewer blocks retrieved overall, there is a high CPU cost in updating
the densities after each block retrieval. As ψ increases, the CPU cost goes down due to less
frequent updates, but the overall I/O cost is likely to go up since the combined densities are not
completely up-to-date for each block retrieved. Although our iterative algorithm is not particularly
complex, and globally IO-optimal solutions may perform better than our locally optimal solution,
our algorithm has the advantage of simplicity of implementation and likely lower CPU overhead.
We defer consideration of more sophisticated algorithms to future work.
Algorithm Details. The full algorithm for the grouping any-k query is shown in Algorithm 2.4. In
Section 2.3, τ was a single value representing the number of samples retrieved; for the grouping
any-k algorithm, τ is now an array of size δG where each entry represents the number of samples
for that group. Every iteration consists of updating the combined density estimates or the priorities
of blocks M based on the number of samples retrieved (setting it to 0 if it has already been seen),
and calling an any-k algorithm with M and the number of blocks desired ψ . The algorithm updates
the counts of τ and the algorithm only ends once every entry in τ is at least k.
As we show in the next section, the key-foreign key join any-k problem is essentially equivalent
to this grouped any-k formulation, and we evaluate the performance of our algorithm on these
problems in Section 3.7.
Optimal Solution. As mentioned, the grouping any-k solution uses a heuristic to find the best
blocks to retrieve. However, an I/O optimal solution, similar to IO-OPTIMAL from Section 2.4.2,
could be derived using dynamic programming with a recursive relationship based on the notion
of priority from Equation 2.13, τ , and the disk model from Section 2.4.2. Unfortunately, the
resulting dynamic programming solution becomes a complex program of even more dimensions
than the program from Section 2.4.2. Since we will show in Chapter 3 that IO-OPTIMAL incurs
a prohibitively high CPU cost in exchange for its optimal I/O time, we chose not to pursue this
avenue.
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Algorithm 2.4 Group-by any-k algorithm.
1: Initialize τ ← [0, ...,0], R,M←∅
2: while ∃ j ∈ {1, ...,δG}, τ[ j]< k do
3: for i = 1 . . .λ do















9: for r ∈ R′ do
10: for j ∈ {1, ...,δG} do





Multiple Groupings. For multiple group-by attributes, we simply extend the above formula to
account for every possible combination of values from the different groupings. For example, if











2.6.2 Supporting Key-Foreign Key Joins
Consider any-k sampling on the result of a key-foreign key join between two tables T and T ′,
where AJ is the primary key in T , and AJ′ is the foreign key in T ′. Similar to grouping, the formal
definition of join any-k sampling can be defined as:
Problem 2.3 (Join Any-k Sampling) Given a query Qk defined by a predicate S and a join over
tables T and T ′, on primary key AJ from table T and foreign key AJ′ from table T ′, the goal of
join any-k sampling is to retrieve any k valid joined records for each join value in as little time as
possible.
For example, if we want to join on a “departments” attribute, k samples would be retrieved for
each department. Note that the above problem assumes a semantics of the user desiring k samples
per join value. If the user requires k samples independent of join value, the problem turns out to be
even simpler. Since any join value is allowed, all records in T ′ are valid except those which having
missing primary keys. Therefore, we can simply order the blocks in T ′ based on the number of
valid records, and retrieve accordingly.
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Since we assume AJ is the primary key, and therefore unique, the join any-k sampling problem
can be reduced to finding any k valid records in table T ′ for each join value VJ ∈ AJ . However, this
is the exact same problem as the grouped any-k sampling problem in which the group values are
VJ ∈ AJ . Thus, we can use the algorithm described in the previous section, using the values of AJ
as the grouping value on the foreign key table T ′.
In this way, NEEDLETAIL is able to best indicate the blocks that can be retrieved to minimize
the overall time for joins. We evaluate our join any-k algorithm in Section 3.7 in Chapter 3. We
leave optimizations for other join variants as future work.
2.7 RELATED WORK
Prior work related to NEEDLETAIL can be divided into the following categories:
Data Skipping. A group of indexing techniques, including LOSSY-BITMAP [47],
SMA [48] and variants of SMA [49, 50, 51], were developed to track aggregate attribute infor-
mation at the block level for query processing. However, as shown in Chapter 3, DENSITYMAPs
are significantly better-suited for the any-k problem. Like NEEDLETAIL, Sun et al.’s data skipping
technique [52, 53] skips blocks, via partitioning, but requires a workload up-front.
Block Level Indexing. This group of indexing techniques, including LOSSY-BITMAP [47],
SMA [48] and variants of SMA [49, 50, 51], were developed to track aggregate attribute informa-
tion at the block level for query processing. These techniques have been used to aid query process-
ing in database systems such as Vertica [54], Netezza [55], and MonetDB/X100 [50]. By tracking
aggregate information, these techniques are able to consume less memory than finer-grained in-
dex structures such as regular record-level bitmap indexes. While our DENSITYMAP also lies
in the same family as these aggregate block-based techniques, DENSITYMAPs are significantly
better-suited for the any-k problem. The densities in DENSITYMAPs allow our any-k algorithms
to prioritize blocks which are more likely to have valid records, thereby significantly reducing the
number of retrieved blocks and overall I/O time. In Chapter 3, we experimentally demonstrate that
our any-k algorithms using DENSITYMAPs outperforms LOSSY-BITMAP by up to 5× and 6× in
HDDs and SSDs respectively.
Approximate Query Processing. In the past decade, a number of approximate query processing
techniques [56, 57, 58] and systems [59, 60] have emerged that allow users to trade off query
accuracy for interactive response times, by employing random sampling. These techniques fall
into one of two categories: either they pre-materialize specific samples or sketches of data, tailored
to the queries [59, 61, 62, 63], or perform some form of online sampling [58, 64, 65]. The former
category does not apply to exploratory data analysis, since a workload is assumed. The latter
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category uses techniques that are either similar to BITMAP-RANDOM or DISK-SCAN in order to
achieve adequate randomization. In contrast, NEEDLETAIL primarily focuses on any-k sampling.
This allows NEEDLETAIL to avoid accessing data in random order, avoiding expensive up-front
randomization or inefficient random access to data at runtime.
Random Sampling in Relational Databases. Olken and Rotem [66] examine data structures, al-
gorithms and their performance for simple random sampling from a variety of relational operators.
Various database systems [67, 68] extend SQL with functions that lets users randomly select a sub-
set of rows from the query results. However, since these techniques are based on random sampling,
they incur high latency even for retrieving a small (1%) amount of samples. In NEEDLETAIL, our
TWO-PHASE sampling technique returns much larger samples than random sampling, but in much
less time and with comparable accuracy.
Output Rate Maximization. A related line of work is that of generating join results early, trying to
increase the rate of output of tuples [69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. In particular, the papers aim to identify the
tuples that are most beneficial to preferentially cache in memory so as to maintain a high output
rate, trading off early join results and end-to-end execution time. These papers do not formally
articulate or optimize the any-k problem. Moreover, our approach is instead to preferentially read
certain portions of the data to solve the any-k problem; thus our approaches are complementary.
In particular, RPJ [69] formulates the output rate based on the data distribution and develops
an optimal flush policy when input exceeds memory budget. Instead, RRPJ [70] directly observes
the output rate and flushes data according to result statistics. Wee et al., [71] share similar ideas,
but uses a spatial join instead of equi-join. Mihaela et al., [72] propose a flush policy based on the
range of values of the join attribute and the join result size. Furthermore, Stratis et al., [73] consider
maximizing output rate for multi-way join and propose a multi-way join operator called MJoin as
an alternative to a tree of binary joins. On the other hand, Lawrence [74] proposes an early hash
join algorithm to trade-off between early join results and end-to-end join execution time. The basic
idea is through changing reading strategy from the two join tables, e.g., alternative reading or 5:1
ratio from table A and table B. Unlike [69, 70, 73, 74], PR-join [75] focuses on generating early
representative join results with statistical guarantees. PR-join improves the blocked ripple join by
adaptively changing the ripple width and achieves a higher early join result rate.
2.8 ARCHITECTURE AND CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we present NEEDLETAIL, a data exploration engine that by retrieving any-k valid
records for arbitrary queries as quickly as possible. Figure 2.3 depicts the overall architecture of





































































Figure 2.3: NEEDLETAIL Architecture
ule, the index module, and the disk access module. The any-k module receives queries from the
user and executes our any-k algorithms from Sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.6 to return any-k browsing
samples as quickly as possible. For aggregate queries, the random sampling module is used in
conjunction with the any-k module to perform the TWO-PHASE sampling from Section 2.5. The
index module contains the DENSITYMAPs and sorted DENSITYMAPs. Finally, the disk access
module is in charge of interacting with the buffer pool to retrieve blocks from disk. Since DENSI-
TYMAPs are a lossy compression of the original bitmaps, it is possible that some blocks with no
valid records may be returned; these blocks are filtered out by the disk access module.
NEEDLETAIL is developed as a standalone browsing-based data exploration engine. The current
prototype is implemented in C++ using about 5000 lines of code. NEEDLETAIL can be invoked by
various frontends, e.g., SQL IDEs or interfaces such as Tableau or Excel. It is capable of reading in
row-oriented databases with int, float, and varchar types and supports Boolean-logic pred-
icates. Note that DENSITYMAPs could also equivalently be applied to a column-store database.
Furthermore, although the current implementation is limited to a single machine, we could extend
NEEDLETAIL to run in a distributed environment in the future. For example, DENSITYMAPs can
be spread across multiple machines when the memory available on a single machine is not suffi-
cient. We believe the collective memory space available in a distributed environment will allow us
to leverage the DENSITYMAPs in even better ways.
In the next chapter, we provide an experimental evaluation of NEEDLETAIL.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPLORATORY BROWSING: EVALUATION
In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of NEEDLETAIL for exploratory browsing. We fo-
cus on runtime, memory consumption, and accuracy of estimates. We show that our DENSITYMAP-
based any-k algorithms outperform any “first-to-k-samples” algorithms using traditional OLAP in-
dexing structures such as bitmaps or compressed bitmaps on a variety of synthetic and real datasets
(Section 3.2 and 3.3). We then demonstrate that DENSITYMAPs consume much less space even
compared to the compressed version of bitmaps (Section 3.4). In addition, we empirically demon-
strate that our TWO-PHASE sampling scheme is capable of achieving as accurate an aggregate
estimation as random sampling in a fraction of the time (Section 3.5). We then study the impact
of a number of parameters on NEEDLETAIL including: (i) data size, (ii) number of predicates,
(iii) density, (iv) block size, and (v) granularity (Section 3.6). Lastly, we demonstrate that the join
variant of any-k algorithms provide substantial speedups for key-foreign key joins and describe
how DENSITYMAPs take as much construction time as bitmap indexes (Section 3.7).
We begin by describing the experimental settings.
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
In this section, we describe our experimental workload, the evaluated algorithms, and the exper-
imental setup.
Synthetic Workload. We generated 10 clustered synthetic datasets using the data generation
model described by Anh and Moffat [76]. Every synthetic dataset has 100 million records, 8
dimension attributes, and 2 measure attributes. For simplicity, we forced every dimension attribute
to be binary (i.e., valid values were either 0 or 1), and with measure attributes being sampled from
normal distributions, independent of the dimension attributes. For each dimension attribute, we
enforced an overall density of 10%; the number of 1’s for any attribute was 10% of the overall
number of records. Since we randomly generated the clusters of 1’s in each attribute value, we
ran queries with equality-based predicates on the first two dimensional attributes (i.e., A1 = 0 and
A2 = 1). Note that this does not always result in a selectivity of 10% since the records whose
A1 = 0 may not have A2 = 1.
Real Workload. We also used two real datasets.
• Airline Dataset [77]. This dataset contained the details of all flights within the USA from
1987–2008, sorted based on time. It consisted of 123 million rows and 11 attributes with a
total size of 11 GB. For our experiments on error (described later), we estimated the average
arrival delay, average departure delay, and average elapsed time for flights. For one of our
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experiments testing a different clustering order, we sorted on origin airport and destination
airport.
• NYC Taxi Dataset [78]. This dataset contained logs for a variety of taxi companies in New
York City for the years 2014 and 2015. The dataset as provided was first sorted by the year;
within each year, it was first sorted on the three taxi types and then on time. It consisted of
253 million rows and 11 attributes with a total size of 21 GB. For our experiments on error, we
estimated the average fare amount and average distance traveled for the chosen trips. For one
of our experiments testing a different clustering order, we sorted on pickup location, dropoff
location, and vendor attributes.
The details of the queries are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2..
Q# Query Selectivity Result Tuples 1% any-k Equality Predicates on
Q1 0.004% 5499 54 carrier AND destination
Q2 0.007% 8459 84 month AND origin AND destination
Q3 0.033% 41000 410 month AND origin
Q4 0.785% 969300 9693 dayofwork AND origin
Q5 1.172% 1447400 14474 origin
Table 3.1: Query details for airline workload.
Q# Query Selectivity Result Tuples 1% any-k Equality Predicates on
Q1 0.013% 31761 317 cartype AND dropoff_loc
Q2 0.198% 503355 5033 timeslot AND pickup_loc
Q3 2.732% 6936678 69366 vendor AND passenger_cnt
Q4 0.028% 70689 706 dropoff_loc
Q5 0.142% 361736 3617 vendor AND month
Table 3.2: Query details for taxi workload.
Algorithms. We evaluated the performance of the four any-k algorithms presented in Section 2.3
and 2.4: (i) IO-OPTIMAL, (ii) DENSITY-OPTIMAL, (iii) LOCALITY-OPTIMAL, and (iv) HYBRID.
We compared our algorithms against the following four “first-to-k-samples” baselines. BITMAP-
SCAN and DISK-SCAN are representative of how current databases implement the LIMIT clause.
• DISK-SCAN: We continuously scan the data on disk until we retrieve k valid records.
• BITMAP-SCAN: Assuming we have bitmaps for every predicate, we use bitwise AND and OR
operations to construct a resultant bitmap corresponding to the valid records. We then retrieve
the first k records whose bits are set in this bitmap.
• LOSSY-BITMAP [47]: LOSSY-BITMAP is a variant of bitmap indexes where a bit is set for
each block instead of each record. For each attribute value, a set bit for a block indicates that at
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least one record in that block has that attribute value. During data retrieval, we perform bitwise
AND or OR operations then fetch k records from the first few blocks which have their bit set.
Note that this is equivalent to a DENSITYMAP which rounds its densities up to 1 if it is > 0.
• EWAH: This baseline is identical to BITMAP-SCAN, except the bitmaps are compressed using
the Enhanced Word-Aligned Hybrid (EWAH) technique [13, 79].
We choose in-memory bitmap indexes as our baseline as opposed to other common indexing
techniques, such as B+Trees, for multiple reasons: first, given the high storage cost and unknown
exploratory workloads, it would be infeasible to store B+Tree indexes for every combination of
attributes [13], thereby resulting in false-positives when using a B+Tree that “misses” some of
the predicates in the query, and taking a lot more time to answer any-k queries; second, even if
the B+tree index covering the query predicates is available, the I/O cost of retrieving the tuples
would be identical to that of bitmap indexes (since they would retrieve tuples in the same order),
while its computation cost is not likely to be smaller (since B+Tree traversals are branch-intensive
and relatively inefficient on modern CPUs, compared to bitmap indexes that are parallelizable,
and admit efficient bit manipulation operations). Thus, in-memory bitmap indexes end up being a
suitable proxy for the minimum possible time taken by traditional indexes, including B+Trees.
For our experiments on aggregate estimation, we compared our TWO-PHASE sampling algo-
rithms against the baseline BITMAP-RANDOM, which is similar to BITMAP-SCAN, except that it
selects k random records among all the valid records. We describe our setup for the join any-k
experiments in Section 3.7.
Setup. Our NEEDLETAIL prototype is currently implemented in C++ using about 5000 lines
of code. It is capable of reading in row-oriented databases with int, float, and varchar
types and supports Boolean-logic predicates. All experiments were conducted on a 64-bit Linux
server with 8 3.40GHz Intel Xeon E3-1240 4-core processors and 8GB of 1600 MHz DDR3 main
memory. We tested our algorithms with a 7200rpm 1TB HDD and a 350GB SSD. For each exper-
imental setting, we ran 5 trials (30 trials for the random sampling experiments) for each query on
each dataset. We measured the end-to-end runtime, the CPU time, the I/O time, and the memory
consumption. Before each trial, we dropped the operating system page cache and filled it with
dummy blocks to ensure the algorithms did not leverage any hidden benefits from the page cache.
To minimize experimental variance, we discarded the trials with the maximum and minimum run-
time and reported the average of the remaining. Finally, after empirically testing a few different
block sizes, we found 256KB to be a good default block size for our datasets: the block size does
not significantly impact the relative performance of the algorithms.
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Figure 3.1: Query runtimes for the synthetic workload on a HDD.
3.2 QUERY EXECUTION TIME
Synthetic Experiments on a HDD. Figure 3.1 presents the runtimes for HYBRID, DENSITY-
OPTIMAL, LOCALITY-OPTIMAL, and the four baselines for varying sampling rates. (We will
evaluate IO-OPTIMAL later on.) Sampling rate is defined to be the ratio of k divided by the
number of valid records. Since the queries can have a wide variety in the number of valid records,
we decided to plot the impact on varying sampling rate rather than k. (Results for varying k are
similar.) The bars in the figure above represent the average runtimes in log scale for five sampling
rates over 10 synthetic datasets.
Regardless of the sampling rate, DENSITY-OPTIMAL, HYBRID, and LOCALITY-OPTIMAL sig-
nificantly outperformed BITMAP-SCAN, LOSSY-BITMAP, EWAH, and DISK-SCAN, with speedups
of an order of magnitude. For example, for a sampling rate of 1%, DENSITY-OPTIMAL, LOCALITY-
OPTIMAL, and HYBRID took 74ms, 45ms, and 58ms on average respectively, while BITMAP-
SCAN, LOSSY-BITMAP, EWAH, and DISK-SCAN took 647ms, 624ms, 662ms and 630ms on av-
erage respectively. Thus, our any-k algorithms are more effective at identifying the right sequence
of blocks that contain valid records than the baselines which do not optimize for any-k—the base-
lines are subject to the vicissitudes of random chance: if there are large number of valid records
early on, then they will do well, and not otherwise. This is despite the fact that BITMAP-SCAN
and EWAH store more fine-grained information, and are therefore able to effectively skip over
blocks without valid records. There was no consistent winner between DENSITY-OPTIMAL and
LOCALITY-OPTIMAL across sampling rates and queries, but HYBRID always selected the faster
algorithm from the two and thus had an average speedup of 13× over the baselines. Despite
that, HYBRID’s performance on lower sampling rates (0.1%, 1%) is a bit worse than DENSITY-
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OPTIMAL and LOCALITY-OPTIMAL, since it has to run both algorithms and pick the better one:
but this difference in performance is small—around 10ms. From 5% onwards, HYBRID’s perfor-
mance is clearly better than DENSITY-OPTIMAL and LOCALITY-OPTIMAL, since the increase in
computation time is dwarfed by the improvement in I/O time.
Real Data Experiments on a HDD. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the runtimes of our algorithms
over 5 diverse queries for the airline and taxi workloads respectively. We split the runtime of each
query into I/O time (bottom part of each bar) and CPU time (top part of each bar). The queries
and number of k samples are detailed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. For each query and sampling rate, we
normalized the runtime of each algorithm by the largest runtime across all algorithms, while also
reporting actual runtime (in ms) taken by HYBRID and the maximum runtime. We omitted DISK-
SCAN since DISK-SCAN was found to be have the worst runtime in the previous experiment, and
similarly performs poorly here. For the real workloads, we noticed that the runtimes of the queries
were much more varied, so we report the average runtime for each query separately.
For the airline workload, we noticed that our any-k algorithms consistently outperformed the
bitmap-based baselines: DENSITY-OPTIMAL had a speedup of up to 8× compared to BITMAP-
SCAN and EWAH, while LOCALITY-OPTIMAL had a speedup of up to 7×. Across all queries,
when sampling rate equals 1%, DENSITY-OPTIMAL and LOCALITY-OPTIMAL were on average
3× and 5× faster than BITMAP-SCAN and EWAH, despite having a much smaller memory foot-
print (Section 3.4). We also observed that, on HDDs, the I/O time was the bottleneck, occupying
90% of the runtime on average. Moreover, the I/O time of DENSITY-OPTIMAL and LOCALITY-
OPTIMAL was on average 4× and 3× faster than I/O time of BITMAP-SCAN and EWAH. For
example for Q3, which had two predicates on month and origin airport, the block with the highest
density contained 1% samples already. Moreover, since the airline dataset is naturally sorted on
time attributes (e.g., year, month), the valid tuples were more likely to clustered in a few num-
ber of blocks. Compared with LOCALITY-OPTIMAL, DENSITY-OPTIMAL fetched up to 10%
less blocks, resulting in less I/O time and consequently query execution time than LOCALITY-
OPTIMAL in all of cases. For the small additional cost of estimating the sequence of blocks for
both LOCALITY-OPTIMAL and DENSITY-OPTIMAL, HYBRID ends up always selecting the faster
algorithm in both this and the taxi workload, with an average speedup of 4×. For example, for
Q4 with 1% sampling rate HYBRID’s time is closer to DENSITY-OPTIMAL, and half of that of
LOCALITY-OPTIMAL. Lastly, since the airline workload has high cardinality of attributes (Ta-
ble 3.4), BITMAP-SCAN requires the system to flush some of the in-memory bitmap indexes to
disk. Thus, though BITMAP-SCAN fetched the same set of blocks as EWAH did, the I/O time of
BITMAP-SCAN was higher than the I/O time of EWAH.
We noticed a different (and somewhat surprising) trend for the taxi workload. Here, HYBRID
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Figure 3.2: Query runtimes for airline workload on a HDD.
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Figure 3.3: Query runtimes for taxi workload on a HDD.
continued to do well, and much better than the worst algorithm on every setting, with an average
speedup of 4× compared to the baselines. Similarly, LOCALITY-OPTIMAL performed similar or
better than the baselines for every experiment. However, on multiple occasions, we found that
DENSITY-OPTIMAL was slower than the baselines, and was the worst algorithm, e.g., in Q3 and
Q5. Upon closer examination, we found that DENSITY-OPTIMAL did in fact retrieve the fewest
number of blocks for every query. However, the taxi dataset was much larger than the airline
dataset, so the blocks were more spread out, and the time to seek from block to block went up
significantly. As a result, we found the locality-favoring LOCALITY-OPTIMAL to perform better
on a HDD where seeks were expensive. To further exacerbate the issue, we found that the taxi
workload also had a much more uniform distribution of tuples; the tuples that satisfied query
predicates (which were not based on taxi type) were spread fairly uniformly across the a range
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Figure 3.4: Query runtimes for airline workload on a SSD.
of blocks . In some sense, this made the dataset “adversarial” for density-based schemes, while
being ideal for locality-based schemes. In conclusion, it is hard to conclude either DENSITY-
OPTIMAL or LOCALITY-OPTIMAL as better than the other, given their performance depends on
the distribution of valid tuples of a given ad-hoc query. Overall, it is therefore safer to use HYBRID
over DENSITY-OPTIMAL or LOCALITY-OPTIMAL.
Real Data Experiments on a SSD. We also ran the same workload on SSD; SSDs have random
I/O performance that is comparable to sequential I/O performance. The results are depicted in
Figures 3.4 and 3.5. We omit HYBRID, since HYBRID always selects DENSITY-OPTIMAL over
LOCALITY-OPTIMAL due to the fact that DENSITY-OPTIMAL fetches the smallest number of
blocks. Overall, the performance of DENSITY-OPTIMAL is much faster than the bitmap-based
baselines, with average speedups of 14× and 6× in the airline and taxi workload respectively.
There were two exceptions: Q1 (10%) in airline and Q3 in taxi, where the total number of blocks
fetched by DENSITY-OPTIMAL, BITMAP-SCAN, LOSSY-BITMAP, and EWAH were similar. On
SSDs, I/O time occupied 40% to 70% of the runtime on average. Thus, in this uncommon situation,
even though DENSITY-OPTIMAL had the lowest I/O time, the CPU cost of checking for valid
records in each block was slightly higher, thus its runtime was higher than BITMAP-SCAN and
EWAH.
Clustered Real Data Experiments on a HDD. We also evaluated the impact of sorting the dataset
on our algorithms. We expect this reorganization to be a relative disadvantage to our NEEDLETAIL
algorithms, since the benefits of our algorithms will be less pronounced when the dataset is already
sorted appropriately. We sorted the original flight dataset on attributes origin and destination and
physically stored it as a clustered flight dataset on disk. Similarly, we sorted the taxi dataset on
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Figure 3.5: Query runtimes for taxi workload on a SSD.
attributes pickup_loc, dropoff_loc and vendor and physically stored it as a clustered taxi dataset.
We then ran the same set of queries mentioned in Table 3.1 and 3.2 on these clustered datasets.
Figure 3.6a and 3.6b represent the runtime for the clustered airline and clustered taxi datasets
respectively. Here, we compare HYBRID with BITMAP-SCAN (as a representative of traditional
indexing schemes).
Q# Query Selectivity Result Tuples 1% any-k Equality Predicates on
Q6 1.404% 3565628 35656 carrier AND max_temperature
Q7 0.730% 1854001 18540 max_temperature AND timeslot
Q8 2.359% 5990315 59903 payment_type AND month
Q9 1.341% 3404544 34045 payment_type AND passerger_cnt
Q10 0.728% 1848130 18481 passenger_cnt AND timeslot
Table 3.3: Details of additional queries for taxi workload.
For the clustered airline dataset, we observed that the overall runtime of HYBRID was on average
2.7× faster than BITMAP-SCAN. The I/O time of HYBRID alone was on average up to 2.2× faster
than the I/O time of BITMAP-SCAN. When the sampling rate was 1%, the runtime of HYBRID on
the original flight dataset was on average 1.7× faster than the runtime of BITMAP-SCAN on the
clustered flight dataset. In other words, when sampling rate is small, our algorithms can be same
as or even faster than typical baselines on both clustered and unclustered flight datasets.
Compared to original taxi dataset, BITMAP-SCAN and HYBRID on the clustered taxi dataset
fetched on average 114× and 74× fewer blocks respectively. For example for Q4 (10%), BITMAP-
SCAN fetched 336 blocks on the original taxi dataset and fetched only 1 block on the clustered taxi
dataset. Therefore, unsurprisingly, clustering significantly improved the query performance for
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Figure 3.6: Query runtime for clustered real data on a HDD.









Figure 3.7: Query runtime for clustered taxi workload on a HDD - More Queries
both index types. However, even on the clustered taxi dataset, runtime of HYBRID still had a
speedup of up to 1.4× compared to BITMAP-SCAN.
To further test the impact of clustering, we evaluated 5 more ad-hoc queries on both original
and clustered taxi workload. Since we want to evaluate queries that do not match a particular
clustering scheme within a dataset, the predicates of these queries were randomly selected from
the attributes that exclude drop_off, pick_up, and vendor. The details of these queries are shown
in Table 3.3. and the experimental results are depicted in Figure 3.7. Overall, the performance
of HYBRID was orders of magnitude faster than BITMAP-SCAN, with an average speedup of up
to 1.4× and 17× on original and clustered taxi workload respectively. Moreover, for Q1, Q2 and
Q4, the runtime of HYBRID and BITMAP-SCAN on original taxi workload was up to 2× and 47×
faster than the runtime of HYBRID and BITMAP-SCAN on the clustered workload. Therefore,
clustering is able to improve the query performance for only a subset of queries, but not all ad-hoc
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queries. Since we do not know the queries ahead of time in the exploratory data analysis scenario,
our DENSITYMAP-based algorithms outperform the baselines in general.
Takeaway. In the synthetic datasets on a HDD, our HYBRID any-k sampling algorithm was on
average 13× faster than the baselines. For the real datasets, HYBRID performed at least as well
as the baselines for every query, and on average was 4× and 9× faster for queries on HDDs and
SSDs respectively. For the clustered real datasets on HDDs, HYBRID was up to 2.7× faster than
BITMAP-SCAN on average.
3.3 IO-OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE


























Figure 3.8: Overall and I/O time for IO-OPTIMAL and HYBRID.
Due to the high computation cost of IO-OPTIMAL, we used a smaller synthetic dataset of 1 mil-
lion records and a block size of 4KB, and conducted the evaluation on a HDD. We compared its
overall end-to-end runtime, CPU time, and I/O time with every other algorithm, and found that it
consistently had the best I/O times. However, we found that computational cost of dynamic pro-
gramming in IO-OPTIMAL outweighed any benefits from the shorter I/O time. Consequently, we
found IO-OPTIMAL to be impractical for larger datasets. Figure 3.8 shows both the overall times
and I/O times for IO-OPTIMAL and HYBRID for varying sampling rates.
Takeaway. IO-OPTIMAL had up to 3.9× faster I/O time than HYBRID and the best I/O perfor-
mance among all the algorithms described above. However, its large computational cost made it
impractical for real datasets.
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Dataset Size # Tuples Card. Bitmap EWAH Lossy DensityMap
Synthetic 8GB 100M 16 191MB 183MB 0.06MB 4MB
Taxi 21GB 253M 64 1937MB 664MB 0.7MB 42MB
Airline 11GB 123M 805 11852MB 744MB 4.0MB 255MB
Table 3.4: Memory consumption of index structures.
3.4 MEMORY CONSUMPTION
Table 3.4 reports the amount of memory used by DENSITYMAPs compared to the other three
bitmap baselines. We observed that DENSITYMAPs are very lightweight and consumed around
51×, 47×, and 47× less memory than uncompressed bitmaps respectively in the three datasets.
Even with EWAH-compression, we observed an almost 49× reduction in size for the taxi dataset
for DENSITYMAPs relative to EWAH. In the airline dataset, since the selectivity of each attribute
value is low, EWAH compressed the bitmaps much better than in the other two datasets. Still,
EWAH consumed 3× more memory than DENSITYMAP. Lastly, since LOSSY-BITMAP requires
only one bit per block while DENSITYMAP is represented as a 64-bits double per block respec-
tively, LOSSY-BITMAP unsurprisingly consumed less memory than DENSITYMAP. However, as
we showed in Section 3.2, the smaller memory consumption incurred a large cost in query latency
due to the large number of false positives (e.g., Q3 with sampling rate 10% in Figure3.2), espe-
cially when the number of predicates is large and exhibit complex correlations. In comparison, the
DENSITYMAP-based any-k algorithms were orders of magnitude faster than the baselines, while
still maintaining a modest memory footprint (∼ 0.1% of original dataset).
Takeaway. DENSITYMAPs consumed on average 48× less memory than the regular bitmaps and
23× less memory than EWAH-compressed bitmaps.
3.5 TIME VS ERROR ANALYSIS
Using the TWO-PHASE sampling techniques in Section 2.5, we can obtain estimates of aggre-
gate values on data; here we experiment with α = 0%,10%,30% random samples, and use the
DENSITY-OPTIMAL algorithm, since it ended up performing the most consistently well across
queries and media, for SSDs and HDDs. We compared these results with pure random sampling
(BITMAP-RANDOM) using bitmaps on a HDD. We used the same set of queries as in Section 3.2.
For each query, we varied the sampling rate and measured the runtime and the empirical error of the
estimated aggregate with respect to the true average value. Figure 3.9 and 3.10depicts the average
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Figure 3.9: Time vs empirical error using Ratio Estimator.
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Figure 3.10: Time vs empirical error using HT Estimator,
results for both estimators in log scale. Consider the taxi dataset and the ratio estimator. Fig-
ure 3.9a shows that if all the sampling schemes are allowed to run for 500ms (commonly regarded
as the threshold for interactivity), DENSITY-OPTIMAL, TWO-PHASE sampling with α = 0.1,
TWO-PHASE sampling with α = 0.3, and BITMAP-RANDOM have average empirical error rates
of 29.64%, 4.83%, 3.66% and 19.64%, respectively; the corresponding number of the samples re-
trieved are 11102, 7977, 5684, 35 respectively. Thus, the TWO-PHASE sampling schemes are able
to effectively correct the bias in DENSITY-OPTIMAL, while still retrieving a comparable amount
of samples. Furthermore, note that BITMAP-RANDOM suffers from the same problem as BITMAP-
SCAN in large memory consumption. In contrast, even though DENSITY-OPTIMAL was not the
fastest algorithm in the taxi workload, our TWO-PHASE sampling algorithms cluster sample at the
block level and only need access to the coarser-grained DENSITYMAPs.
The behavior on the airline workload is somewhat different: here we find that DENSITY-OPTIMAL
performs better than the TWO-PHASE sampling scheme with the ratio estimator for the initial
period until about 100ms, after which the TWO-PHASE sampling schemes perform better than
DENSITY-OPTIMAL and BITMAP-SCAN. We found this behavior repeated across other queries
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and trials: DENSITY-OPTIMAL sometimes ends up having very low error (like in Figure 3.9b),
and sometimes fairly high error (like in Figure 3.9a), but the TWO-PHASE sampling schemes con-
sistently achieve low error relative to DENSITY-OPTIMAL. This is because DENSITY-OPTIMAL’s
accuracy is highly dependent on the correlation between the data layout and the attribute of inter-
est, and can sometimes lead to highly biased results. At the same time, the TWO-PHASE sampling
schemes return much more samples and much more accurate estimates than BITMAP-RANDOM,
effectively supporting browsing and sampling at the same time.
Between the Horvitz-Thompson estimator and the ratio estimator, the ratio estimator often had
higher accuracies. As explained in , the ratio estimator works quite well in situations where aggre-
gation estimate is not correlated with the block densities. We found this to be the case for both the
airline and taxi workloads, so the ratio estimator helped for both these workloads.
Takeaway. Compared to random sampling using bitmap indexes, our TWO-PHASE sampling
schemes that mix samples from any-k sampling algorithms with a small percentage of random
cluster samples attained the same error rate in much less time.
3.6 EFFECT OF PARAMETERS
To explore the properties of our any-k algorithms, we varied various parameters and noted their
effect on overall runtimes for synthetic workloads. Varied parameters included: (i) data size,
(ii) number of predicates, (iii) density, (iv) block size, and (v) granularity.
Data Size. We varied the synthetic dataset size from 1 million to 1 billion, but we found that the
overall runtimes of our any-k algorithms remained relatively the same. Our algorithms return only
a fixed k number of samples and explicitly avoid reading the entire dataset, so it makes sense that
the runtimes stay consistent even when the data size increases.
Number of Predicates. As we increased the number of predicates in a query, we saw that overall
runtimes increase as well. Since our predicates were combined using ANDs, an increase in the
number of predicates meant a decrease in the number of valid records per block. Therefore, both
DENSITY-OPTIMAL and LOCALITY-OPTIMAL needed to fetch more blocks to retrieve the same
number of samples, and this caused an increase in the overall runtime.
Density. As we increased the overall density of valid records in the dataset, the runtimes for our
any-k algorithms got faster. As the overall density increased, the average density per block also
increased, so our any-k algorithms could retrieve fewer blocks to achieve the same number of k
samples.
Block Size. We tried varying the block sizes of our datasets from 4KB, to 256KB, to 1MB, to 2MB.
We found that as we decreased the block sizes, the runtimes for DENSITY-OPTIMAL increased
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drastically because smaller block sizes meant that more random I/O was being done. However,
we did not see any definite correlation as we increased the block size. Although larger block sizes
do bias the algorithms toward more locality, they also mean density information is collected at a
coarser granularity. We suspect that this tradeoff prevented us from seeing any improvements in
performance with increased block size.
3.7 KEY-FOREIGN KEY JOIN PERFORMANCE
We now evaluate the extension of our any-k algorithms to key-foreign key joins from Section 2.6
in Chapter 2. We compare the performance of our join algorithm with two baselines: (1) SHARED-
SCAN: a single scan of the foreign key table, shared across different join attribute values, with
no indexes and (2) BITMAP-COMBINED: a single scan of the foreign key table, shared across
different join attribute values, with bitmap indexes to skip to the next valid record which can serve
as a sample. In both cases, the algorithms terminated as soon as k samples for each join value were
found. A hash join was used to combine the foreign key record with the primary key record, with
the hash table constructed on the primary key table. In BITMAP-COMBINED, bitmaps for different
join values were first combined using OR, then once a join attribute value had reached k samples,
its bitmap was subtracted from the combined bitmap.
For our join any-k algorithm, we ran the iterative algorithm presented in Section 2.6 and used
DENSITY-OPTIMAL as our any-k algorithm in each iteration. We varied the number of blocks
retrieved per iteration (Ψ) before the updates to the combined densities, and evaluated its impact
on the overall runtime. As with SHARED-SCAN and BITMAP-COMBINED, we used a hash join
with the hash table constructed on the primary key table.
All experiments were run with a synthetic dataset using a SSD drive. The synthetic dataset had
two tables: one for the primary key and one for the foreign key. All attributes for both tables
were of int type. The primary key table’s ith row had i as the its unique primary key value,
and the foreign key table’s foreign key attribute values were generated using a Zipf distribution.
Note that this means there were some foreign keys which did not match with any primary key.
In addition, we varied the following parameters: (1) the number of rows in the foreign key table,
(2) the number of attributes in the foreign key table, (3) the number of attributes in the primary
key table, (4) number of unique values for the join attribute in the primary key table (and thereby
the number of the rows in the primary key table), and (5) the Zipf distribution parameter. Each
experimental setup was run 5 times and the means of these average runtimes are reported in this
paper. The standard deviation between the runtimes were less than 1% for the experiments, so they
are not reported.
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Table 3.5 shows the overall runtimes for different sampling rates with the following parameters:
(1) 10 million rows for the foreign key table, (2) 10 foreign key key table attributes, (3) 10 primary
key table attributes, (4) 10 unique join attribute values, and (5) 2 as the Zipf distribution parameter.
The lowest runtimes for each sampling rate are highlighted in bold and the speedup relative to
BITMAP-COMBINED (the better of the two baselines) are indicated in parentheses. As shown,
our DENSITY-COMBINED was the fastest algorithm for each sampling rate, with a 3× speedup
compared to BITMAP-COMBINED and an order of magnitude difference with respect to SHARED-
SCAN. This was largely due to the fact that DENSITY-COMBINED retrieved far fewer blocks
than either BITMAP-COMBINED or SHARED-SCAN. For a sampling rate of 0.05%, DENSITY-
COMBINED (Ψ=10) only retrieved 190 blocks, while BITMAP-COMBINED retrieved 1259 and
SHARED-SCAN retrieved 1527. Since we used a SSD, this always resulted in a lower runtime.
Note that had these experiments been run on a HDD, we would have used HYBRID as our any-k
algorithm.
We found that varying Ψ had a rather minimal impact on the overall runtime for values between
a certain range (5 - 50 for this case). Outside of this range (e.g., Ψ = 1), Ψ had a larger impact on
performance, but the overall runtime was still lower than either BITMAP-COMBINED or SHARED-
SCAN.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 2465.67 215.678 67.6398 63.7114 73.7204
0.5% 2632.32 1049.92 307.534 300.023 301.193
1.0% 2761.74 1424.12 616.090 593.258 591.201
Table 3.5: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on foreign key tables with 10 million
rows.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 1266.06 110.63 33.59 32.38 68.16
0.5% 1359.80 548.88 154.34 159.45 153.65
1.0% 1418.73 737.64 308.00 299.78 307.44
Table 3.6: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on foreign key tables with 5 million
rows.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 12415.26 1114.80 417.18 347.93 314.27
0.5% 13019.96 5193.80 2068.75 1708.97 1476.64
1.0% 13651.02 7143.95 4167.87 3478.81 2971.74
Table 3.7: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on foreign key tables with 50 million
rows.
With the experimental setup used for Table 3.5, we varied each of the 5 parameters mentioned
before one at a time to see their effect on overall runtime performance. Other than the varied
parameter for each experiment, the other parameters were set to be the same as those used in the
experiment for Table 3.5.
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Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 1930.30 134.84 47.62 46.94 95.57
0.5% 2069.74 628.99 223.42 228.43 225.59
1.0% 2197.38 904.28 453.56 452.34 447.00
Table 3.8: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on a foreign key table with 5 at-
tributes.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 7223.28 926.99 278.35 217.47 165.21
0.5% 7348.53 4460.22 1422.41 1108.15 886.90
1.0% 7573.63 5758.62 2859.31 2220.21 1770.48
Table 3.9: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on a foreign key table with 50
attributes.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 2220.28 226.89 62.43 65.48 74.75
0.5% 2389.59 1110.59 312.64 303.34 304.42
1.0% 2509.94 1478.30 625.06 605.06 606.28
Table 3.10: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on a primary key table with 5
attributes.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 5177.96 245.09 70.56 75.44 85.31
0.5% 5453.41 1172.76 361.24 350.30 351.10
1.0% 5692.40 1618.83 722.81 696.12 698.50
Table 3.11: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on a primary key table with 50
attributes.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 2528.40 68.33 60.85 58.91 68.16
0.5% 2699.45 326.55 280.79 278.06 279.73
1.0% 2843.45 651.10 558.19 547.48 559.85
Table 3.12: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on 5 unique join attribute values.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 2445.25 1250.18 2148.35 1845.65 1603.79
0.5% 2597.23 1513.81 2304.90 2008.87 1759.71
1.0% 2757.08 1704.73 2421.01 2116.32 1873.40
Table 3.13: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on 50 unique join attribute values.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 1527 1527 1284 1284 1284
0.5% 1527 1527 1284 1284 1284
1.0% 1527 1527 1284 1284 1284
Table 3.14: Number of blocks fetched for join operations on 50 unique join attribute values.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 62154.22 142.40 56.50 54.40 78.98
0.5% 63513.28 664.69 273.63 259.14 252.80
1.0% 64099.30 1308.80 542.67 522.12 510.73
Table 3.15: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on a foreign key with Zipf distribu-
tion parameter of 1.5.
(1) Rows in Foreign Key Table. First, we wanted to see whether our iterative join any-k algorithm
could scale to different dataset sizes. Since, the size of the primary key table is fixed to be the
number of unique join attribute values, we first focused on varying the number of rows in the
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Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 1673.12 1077.73 1783.76 1706.39 1647.18
0.5% 1704.48 1120.75 1823.00 1742.84 1711.86
1.0% 1742.57 1186.66 1841.09 1734.92 1721.47
Table 3.16: Query runtimes (in ms) on SSD for join operations on a foreign key with Zipf distribu-
tion parameter of 5.
Sampling Rate SHARED-SCAN BITMAP-COMBINED DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=5) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=10) DENSITY-COMBINED (Ψ=50)
0.1% 1526 1526 1525 1525 1525
0.5% 1527 1527 1525 1525 1525
1.0% 1527 1527 1525 1525 1525
Table 3.17: Number of blocks fetched for join operations on a foreign key with Zipf distribution
parameter of 5.
foreign key table. Tables 3.6 and 3.7 show the results for 5 and 50 million rows in the foreign
key table respectively. As we can see DENSITY-COMBINED still provided a speedup of 2-3×
over BITMAP-COMBINED, suggesting that our join any-k algorithm can scale. The reasons for
the speedup were the same as for Table 3.5; much fewer blocks were retrieved by DENSITY-
COMBINED than BITMAP-COMBINED.
(2) Number of Attributes in Foreign Key Table. Given the row-oriented layout of our data,
a change in the number of attributes in the foreign key table meant a change in the number of
records per block for the foreign table. This parameter allowed us to observe how DENSITY-
COMBINED would adapt to different numbers of records in the blocks. Furthermore, the number
of attributes also affected the size of the dataset, so this experiment served as an additional check
on how well DENSITY-COMBINED scaled with size. Tables 3.8 and 3.9 show the results for 5
and 50 attributes in the foreign key table respectively. DENSITY-COMBINED still remained faster
than either SHARED-SCAN or BITMAP-COMBINED, and we saw that as the number of attributes
increased, the speedup became more pronounced as well. This was due to DENSITY-COMBINED
being more selective with the blocks it chose to retrieve. When there were fewer records per block,
the choice of the blocks had a large impact on the number of blocks fetched, making DENSITY-
COMBINED more suited for this case than either BITMAP-COMBINED or SHARED-SCAN.
(3) Number of Attributes in Primary Key Table. We hypothesized that varying the number of
attributes in the primary key table would have minimal effect on the overall runtime. The only
impact this variable should have had was on the time it took to copy the record in the primary key
table for the output. Tables 3.10 and 3.11 show the results for 5 and 50 attributes in the primary
key table respectively. As we expected, this parameter did have a minimal impact on the overall
performance of the algorithms, with runtimes extremely similar to Table 3.5. We believe given the
magnitude of the difference, the runtime discrepancies between Table 3.5 and 3.10 were due to
experimental noise.
(4) Number of Unique Join Attribute Values. We wanted to see how DENSITY-COMBINED
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would perform with different number of join values, so we altered the number the number of
unique join attribute values, and thereby also increased the number of rows in the primary key ta-
ble. Table 3.12 and 3.13 show the results for 5 and 50 unique join attribute values respectively. As
expected, DENSITY-COMBINED outperformed BITMAP-COMBINED for 5 unique join values. In-
terestingly, BITMAP-COMBINED was more performant than DENSITY-COMBINED for 50 unique
join values. Upon closer examination, we found that although BITMAP-COMBINED was faster
than DENSITY-COMBINED, DENSITY-COMBINED was still retrieving fewer blocks as shown by
Table 3.14. However, compared to the other experiments, DENSITY-COMBINED was returning a
larger ratio of blocks with respect to BITMAP-COMBINED. Due to the Zipf distribution nature of
the foreign key values, records with a foreign key value greater than 10 were scarce, and more
spread out among the blocks. This meant that a greater number of blocks would have to be re-
turned to satisfy the users’ join any-k query (regardless of any algorithm used). Since we ran the
all these experiments with DENSITY-OPTIMAL, we believe that DENSITY-COMBINED’s lack of
awareness caused a greater overall runtime.
(5) Zipf Distribution Parameter. The final variable of interest was the Zipf distribution parame-
ter used to generate the attribute values for the foreign key. Table 3.15 and 3.16 show the results
for a Zipf distribution parameter of 1.5 and 5 respectively. DENSITY-COMBINED outperformed
SHARED-SCAN and BITMAP-COMBINED as usual for a Zipf distribution parameter of 1.5, but
BITMAP-COMBINED once again outperformed DENSITY-COMBINED for a Zipf distribution pa-
rameter of 5. A greater Zipf distribution parameter forced the foreign keys to be more heavily
concentrated around the lower numbers, thus causing the higher numbers to become more scarce.
Thus, a similar behavior to the experiment with 50 unique join attribute values was exhibited. We
can see this from Table 3.17, in which DENSITY-COMBINED still retrieved the “fewest” number of
blocks, but it was only 1 or 2 less than BITMAP-COMBINED and SHARED-SCAN. When retriev-
ing around the same number of blocks, the locality-unaware DENSITY-COMBINED expectedly
performed worse than BITMAP-COMBINED.
Takeaway. Our iterative join any-k algorithm has an average speedup of 3× compared to existing
baselines not optimized for any-k.
3.8 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we evaluated the performance of NEEDLETAIL for exploratory browsing queries.
We compared our proposed indexing scheme and I/O algorithms with existing approaches for
browsing. We demonstrated that NEEDLETAIL is, on average, 13× faster on synthetic datasets on
HDDs than our bitmap baselines. For browsing queries on real datasets, NEEDLETAIL, on average,
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is 4× and 9× faster for queries on HDDs and SSDs respectively, compared to our bitmap baselines.
Overall, NEEDLETAIL is designed to reduce the I/O cost and thus reduce the runtime for browsing
queries. It especially outperforms existing approaches when the variance of densities between
blocks is large. In such cases, NEEDLETAIL is able to fetch valid records from a subset of blocks
with significantly smaller I/O cost. On the other hand, for browsing queries where the number of
valid records per block is similar, or for browsing queries whose sampling rate is high (i.e., k is
close to the total number of valid records), NEEDLETAIL is able to achieve comparable runtime
to the baselines using bitmaps, due to low CPU cost for our any-k algorithms. Moreover, our
DENSITYMAPs consume orders of magnitude smaller space compared to the traditional bitmaps,
and 3× less space than compressed bitmaps (EWAH).
We also evaluated the efficiency of NEEDLETAIL for complex browsing queries. For browsing
queries that aim to fetch k valid records to estimate an aggregate, we observed that NEEDLETAIL is
able to obtain similar error rates to random sampling in much less time. For browsing queries that
involve key-foreign key joins, we observed that the iterative join any-k algorithm is most effective
when a smaller number of blocks needs to be fetched. Luckily, most browsing cases fit into such
a category (e.g., a user is not likely to want 10 samples for each of the 50 unique join values),
so NEEDLETAIL ends up being a good fit for the browsing use case. Nevertheless, in the future,
we need to adapt the DENSITY-COMBINED algorithm to be more aware of locality so that it can
handle any situation.
Next, we discuss querying capabilities and the system we developed for exploratory versioning.
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CHAPTER 4: EXPLORATORY VERSIONING: SYSTEM
Nowadays, data exploration is no longer limited to a single dataset. When performing data sci-
ence, teams of data scientists repeatedly transform their datasets in many ways, by normalizing,
cleaning, editing, deleting, and updating one or more data items at a time; the New York Times
defines data science as a step-by-step process of experimentation on data [80]. The dataset ver-
sions generated, often into the hundreds or thousands, are stored in an ad-hoc manner, typically
via copying and naming conventions in shared (networked) file systems [14]. This makes it im-
possible to effectively manage, make sense of, or query across these versions. One alternative is to
use a source code version control system like git or svn to manage dataset versions. However,
source code version control systems are both inefficient at storing unordered structured datasets,
and do not support advanced querying capabilities, e.g., querying for versions that satisfy some
predicate, performing joins across versions, or computing some aggregate statistics across ver-
sions [14]. Therefore, when requiring advanced (SQL-like) querying capabilities, data scientists
typically store each of the dataset versions as independent tables in a traditional relational database.
This approach results in massive redundancy and inefficiencies in storage, as well as manual super-
vision and maintenance to track versions. As a worse alternative, they only store the most recent
versions—thereby losing the ability to retrieve the original datasets or trace the provenance of the
new versions.
A concrete example of this phenomena occurs with biologists who operate on shared datasets,
such as a gene annotation dataset [81] or a protein-protein interaction dataset [82], both of which
are rapidly evolving, by periodically checking out versions, performing local analysis, editing, and
cleaning operations, and committing these versions into a branched network of versions. This net-
work of versions is also often repeatedly explored and queried for global statistics and differences
(e.g., the aggregate count of protein-protein tuples with confidence in interaction greater than 0.9,
for each version) and for versions with specific properties (e.g., versions with a specific gene anno-
tation record, or versions with “a bulk delete”, ones with more than 100 tuples deleted from their
parents).
While recent work has outlined a vision for versioning [14], and has developed solutions for
dataset versioning from the ground up [19, 15], these papers offer partial solutions, require re-
designing the entire database stack, and as such cannot benefit from the querying capabilities that
exist in current database systems. Similarly, while temporal databases [83, 84, 85, 86] offer func-
tionality to revisit instances at various time intervals on a linear chain of versions, they do not
support the full-fledged branching and merging essential in a exploratory data analytics context,
and the temporal functionalities offered and concerns are very different. We revisit additional
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related work in Section 4.6.
The question we ask is: can we have the best of both worlds—advanced querying capabilities,
plus effective and efficient versioning in a mature relational database? More specifically, can
traditional relational databases be made to support versioning for exploratory data analytics
effectively and efficiently?
To answer this question we develop a system, entitled ORPHEUSDB1, to “bolt-on” versioning
capabilities to a traditional relational database system that is unaware of the existence of versions.
By doing so, we seamlessly leverage the analysis and querying capabilities that come “for free”
with a database system, along with efficient versioning capabilities.
In this chapter, we first define versioning concepts in Section 4.1 and list query capabilities
in Section 4.2. We then present our data model for representing versioned datasets inside the
relational databases and compare it with alternatives in Section 4.3. We then describe the principal
components of our system in Section 4.4, and provide a demonstration of ORPHEUSDB in detail
in Section 4.5. Lastly, we survey work from multiple areas related to exploratory versioning in
Section 4.6 and conclude in Section 4.7.
4.1 DATASET VERSION CONTROL
The fundamental unit of storage within ORPHEUSDB is a collaborative versioned dataset (CVD)
to which one or more users can contribute. Each CVD corresponds to a relation and implicitly con-
tains many versions of that relation. A version is an instance of the relation, specified by the user
and containing a set of records. Versions within a CVD are related to each other via a version
graph—a directed acyclic graph—representing how the versions were derived from each other:
a version in this graph with two or more parents is defined to be a merged version. Records in
a CVD are immutable, i.e., any modifications to any record attributes result in a new record, and
are stored and treated separately within the CVD. Overall, there is a many-to-many relationship
between records and versions: each record can belong to many versions, and each version can
contain many records. Each version has a unique version id, vid, and each record has its unique
record id, rid. The record ids are used to identify immutable records within the CVD and are
not visible to end-users of ORPHEUSDB. In addition, the relation corresponding to the CVD may
have primary key attribute(s); this implies that for any version no two records can have the same
values for the primary key attribute(s). However, across versions, this need not be the case. OR-
PHEUSDB can support multiple CVDS at a time. However, in order to better convey the core ideas
of ORPHEUSDB, in the rest of the paper, we focus our discussion on a single CVD.
1Orpheus is a musician and poet from ancient Greek mythology with the ability to raise the dead with his music, much like ORPHEUSDB has
the ability to retrieve old (“dead”) dataset versions on demand.
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4.2 ORPHEUSDB QUERY CAPABILITIES
Users interact with ORPHEUSDB via the command line, using both SQL queries, as well as git-
style version control commands. We also have an interactive user interface depicting the version
graph, for users to easily explore and operate on dataset versions [87]. To make modifications to
versions, users can either use SQL operations issued to the relational database that ORPHEUSDB
is built on top of, or can alternatively operate on them using programming or scripting languages.
We begin by describing the version control commands.
4.2.1 Version Control Commands
Checkout. Users can operate on CVDS much like they would with source code version control.
The first operation is checkout: this command materializes a specific version of a CVD as a newly
created regular table within a relational database that ORPHEUSDB is connected to. The table
name is specified within the checkout command, as follows:
checkout [CVD ] -v [vid] -t [table name]
Here, the version with id vid is materialized as a new table [table name] within the database, to
which standard SQL statements can be issued, and which can later be added to the CVD as a new
version. The version from which this table was derived (i.e., vid) is referred to as the parent version
for the table.
Instead of materializing one version at a time, users can materialize multiple versions, by listing
multiple vids in the command above, essentially merging multiple versions to give a single table.
When merging, the records in the versions are added to the table in the precedence order listed
after -v: for any record being added, if another record with the same primary key has already been
added, it is omitted from the table. This ensures that the eventual materialized table also respects
the primary key property. There are other conflict-resolution strategies, such as letting users resolve
conflicted records manually; for simplicity, we use a precedence based approach. Internally, the
checkout command records the versions that this table was derived from (i.e., those listed after
-v), along with the table name. Note that only the user who performed the checkout operation is
permitted access to the materialized table, so they can perform any analysis and modification on
this table without interference from other users, only making these modifications visible when they
use the commit operation, described next.
Commit. The commit operation adds a new version to the CVD, by making the local changes made
by the user on their materialized table visible to others. The commit command has the following
format:
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commit -t [table name] -m [commit message]
The command does not need to specify the intended CVD since ORPHEUSDB internally maintains
a mapping between the table name and the original CVD. In addition, since the versions that the
table was derived from originally during checkout are internally known to ORPHEUSDB, the table
is added to the CVD as a new version with those versions as parent versions. During the commit
operation, ORPHEUSDB checks the primary key constraint if PK is specified, and compares the
(possibly) modified materialized table to the parent versions. If any records were added or modified
these records are treated as new records and added to the CVD. (Recall that records are immutable
within a CVD.) An alternative is to compare the new records with all of the existing records in
the CVD to check if any of the new records have existed in any version in the past, which would
take longer to execute. At the same time, the latter approach would identify records that were
deleted then re-added later. Since we believe that this is not a common case, we opt for the former
approach, which would only lead to modest additional storage at the cost of much less computation
during commit. We call this the no cross-version diff implementation rule. Lastly, if the schema
of the table that is being committed is different from the CVD it derived from, we alter the CVD to
incorporate the new schema.
In order to support data science workflows, we additionally support the use of checkout and
commit into and from csv (comma separated value) files via slightly different flags: -f for csv
instead of -t. The csv file can be processed in external tools and programming languages such as
Python or R, not requiring that users perform the modifications and analysis using SQL. However,
during commit, the user is expected to also provide a schema file via a -s flag so that ORPHEUSDB
can make sure that the columns are mapped in the correct manner. An alternative would be to
use schema inference tools, e.g., [88, 89], which could be seamlessly incorporated if need be.
Internally, ORPHEUSDB also tracks the name of the csv file as being derived from one or more
versions of the CVD, just like it does with the materialized tables.
Other Commands. In addition to checkout and commit, ORPHEUSDB also supports other com-
mands, described very briefly here:
1. diff: a standard differencing operation that compares two versions and outputs the records in
one but not the other.
2. init: initialize either an external csv file or a database table as a new CVD in ORPHEUSDB.
3. create_user, config, whoami: allows users to register, login, and view the current user name.
4. ls, drop: list all the CVDS or drop a particular CVD.
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5. optimize: as we will see later, ORPHEUSDB can benefit from intelligent incremental parti-
tioning schemes (enabling operations to process much less data). Users can setup the corre-
sponding parameters (e.g., storage threshold, tolerance factor, described later) via the com-
mand line; the ORPHEUSDB backend will periodically invoke the partitioning optimizer to
improve the versioning performance.
4.2.2 SQL Commands
If the user has checked out one or more versions as a PostgreSQL table, then they are free to
apply vanilla SQL to that table; if they have checked it out as a csv, then they are free to operate on
that csv via external programming or scripting tools. In addition, users can run SQL commands
on CVDS without having to materialize the appropriate versions. This happens via the command
line using the run command, which either takes a SQL script as input or the SQL query as a string.
These SQL commands use the special keywords: VERSION, OF, and CVD via syntax:
SELECT ... FROM VERSION [vids] OF CVD [cvd], ...
For example, users can quickly overview 50 records within the first two versions of the CVD named
Employee whose age attribute is greater than 20 with the following SQL command:
SELECT * FROM VERSION 1, 2 OF CVD Interaction
WHERE coexpression > 80 LIMIT 50;
Moreover, users can use SQLs to explore versions that satisfy some property by applying aggrega-
tion grouped by version ids. The corresponding syntax can be written as:
SELECT vid, ... FROM CVD [cvd], ... GROUP BY vid, ...
Consider a protein-protein interaction dataset [82], where teams of scientists continuously check
out, update, and commit scores encoding interactions between proteins, based on various forms of
evidence, including neighborhood, cooccurrence, and coexpression. Given this versioned Interac-
tion dataset, the following SQL query finds all versions that have more than 100 protein-protein
pairs with coexpression attribute greater than 80
SELECT vid FROM CVD Interaction
WHERE coexpression > 80
GROUP BY vid HAVING count(*) > 100;
Recall that in ORPHEUSDB, for each CVD, there are three related tables: the data table, the
index table, and the version table. When writing SQL queries, users can be entirely unaware of the
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exact representation, and instead refer to attributes as if they are all present in one large CVD table.
Internally, ORPHEUSDB translates these queries to those that are appropriate for the underlying
representation.
In addition, ORPHEUSDB provides shortcuts for certain operations, such as traversing the ver-
sion graph (e.g., listing the descendant or ancestors of a specific version) or comparing records
between versions (e.g., identify records that coexists in two specific versions). These operations
are accessible via functional primitives that can be included as predicates within a query:
1. ancestor(vid)/descendant(vid), parent(vid): The function takes a vid as the input and returns
an array of all the ancestors/descendant, or its parent(s) of the vid in the version graph.
2. v_diff(vid/ARRAY(vid)), vid/ARRAY(vid))): The function takes two arguments, each of which
could be either a vid integer or an array of vids. It returns records in the data table that exist
in the first argument but not in the second argument.
3. v_intersect( ARRAY(vid)): This is an aggregation function which takes an array of versions
as the input and returns records in the data table that exist in all of these input versions.
We show a SQL example in Section 4.5 with its translation to the underlying representation in
Figure 4.6 (left). Another example of the version graph API is shown in Figure 4.6 (right), where
the query aims to find all version ids and their corresponding commit time such that the delta from
the parent version(s) is greater than 100 records.
4.3 DATA MODELS IN ORPHEUSDB: APPROACHES
In this section, we consider and compare methods to represent and operate on CVDS within a
backend relational database, starting with the data within versions, and then the metadata about
versions.
4.3.1 Versions and Data
To explore alternative storage models, we consider the array-based data models, shown in Fig-
ure 4.1, and compare them to a delta-based data model, which we describe later. The table(s) in
Figure 4.1 displays simplified protein-protein interaction data [82], and has a composite primary
key <protein1, protein2>, along with numerical attributes indicating sources and strength of in-
teractions: neighborhood represents how frequently the two proteins occur close to each other
in runs of genes, cooccurrence reflects how often the two proteins co-occur in the species, and
coexpression refers to the level to which genes are co-expressed in the species.
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One approach is to augment the CVD’s relational schema with an additional versioning attribute.
For example, in Figure 4.1(a) the tuple of <ENSP273047, ENSP261890, 0, 53, 83> exists in two
versions: v3 and v4. (Note that even though <protein1, protein2> is the primary key, it is only
the primary key for any single version and not across all versions.) However, this approach
implies that we would need to duplicate each record as many times as the number of versions
it is in, leading to severe storage overhead due to redundancy, as well as inefficiency for several
operations, including checkout and commit. We focus on alternative approaches that are more
space efficient and discuss how they can support the two most fundamental operations—commit
and checkout—on a single version at a time. Considerations for multiple version checkout is
similar to that for a single version; our findings generalize to that case as well.
Approach 4.1: The Combined Table Approach. Our first approach of representing the data and
versioning information for a CVD is the combined table approach. As before, we augment the
schema with an additional versioning attribute, but now, the versioning attribute is of type array
and is named vlist (short for version list) as shown in Figure 4.1(b). For each record the vlist
is the ordered list of version ids that the record is present in, which serves as an inverted index
for each record. Returning to our example, there are two versions of records corresponding to
<ENSP273047, ENSP261890>, with coexpression 0 and 83 respectively—these two versions are
depicted as the first two records, with an array corresponding to v1 for the first record, and v3 and
v4 for the second.
Even though array is a non-atomic data type, it is commonly supported in many database sys-
tems [90, 91, 92]; thus ORPHEUSDB can be built with any of these systems as the back-end
database. As our implementation uses PostgreSQL, we focus on this system for the rest of the dis-
cussion, even though similar considerations apply to the rest of the databases listed. PostgreSQL
provides a number of useful functions and operators for manipulating arrays, including append
operations, set operations, value containment operations, and sorting and counting functions.
For the combined table approach, committing a new version to the CVD is time-consuming
due to the expensive append operation for every record present in the new version. Consider the
scenario where the user checks out version vi into a materialized table T ′ and then immediately
commits it back as a new version v j. The query translator parses the user commands and generates
the corresponding SQL queries for checkout and commit as shown in Table 4.1. In the checkout
statement, the containment operator ‘int[] <@ int[]’ returns true if the array on the left is contained
within the array on the right. When checking out vi into a materialized table T ′, the array contain-
ment operator ‘ARRAY[vi] <@ vlist’ first examines whether vi is contained in vlist for each record
in CVD, then all records that satisfy that condition are added to the materialized table T ′. Next,
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Figure 4.1: Data models for protein interaction data [82]
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Command SQL Translation with combined-table SQL Translation with Split-by-vlist SQL Translation with Split-by-rlist
CHECKOUT
SELECT * into T’ FROM T
WHERE ARRAY[vi] <@ vlist
SELECT * into T’
FROM dataTable,
(SELECT rid AS rid_tmp
FROM versioningTable
WHERE ARRAY[vi] <@ vlist)
AS tmp
WHERE rid = rid_tmp





WHERE vid = vi)
AS tmp
WHERE rid = rid_tmp
COMMIT
UPDATE T SET vlist=vlist+v j
WHERE rid in




(SELECT rid FROM T’)
INSERT INTO versioningTable
VALUES (v j,
ARRAY[SELECT rid FROM T’])
Table 4.1: SQL Queries for Checkout and Commit Commands with Different Data Models
present in T ′ (i.e., the WHERE clause), we append v j to the attribute vlist (i.e., vlist=vlist+v j). In
this case, since there are no new records that are added to the CVD, no new records are added to the
combined table. However, even this process of appending v j to vlist can be expensive especially
when the number of records in v j is large, as we will demonstrate.
Approach 4.2: The Split-by-vlist Approach. Our second approach addresses the limitations of
the expensive commit operation for the combined table approach. We store two tables, keeping
the versioning information separate from the data information, as depicted in Figure 4.1(c)—the
data table and the versioning table. The data table contains all of the original data attributes
along with an extra primary key rid, while the versioning table maintains the mapping between
versions and rids. The rid attribute was not needed in the previous approach since it was not
necessary to associate identifiers with the immutable records. Specifically, the relation primary
key– <protein1, protein2> –is not sufficient to distinguish between multiple copies of the same
record. For example, r1 and r5 are two versions of the same record (i.e., the record with a given
<protein1, protein2>). There are two ways we can store the versioning data. The first approach is
to store the rid along with the vlist, as depicted in Figure 4.1(c.i). We call this approach split-by-
vlist. Split-by-vlist has a similar SQL translation as combined-table for commit, while it incurs the
overhead of joining the data table with the versioning table for checkout. Specifically, we select
the rids that are in the version to be checked out and store it in the table tmp, followed by a join
with the data table. For example, when checking out version v1, tmp will comprise the relevant
rids r1,r2,r3 that are identified by looking at the vlist for each record in the versioning table and
checking if v1 is present, which is then joined with the data table to extract the appropriate results
into the materialized table T ′.
Approach 4.3: The Split-by-rlist Approach. Alternatively, we can organize the versioning table
with a primary key as vid (version id), and another attribute rlist, containing the array of the
records present in that particular version, as in Figure 4.1(c.ii). We call this approach the split-
by-rlist approach. When committing a new version v j from the materialized table T ′, we only
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need to add a single tuple in the versioning table with vid equal to v j, and rlist equal to the list
of record ids in T ′. This eliminates the expensive array appending operations that are part of the
previous two approaches, making the commit command much more efficient. For the checkout
command for version vi, we first extract the record ids associated with vi from the versioning table,
by applying the unnesting operation: unnest(rlist), following which we join the rids with the data
table to identify all of the relevant records. For example, for checking out v1, instead of examining
the entire versioning table we simply need to examine the tuple corresponding to v1, unnest those
rids—r1,r2,r3, and follow with a join.
Approach 4.4: Delta-based Approach. Here, each version records the modifications (or deltas)
from its precedent version(s). Specifically, each version is stored as a separate table, with an
added tombstone boolean attribute indicating the deletion of a record. In addition, we maintain
a precedent metadata table with a primary key vid and an attribute base indicating from which
version vid stores the delta. When committing a new version v j, a new table stores the delta from
its previous version vi. If v j has multiple parents, we will store v j as the modification from the
parent that shares the largest common number of records with v j. (Storing deltas from multiple
parents would make reconstruction of a version complicated, since we would need to trace back
multiple paths in the version graph, or alternatively materialize each version in the version graph
in a top-down manner, merging versions based on conflict resolution mechanisms. Here, we opt
for the simpler solution.) A new record is then inserted into the metadata table, with vid as v j and
base as vi. For the checkout command for version vi, we trace the version lineage (via the base
attribute) all the way back to the root. If an incoming record has occurred before, it is discarded;
otherwise, if it is marked as “insert”, we insert it into the checkout table T ′.
All our models discussed in previous approaches support convenient rewriting of arbitrary and
complex versioning queries into SQL queries understood by the backend database, as described
in our demo paper [87]. However, our delta-based model does not support convenient rewritings
for some of the more advanced queries, e.g., “find versions where the total count of tuples with
protein1 as ENSP273047 is greater than 50”: in such cases, the delta-based model essentially
needs to recreate all of the versions, and/or perform extensive and expensive computation outside
of the database. Thus, even though this model does not support advanced analytics capabilities
“for free”, we include it in our comparison to contrast its performance to the array-based models
for commit and checkout operation.
Approach 4.5: The A-Table-Per-Version Approach. Our final array-based data model is im-
practical due to excessive storage, but is useful from a comparison standpoint. In this approach,
we store each version as a separate table. We include a-table-per-version in our comparison; we do
not include the approach in Figure 4.1a, containing a table with duplicated records, since it would
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do similarly in terms of storage and commit times to a-table-per-version, but worse in terms of
checkout times.
Overall, as we justify and evaluate later in Chapter 5, the split-by-rlist approach outperforms
other data models in supporting versioning within a relational database. Therefore, we choose to
implement the split-by-rlist approach in ORPHEUSDB.
4.3.2 Version Derivation Metadata
In addition to the versioning information, in ORPHEUSDB, we also maintain version-level meta-
data in a separate version table. Figure 4.2(a) depicts the metadata table for the example in Fig-
ure 4.1. It contains attributes including version id, parent/child versions, creation time, commit
time, a commit message, and an array of attributes present in the version. Using the data contained
in this table, users can easily query for the provenance of versions and for other metadata. In addi-
tion, using the attribute parents we can obtain each version’s derivation information and visualize
it as directed acyclic graph that we call a version graph. Each node in the version graph is a ver-
sion and each directed edge points from a version to one of its children version(s). An example is
depicted in Figure 4.2(b), where version v2 and v3 are both derived from version v1, and version v2
and v3 are merged into version v4.
































Figure 4.2: Metadata Table and Version Graph (Fixed Schema)
4.3.3 Schema Changes
If the schema of the table of a particular version is different from the schema of the CVD it
was derived from, we update the schema of CVD to incorporate the changes. More precisely, in
ORPHEUSDB, we maintain an attribute table (as in Figure 4.3) where each tuple represents an
attribute with a unique identifier, along with the corresponding attribute name and data type; any
change of a property of an attribute results in a new attribute entry in the table. If the data type
of any attribute changes, we transform the attribute type to a more general data type (e.g., from
integer to string as in Jain et al. [93]), and insert a new tuple into the attribute table with the updated
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data type. All of our array-based models can adapt to changes in the set of attributes: a simple
solution for new attributes is so use the ALTER command to add any new attributes to the model,
assigning NULLs to the records from the previous versions that do not possess these new attributes.
Attribute deletions only require an update in the version metadata table.To illustrate, we modify the
previous example in Figure 4.2 (which showed a static schema) to a dynamic one. For example, as
shown in Figure 4.3, initially version v1 has four attributes: protein1, protein2, neighborhood and
cooccurrence. When a user commits version v2, with the data type of the cooccurrence attribute
(a4) changed from integer to decimal, within ORPHEUSDB, we create another attribute (a5) in the
attribute table with data type decimal, log a5 in the metadata table for v2 and alter the cooccurrence
attribute to decimal within the CVD. Moreover, when a new coexpression attribute is added in v3,
we generate a corresponding attribute (a6) in the attribute table, add a6 in the metadata table for
v3, and add the coexpression attribute to the CVD. During the merge, the resulting version includes
all attributes from its parents and contains the more general data type for conflicting attributes
(e.g., attributes in v4). This simple mechanism is similar to the single pool method proposed in a
temporal schema versioning context by De Castro et al. [94]. Compared to the multi pool method
where any schema change results in the new version being stored separately, the single pool method
has fewer records with duplicated attributes and therefore has less storage consumption overall.
Even though ALTER TABLE is indeed a costly operation, due to the partitioning schemes we
describe later, we only need to ALTER a smaller partition of the CVD rather than a giant CVD,
and consequently the cost of an ALTER operation is substantially mitigated. There has been some
work on developing schema versioning schemes [95, 96, 97] and we plan to explore these and
other schema evolution mechanisms (including hybrid single/multi-pool methods) as future work.
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Figure 4.3: Metadata Table and Attribute Table (Schema Changes)
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4.4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE



















Figure 4.4: ORPHEUSDB Architecture
As shown in Figure 4.4, ORPHEUSDB is built as a lightweight layer on top of a traditional
relational database, PostgreSQL. This layer handles the versioning logic in its entirety and the
PostgreSQL backend is completely unaware of the existence of versioning. We now describe each
of the modules in the translation layer of ORPHEUSDB. The query translator is responsible for
parsing and transforming the input SQL to the one that are executable over our data model. The
query translator is implemented by extending the sqlparse library [98] to extract the semantics
of the SQL issued to ORPHEUSDB while the command line capabilities are instrumented using the
Python package Click [99]. The access controller tracks the user information of the current session
and manages the users’ permissions to various CVDS and temporary materialized tables. Moreover,
the record manager is responsible for record updates and retrieval within/from the data table, while
the version manager is responsible for updates to or retrieval of versioning information from the
version table and index table. The provenance manager logs all of the the metadata information
for each private table/file that has not been committed, including the create time, parent versions,
and the derived CVD name. Lastly, the database communicator acts as an intermediary between
ORPHEUSDB and underlying database, passing SQL commands and returning results.
The partition optimizer [100] provides an efficient balance between version control performance
and storage overhead over large datasets. At one extreme, for fast version retrieval, we may prefer
to store each version as an independent relation as some records may appear in multiple versions;
at the other extreme, for less storage overhead, we may want to store each record exactly once,
independent of the number of versions it exists in. Our partition optimizer supports a light weight
approximation algorithm called LYRESPLIT, which, at a high level, recursively identifies parti-
tioning opportunities on the version graph, until the average number of records per partition table
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is smaller than a theoretically guaranteed bound. As a result, it allows us to navigate this trade-off
to gain the best of both worlds: fast version retrieval and compact storage. Our experimental eval-
uation [100] demonstrates that, compared to other alternative data models without partitioning,
ORPHEUSDB achieves up to 10× less storage consumption, and up to 1000× less time for version
control commands. The partition optimizer also logs the partition table each version resides in.
4.5 DEMONSTRATION OF ORPHEUSDB
To demonstrate the functionality of ORPHEUSDB, and to make it easy for users to issue ver-
sioning commands and examine dataset versions, we have built a web-based front-end interface.
We first describe the design of this interface and then describe the demonstration scenarios.
4.5.1 User Interface and Functionality
Figure 4.5: ORPHEUSDB User Interface
As depicted in Figure 4.5, our web-based Javascript frontend consists of: (a) [Left-hand-side
panel] A dataset explorer that lists the public CVDS, as well as all of the private tables and csv
files that the current user has access to. (b) [Center, top] An command text box that takes either
a SQL or git-like version control command. (c) [Center, bottom] An output window that displays
either (i) a translation of the command into the ones understood by the backend if the ‘Explain’
button is selected; or (ii) the output of the command or query along with other messages (e.g. error
messages) if the ‘Submit’ button is selected. (d) [Right-hand-side panel] An interactive version
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Figure 4.6: ORPHEUSDB Translation Zoom-In for two queries
graph explorer that displays the version graph of the current CVD, allowing zoom-in and zoom-
out. Users can select a set of versions via point-and-click, and apply various operations to these
versions listed below the version graph.
The most primitive way to interact with this interface is to issue a git-style or a SQL style com-
mand into the command text box. If the user clicks the Explain button, ORPHEUSDB will display
the translated SQL for the command that can be understood by the PostgreSQL backend. We show
two examples of the output for the Explain button in Figure 4.6. If the user clicks on the Submit
button instead, ORPHEUSDB will display the results of the command (if correct), as is shown in
Figure 4.5 for the command issued in the command text box. In addition, ORPHEUSDB will high-
light, in the version graph of the version explorer, the nodes (i.e., versions) that participated in the
output.
Another starting point to explore the versions is the version graph explorer. If the version graph
is large, the user can avail of the zoom-in and zoom-out capabilities to examine the version graph
in more or less detail. The user can get “quick facts” about a specific version by hovering over
the node corresponding to that version. Then, the user can either use right click or drag a box
to select a set of versions, following which the user can click one of the options listed below the
version graph as shortcuts to express commands or explore versions in more detail: (a) Checkout,
Query, Explore: clicking these options will prepopulate the text command box with the query
templates for checking out one or more versions, querying one or more versions, and identifying
versions that satisfy some property, for the set of versions that the user has selected. The user
can start from this pre-populated template and then modify it to suit their needs instead of starting
from scratch. (b) View, Diff, Info: clicking these options will display more information about the
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selected versions, whose output will be displayed below the version graph explorer. View will
show the contents of the versions, diff will compare the contents of two or more versions, and info
will list metadata pertaining to the selected versions.
4.5.2 Demonstration Scenarios
We now describe various demonstration scenarios to illustrate the power of ORPHEUSDB. The
goals of our demonstration scenarios are to (a) illustrate that the ORPHEUSDB front-end pro-
vides an effective and interactive mechanism to explore and operate on dataset versions; (b) show
that ORPHEUSDB goes beyond git and svn to support both vanilla versioning commands as
well as advanced SQL commands on versions; (c) demonstrate how ORPHEUSDB manages to
support these commands, tracing the end-to-end execution of ORPHEUSDB; (d) illustrate how
ORPHEUSDB can be embedded into a data science workflow; and (e) validate the design choices
of ORPHEUSDB, via alternative data model designs and partitioning choices.
Next, we introduce the datasets we use for our demonstration, following which we detail the
demonstration scenarios that meet the above goals.
Datasets Description. We will consider two versioning schemes from Maddox et al. [19] that we
will modify using real world datasets:
• Analysis dataset. This dataset, derived from the science workload in [19], simulates the work-
ing patterns of data scientists, who periodically take copies of an evolving dataset for isolated
data analysis. The version graph here is a tree and can be visualized as a mainline (i.e., a single
linear version chain) with various versions at different points. For instance, the evolving gene
association dataset [101] contains the gene ontology (GO) assignments for various proteins in
a given species. Multiple data science teams periodically check out and perform analysis on
this dataset. Usually, data cleaning, normalization and featurization are conducted before each
data mining task. This process generates various new versions of the same dataset, which are
in turn committed and shared with the teammates.
• Curation dataset. This dataset simulates the evolution of a canonical dataset that many indi-
viduals are contributing to—these individuals don’t just checkout from the canonical dataset
but also periodically merge their changes back in. As a result, the version graph is a DAG .
For instance, the protein interaction dataset [82] records the evolution of protein-protein inter-
action evidence over time across different organizations. Each attribute represents an evidence
type, e.g., neighborhood, cooccurrence and coexpression. Typically, organizations first check
out some existing version, update the evidence scores based on biological experiments or some
curated knowledge base, and then periodically commit or merge back to create a new version
of the protein-protein interaction dataset.
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Scenario 4.1: Exploring Dataset Versions (Goals a–c). Data scientists can operate on dataset
versions via the command text box as well as the version graph explorer, as described in the pre-
vious section. Examples of SQL commands include: (1) Find all versions that were committed by
Smith before 05/01/2016; and (2) Find all versions that contain more than 100 protein pairs whose
cooccurrence is larger than 0. Users are able to issue these queries via prepopulated templates from
the version browser, as well as via the command line. For each of these queries, ORPHEUSDB will
display the corresponding SQL translation that is understood by the PostgreSQL backend; in ad-
dition, users can also check how each CVD is represented internally within PostgreSQL to allow
attendees to get an intuitive feel for the data representation scheme adopted by ORPHEUSDB.
Scenario 4.2: End-to-End Data Science Workflow (Goal d). Data scientists can also use the
command-line interface to checkout one or more versions as a csv file, perform some simple data
cleaning operations within an external Python script, and then commit this csv file as a new dataset
version back in ORPHEUSDB. During this process, ORPHEUSDB records the fact that a csv file
is under checkout mode, and automatically infers the parent versions, and makes the appropriate
changes (e.g., adding new records and the new version) to the underlying representation of the
CVD within PostgreSQL.
Scenario 4.3: Evaluating the Design Choices (Goal e). Users can also gain an understanding
for the design choices of ORPHEUSDB, namely the impact of the data representation scheme and
the partitioning algorithms, by running a live A-B test with three server instances. One server
can implement our data model with partitioned CVDS, while the other two implement a naive data
model with no partitioning, and the ORPHEUSDB data model with no partitioning, respectively.
Users can then study the performance of checking out or committing a version for these three
settings, with performance metrics shown.
A full demonstration video can be viewed at https:youtu.belhfhM_aJA-c.
4.6 RELATED WORK
We now survey work from multiple areas related to ORPHEUSDB.
Dataset Version Control. A recent vision paper on Datahub [14] acknowledges the need for
database systems to support collaborative data analytics—we execute on that vision by supporting
collaborative analytics using a traditional relational database, thereby seamlessly leveraging the
sophisticated analysis capabilities. Decibel [19] describes a new version-oriented storage engine
designed “from the ground up” to support versioning. Unfortunately, the architecture involves
several choices that make it impossible to support within a traditional relational database without
substantial changes at all layers of the stack. For example, the eventual solution requires the
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system to log and query tuple membership on compressed bitmaps, reason about and operate on
“delta files”, and execute new and fairly complex algorithms for even simple operations such as
branch (in our case checkout) or merge (in our case commit). It remains to be seen how this storage
engine can be made to interact with other components, such as the parser, the transaction manager,
and the query optimizer, and all the other benefits that come “for free” with a relational database.
We are approaching the problem from a different angle—the angle of reuse: how do we leverage
relational databases to support versioning without any substantial changes to existing databases,
which have massive adoption and open-source development that we can tap into. Starting from this
perspective, the novelty of ORPHEUSDB lies in evaluating various designs of the representation
scheme for capturing versioning information, and the partitioning algorithm for faster version
control operations. Recent work on the principles of dataset versioning is also relevant [15] in that
it shares the concerns of minimizing storage and recreation cost; however, the paper considered
the unstructured setting from an algorithmic viewpoint, and did not aim to build a full-fledged
dataset versioning system. Lastly, Chavan et al. [102] describe a query language for versioning
and provenance, but do not develop a system that can support such a language—our system can
support an important subset of this language already.
The problem of incremental view maintenance, e.g., [103], is also related since it implicitly con-
siders the question of storage versus query efficiency, which is one of the primary concerns in data
versioning. However, the considerations and challenges are very different, making the solutions
not applicable to data versioning. Finally, Buneman et al. [18] introduce a range encoding ap-
proach to track the versioning of hierarchical data in scientific databases, but their method focuses
on XML data and is not applicable to the relational datasets.
Temporal Databases. There is a rich body of work on time travel (or temporal) databases, e.g.,
[16, 104, 105, 84, 85, 83], focusing on data management when the state of the data at a specific
time is important. Temporal databases support a linear clock, or a linear chain of versions, whereas
our work focuses on enabling non-linear histories. There has been some work on developing
temporal databases by “bolting-on” capabilities to a traditional database [106], with DB2 [107,
108] and Teradata [109] supporting time-travel in this way. Other systems adopt an “in-database”
approach [110]. For example, the SAP HANA database [111] maintains a Timeline Index [110]
to efficiently support temporal join, aggregation, and time travel. Kaufmann et al. [112] provide
a good summary of the temporal features in databases, while Kulkarni et al. [86] describe the
temporal features in SQL2011.
The canonical approach to recording time in temporal databases is via attributes indicating the
start and end time, which differs a bit depending on whether the time is the “transaction time”
or the “valid time”. In either case, if one extends temporal databases to support arrays capturing
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versions instead of the start and end time, we will end up as a solution like the one in Figure 4.1b,
which as shown severely limits performance. Thus, the techniques we describe in the paper on
evaluating efficient data models and partitioning are still relevant and complement this prior work.
Most work in this area focuses on supporting constructs that do not directly apply to OR-
PHEUSDB, due to the lack of time-oriented notions such as: (a) queries that probe interval related-
properties, such as which tuples were valid in a specific time interval, via range indexes [113], or
queries that roll back to specific points [17]; (b) temporal aggregation [110] to aggregate some at-
tributes for every time interval granularity, and temporal join [114] to join tuples if they overlap in
time; (c) queries that involve time-related constructs such as AS OF, OVERLAPS, PRECEDES.
There has been limited work on branched temporal databases [115, 116], with multiple chains of
linear evolution as opposed to arbitrary branching and merging. While there has been some work
on developing indexing [117, 118] techniques in that context, these techniques are specifically
tailored for queries that select a specific branch, and a time-window within that branch, which
therefore have no correspondences in our context. Moreover, these techniques require substantial
modifications to the underlying database.
Restricted Dataset Versioning. There have been some open-source projects on versioning topics.
LiquiBase [119] tracks schema evolution as the only applicable modifications giving rise to new
versions: in our case, we focus primarily on the data-level modifications, but also support schema
modifications. DataDiff [120] aims to generate SQLs to concisely summarize the difference be-
tween two versions. On the other hand, DBV [121] is focused on recording SQL operations that
give rise to new versions such that these operations can be “replayed” on new datasets—thus the
emphasis is on reuse of workflows rather than on efficient versioning. As other recent projects,
Dat [122] can be used to share and sync local copies of dataset across machines, while Mode [123]
integrates various analytics tools into a collaborative data analysis platform. However, neither of
the tools are focused on providing advanced querying and versioning capabilities. In addition, git
and svn can be made to support dataset versioning, however, recent work shows these techniques
are not efficient [19], and do not support sophisticated querying.
4.7 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we presented ORPHEUSDB, a lightweight approach for exploratory version-
ing of relational datasets. ORPHEUSDB is built as a thin layer on top of standard relational
databases, and therefore inherits much of their benefits while also compactly storing, tracking,
and recreating dataset versions on demand. Users are able to interact with ORPHEUSDB via an
interactive version browser interface or a terminal console directly. ORPHEUSDB supports a range
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of versioning querying modalities spanning both SQL and git-style version commands. Given a
user input, ORPHEUSDB translates versioning commands into queries understood by a database
system that is unaware of the presence of versions. Inside relational databases, ORPHEUSDB
takes advantage of the data type array implemented in most modern database systems. Specif-
ically, for each CVD, we separate the data from the versioning information into two tables: the
data table and the version table. The data table stores all of the records appearing in any of
the versions. The version table tracks the records present in each version. In addition to the
versioning information, in ORPHEUSDB, we also maintain version-level metadata in a separate
metadata table. ORPHEUSDB has been developed as open-source software; code is available at
http://orpheus-db.github.io.
There are a few limitations in the current implementation of ORPHEUSDB. First, during commit,
in order to identify the modified records, we need to compare records in the new version with the
ones in its parent versions(s). If the CVD has a primary key, we first match records in the new
version with the ones in their parent version(s) that have the same primary key. We then check if
any of the attributes are modified between these matched records. This step is even more costly
when there is no primary key specified in CVDS, since in this case, we need to compare each
record in the new version with every record in its parent version(s). Moreover, the cost of this step
increases further as the size of CVDS grows. One possible method to improve the performance of
this step is to keep track of some “summary” (e.g., hash values) at the granularity of records or
disk blocks. Then, during the commit, instead of checking all records, we only check modifications
when the summary is changed. Secondly, ORPHEUSDB is designed with the assumption that tuple
level modifications are the most common operations in dataset versioning. Therefore, even though
we could extend ORPHEUSDB to support simple schema changes (Section 4.3.3), ORPHEUSDB is
not optimized for workloads with massive schema changes operations (e.g., feature engineering).
One future work is to develop a hybrid system that extends the capabilities in ORPHEUSDB to
better support both cases.
Next, we evaluate our data models and the benefits of arrays in relational databases.
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CHAPTER 5: EXPLORATORY VERSIONING: EVALUATION
As we described in the previous chapter, in ORPHEUSDB, we use arrays to store versioning
information. Arrays are data structures that are commonly used in many programming languages.
Arrays were first introduced to databases as a new data type in the SQL:1999 standard [124]. The
array data type releases the constraint on first normal form (1NF), and allows users to represent
data in relational databases in a more intuitive and flexible format. Using arrays, users are able
to store a collection of values in a single column of a relational table. For instance, each twit-
ter post usually has multiple hashtags. With arrays, one can store multiple hashtags per tweet in
one row in a table within relational databases, rather than maintaining one tuple for each hash-
tag. Array operators are now widely supported in many databases, including both row-oriented
systems (e.g., PostgreSQL [125], DB2 [126]) and column-oriented systems (e.g., Vertica [127],
ClickHouse [128]).
In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of using arrays for exploratory versioning queries
as well as general graph queries in relational databases. We first experimentally compare our array-
based data model with various alternatives in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, we extend our evaluation
from simple ORPHEUSDB queries (i.e., checkout and commit commands) to complex versioning
queries presented by Chavan et al. [102]. In Section 5.3, we generalize the evaluation of the array
data type from ORPHEUSDB workloads to graph processing queries, on both PostgreSQL and
Oracle. In Section 5.4, we describe a list of limitations of arrays we observed. We also suggest
future directions to further improve array operations within relational database systems.
5.1 EVALUATING DATA MODELS IN ORPHEUSDB ON BASIC QUERIES
In this section, we evaluate the performance of different data model choices we discussed in
Section 4.3 in Chapter 4. We focus on commit and checkout commands, since they are the primi-
tive versioning operations on which the other more complex operations and queries are built on. It
is important that these operations are efficient, because data scientists often checkout a version to
start working on it immediately, and often commit a version to have their changes visible to other
data scientists who may be waiting for them.
5.1.1 Datasets
We use the versioning benchmark datasets from Maddox et al. [19]. The versioning model
used in the benchmark is similar to git, where a branch is a working copy of a dataset. For
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simplicity, we can think of branches as different users’ working copies. We selected the Science
(SCI) workload since it is most representative of real-world use cases. The SCI workload simulates
the working patterns of data scientists, who often take copies of an evolving dataset for isolated
data analysis. The version graph here can be visualized as a mainline (i.e., a single linear version
chain) with various branches at different points—both from different points on the mainline as
well as from other already existing branches. Thus, the version graph is analogous to a tree with
branches. We varied the following parameters when we generated the benchmark datasets: the
number of branches B, the total number of records |R|, as well as the number of inserts (or updates)
from parent version(s) I. We list our configurations in Table 5.1. For instance, dataset SCI_1M
represents a SCI workload dataset where the input parameter corresponding to |R| in the dataset
generator is set to 1M records. Note that due to the inherent randomness in the dataset generator,
the actual number of records generated does not perfectly match the value of |R| we input to the
generator. In all of our datasets, each record contains 100 attributes, each of which is a 4-byte
integer. The size of datasets when all versions are stored in a single partition ranges from 0.41GB
to 4.24GB.
Dataset |V | |R| |E| |B| |I|
SCI_1M 1K 944K 11M 100 1000
SCI_2M 1K 1.9M 23M 100 2000
SCI_5M 1K 4.7M 57M 100 5000
SCI_8M 1K 7.6M 91M 100 8000
SCI_10M 10K 9.8M 556M 1000 1000
Table 5.1: Dataset Description
5.1.2 Experimental Setup
We conducted evaluation on a HP-Z230-SFF workstation with an Intel Xeon E3-1240 CPU and
16 GB memory running Linux OS (LinuxMint). We built ORPHEUSDB as a wrapper written in
C++ over PostgreSQL 9.51, where we set the memory for sorting and hash operations as 1GB (i.e.,
work_mem=1GB) to reduce external memory sorts and joins. In addition, we set the buffer cache
size to be minimal (i.e., shared_buffers =128KB) to eliminate the effects of caching on
performance. In our evaluation, for each dataset, we randomly sampled 100 versions and used
them to get an estimate of the checkout time. Each experiment was repeated 5 times, with the OS
page cache being cleaned before each run. Due to experimental variance, we discarded the largest
and smallest number among the five trials, and then took the average of the remaining three trials.
1PostgreSQL’s version 9.5 added the feature of dynamically adjusting the number of buckets for hash-join.
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In our evaluation, we use four versioning benchmark datasets SCI_1M, SCI_2M, SCI_5M and
SCI_8M, each with 1M, 2M, 5M and 8M records respectively. In Figure 5.1, we did not present
results on datasets larger than SCI_8M, since even for SCI_8M, after committing 1K versions, we
observe that the a-table-per-version approach consumes disk storage beyond 35GB. With SCI_10M
that has 10K versions, the a-table-per-version approach fails to commit all versions, since its stor-
age consumption exceeds our experiment server’s available disk space (200GB). Nevertheless, we
include the experimental results on SCI_10M in Table 5.2 and discuss the results in the “scalability
comparison” paragraph below.
For split-by-vlist, a physical primary key index is built on rid in both the data table and the
versioning table; for split-by-rlist, a physical primary key index is built on rid in the data table and
on vid in the versioning table. When calculating the total storage size, we count the index size as
well. Our experiment involves first checking out the latest version vi into a materialized table T ′
and then committing T ′ back into the CVD as a new version v j; note that the records in table T and
T ′ are the same.
5.1.3 Experimental Results
We depict the experimental results in Figure 5.1.
Storage. From Figure 5.1(a), we can see that a-table-per-version takes 10× more storage than
the other data models. This is because each record exists on average in 10 versions. Compared
to a-table-per-version and combined-table, split-by-vlist and split-by-rlist deduplicate the common
records across versions and therefore have roughly similar storage. In particular, split-by-vlist and
split-by-rlist share the same data table, and thus the difference can be attributed to the difference in
the size of the versioning table. For the delta-based approach, the storage size is similar to or even
slightly smaller than split-by-vlist and split-by-rlist. This is because our versioning benchmark
contains only a few deleted tuples (opting instead for updates or inserts); in other cases, where
deleted tuples are more prevalent, the storage in the delta-based approach is worse than split-by-
vlist/rlist, since the deleted records will be repeated. The storage size for array-based appoaches
can be further reduced by applying compression techniques like range encoding [18].
Commit. From Figure 5.1(b), we can see that the combined-table and split-by-vlist take multiple
orders of magnitude more time than split-by-rlist for commit. We also notice that the commit time
when using combined-table is almost 104s as the dataset size increases: when using combined-
table, we need to add v j to the attribute vlist for each record in the CVD that is also present in
T ′. Similarly, for split-by-vlist, we need to perform an append operation for several tuples in the
versioning table. On the contrary, when using split-by-rlist, we only need to add one tuple to the
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Figure 5.1: Comparison Between Different Data Models
versioning table, thus getting rid of the expensive array appending operations. A-table-per-version
also has higher latency for commit than split-by-rlist since it needs to insert all the records in T ′
into the CVD. For the delta-based approach, the commit time is small since the new version v j is
exactly the same as its precedent version vi. It only needs to update the precedent metadata table,
and create a new empty table. The commit time of the delta-based approach is not small in general
when there are extensive modifications to T ′, as illustrated by other experiments (not displayed);
For instance, for a committed version with 250K records of which 30% of the records are modified,
delta-based takes 8.16s, while split-by-rlist takes 4.12s.
Checkout. From Figure 5.1(c), we can see that split-by-rlist is a bit faster than combined-table
and split-by-vlist for checkout. Not surprisingly, a-table-per-version is the best for this operation
since it simply requires retrieving all the records in a specific table (corresponding to the desired
version). Here we discuss the query plan for the other data models. Combined-table requires one
full scan over the combined table to check whether each record is in version vi. On the other
hand, split-by-vlist needs to first scan the versioning table to retrieve the rids in version vi, and
then join the rids with the data table. Lastly, split-by-rlist retrieves the rids in version vi using the
primary key index on vid in the versioning table, and then joins the rids with the data table. For
both split-by-vlist and split-by-rlist, we used a hash-join, which was the most efficient2, where a
hash table on rids is first built, followed by a sequential scan on the data table by probing each
record in the hash table. Overall, combined-table, split-by-vlist, and split-by-rlist all require a full
scan on the combined table or the data table, and even though split-by-rlist introduces the overhead
of building a hash table, it reduces the expensive array operation for containment checking as in
combined-table and split-by-vlist. For the delta-based approach, the checkout time is large since
it needs to probe into a number of tables, tracing all the way back to the root, remembering which
2We also tried alternative join methods—the findings were unchanged; we will discuss this further in [129, 129]. We also tried using an
additional secondary index for vlist for split-by-vlist which reduced the time for checkout but increased the time for commit even further.
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records were seen.
Scalability Comparison. In Figure 5.1, we present the comparison between different data mod-
els on relatively small datasets. By comparing across datasets, we see the storage, commit, and
checkout costs typically scale linearly with the size of the CVD. To study this further, we conduct
an additional experiment on an even larger dataset SCI_10M and present the results in Table 5.2.
The setting is the same as that in Figure 5.1, except that the committed version has 30% of the
records modified from the checked out version. Recall that the committed version is the same as
the checked out version in Figure 5.1. Also, note that SCI_10M has 10K versions while SCI_1M,
SCI_2M, SCI_5M, and SCI_8M each have only 1K versions, as will be described later on alongside
Table 5.1. First, we confirm that a-table-per-version approach suffers from large storage consump-
tion — SCI_10M consumes around 224GB for storing all of the 10K versions, 50× more space
than our proposed split-by-rlist approach does. This is because the storage size for the a-table-
per-version approach scales as the total number of records in all versions (i.e., |E| in Table 5.1).
A similar observation can be found in Table 5.2 for the commit time with the combined-table and
the split-by-vlist approach, and for the checkout time with the delta-based approach. Specifically,
the commit time for both combined-table and split-by-vlist grows linearly with the number of
records in the committed version; while the checkout time for delta-based approach scales in the
change size along the path from the root version to the checked out version. Thus, none of these
approaches — a-table-per-version, combined-table, split-by-vlist, and delta-based — are a good
choice for ORPHEUSDB. However, it is worth noting that the checkout time for a-table-per-version
is significantly better than that of split-by-rlist. In fact, our partitioning optimizer in [25, 129] aims
to strike a balance between split-by-rlist and a-table-per-version.
Data Model Storage (in GB) Commit (in s) Checkout (in s)
A-Table-Per-Version 223.82 2.51 2.847
Combined-table 6.893 11104.901 106.702
Split-by-vlist 7.421 3082.885 72.160
Split-by-rlist 4.409 5.552 37.672
Delta-based 4.817 10.137 138.508
Split-by-rid-vid 23.464 6.884 278.823
Table 5.2: Data Model’s Performance on SCI_10M
Benefits of Using ARRAYs. Recall that split-by-rlist and split-by-vlist are two alternatives for
encoding the versioning information using the ARRAY data type. A natural question is “why not
simply use two INT columns — rid and vid — to represent the versioning table instead of an
ARRAY”? We denote this approach as split-by-rid-vid. In the following, we will demonstrate the
benefits of using an ARRAY instead of two INTs to represent the mapping information between
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versions and records. First, as shown in Table 5.2, the commit time of split-by-rid-vid is similar to
that of split-by-rlist, since the time of inserting new tuples into the data table is the same for both
approaches, dominating the total commit time. Second, split-by-rid-vid has a larger checkout time
than split-by-rlist, since it requires more time3 in obtaining the rids that belong to the checked-out
version, from the versioning table. Last but not least, split-by-rid-vid consumes a substantially
larger space than split-by-rlist. This is mainly because that each tuple in the underlying database
has a fixed-size header, e.g., for PostgreSQL, it is 23 bytes on most machines. These headers incur
overhead proportional to the number of tuples, resulting in a large storage cost. Thus, split-by-rlist
is preferred over split-by-rid-vid.
Takeaways. Overall, considering the space consumption, the commit and checkout time, plus
the fact that delta-based models are inefficient in supporting advanced queries supported in OR-
PHEUSDB, we claim that split-by-rlist is preferable to the other data models in supporting checkout
and commit queries within a relational database. That said, from Figure 5.1(c), we notice that the
checkout time for split-by-rlist grows with dataset size. For instance, for dataset SCI_8M with 8M
records in the data table, the checkout time is as high as 30 seconds. The reason is that when we
checkout a version vi, as we scan the data table, we need to scan a large number of records that
are not in vi. Moreover, as we show in [25, 129], even we build an index on rid and use a index-
nested-loop-join, the high number of random accesses induced would cause the performance to be
as slow as a full sequential scan on the data table.
On the other hand, a-table-per-version has very low checkout times on all datasets; it only needs
to access the relevant records instead of all records as in split-by-rlist. This motivates the need for
the partition optimizer module in ORPHEUSDB, which tries to attain the best of both worlds by
adopting a hybrid representation of split-by-rlist and a-table-per-version, described by Huang et
al. [25, 129].
5.2 EVALUATING DATA MODELS IN ORPHEUSDB ON COMPLEX QUERIES
As shown in our first set of experiments, we can significantly reduce the commit time by sepa-
rating the data from the versoning information into two tables: the data table and the version table.
Moreover, the split-by-rlist approach, which uses arrays to represent a list of rids per vid, had much
less checkout time than the split-by-rid-vid approach, which encodes the mapping information in
the version table as (rid, vid) pairs. That said, do the benefits of using arrays remain outside of
the checkout and commit commands in ORPHEUSDB? In this section, we further evaluate the
3Table 5.2 shows the commit and checkout time for split-by-rid-vid without building an index on vid for the
versioning table. When built an index on vid for the versioning table, the checkout time for split-by-rid-vid is reduced
to 69.382 s, while the commit time is increased to 21.235 s.
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advantages of using the array representation for complex versioning queries.
Data Models. We consider two data models to represent each CVD: one uses arrays to store
some columnar information and another does not. Specifically, we compare the following two
data models:
• ARRAY-REPR: The data table contains the following columns: rid: INT, primary_key: INT
and other 99 columns, each of which has data type INT. The version table has the schema of
(vid: INT, rlist: INT[]). In other words, each row in the version table represents a version and
an array of the record ids that belong to this version. The metadata table contains the following
columns: vid: INT, parents: INT[], as well as other versioning-related metadata such as commit
time and commit message(s). Here, we use an array of integers to represent the list of parents
for each version.
• REGULAR-REPR: The data table in this data model is the same as the one in ARRAY-REPR.
For the version table, we use (vid: INT, rid: INT) to encode the mapping relationship between
versions and records. In this representation, the vid is duplicated as many times as the number
of records in that version. Similarly, in the metadata table, the data type of the parents column
is INT. This means that for a version that is the result of a merge of n versions and thus has n
parent versions, this version appears n times in the metadata table, using one row to represent
each of its n parents. The rest of the columns in the metadata table are the same as in the
metadata table in ARRAY-REPR.
Queries. We use queries for provenance and versioning as introduced by Chavan et. al. [102].
Since the queries in [102] are presented in VQuel, we translate them into SQL queries that are
executable on the data model implemented within ORPHEUSDB. In our evaluation, we exclude
queries that do not involve any array-typed columns (e.g., Query 1). We also exclude queries that
require selecting from multiple CVDS (e.g., Query 12), since these query runtimes would simply
correspond to the summation of the runtime for each CVD. In this evaluation, we focus on querying
one CVD, since it is fundamental and the building block for querying multiple CVDS.
Datasets and Setup. We continue using the SCI workloads as described in Section 5.1.1. Our
experiments were conducted on a Dell Inc. Precision T1700 workstation with an Intel Xeon CPU
E3-1246 CPU and 32MB Memory running Ubuntu 16.04.6. We connected to PostgreSQL 9.5
using Python3. We kept work_mem to be 1GB. We randomly generated the conditions required
in each query type described in [102]; for example, if the query type had the predicate condition
WHERE attr_0 = x, we randomly generated five different values for variable x. Therefore, there
were five different SQL queries for each query type (i.e., the same query templates but different
predicate conditions). We ran five trials for each of the five SQL queries thus generated, dropped




CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION v_diff(v1 int, v2 int) RETURNS TABLE (rid int) AS $$
SELECT rid FROM version_table where vid = v1
EXCEPT SELECT rid FROM version_table where vid = v2;
$$LANGUAGE SQL;
SELECT d.* FROM data_table d, v_diff(vx, vy) AS diff_rid
WHERE d.rid = diff_rid;
ARRAY-REPR
CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION v_diff(v1 int, v2 int) RETURNS TABLE (rid int[]) AS $$
SELECT (
(SELECT rlist FROM version_table where vid = v1)
- (SELECT rlist FROM version_table where vid = v2));
$$LANGUAGE SQL;
SELECT d.* FROM data_table d,
(SELECT UNNEST(v_diff(vx, vy)) AS rid_tmp) AS tmp
WHERE rid = rid_tmp;
Table 5.3: SQL Queries for Query 6 with Different Data Models
trials. Before running each trial, we cleaned the system cache. We did not build any indexes on
the tables.
5.2.1 Experimental Results
In this section, we report the runtimes for the complex versioning queries.
Query 6: Find all tuples in version X that are different in version Y.
In this query type, we aim to compare two versions. The corresponding SQL queries to achieve
the same goal are shown in Table 5.3. For each data model, we declare a User Defined Function
(UDF), v_di f f (vx,vy), that takes two variables: version X and version Y . This UDF fetches record
ids that are associated with those two versions respectively, and returns the set of rids that exits in
version X but not in version Y. The second SQL query aims to fetch all of the data associated with
those rids from the data table.
Data Model SCI_1M SCI_2M SCI_5M SCI_8M SCI_10M
ARRAY-REPR 46 MB 91 MB 225 MB 360 MB 2207 MB
REGULAR-REPR 393 MB 788MB 1957 MB 3141 MB 19GB
Table 5.4: Space Consumption of the Version Tables in PostgreSQL
As shown in Figure 5.2a, we observe that ARRAY-REPR has a speedup of up to 4.3× compared
to REGULAR-REPR. While both data models need to join their representation of the version table
with the data table on the same set of rids, running the UDF v_di f f (vx,vy) on ARRAY-REPR is
much faster than running it on REGULAR-REPR. The reason is that, first of all, ARRAY-REPR
consumes much less space than REGULAR-REPR. As shown in Table 5.4, the version table in
ARRAY-REPR is on average 8.5× smaller than the version table in REGULAR-REPR. As we
mentioned previously, PostgreSQL adds a 23-byte header to each row. In ARRAY-REPR, each vid
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Figure 5.2: Comparison Between Different Data Models for Query 6 and Query 8&9
Data Model SQL
REGULAR-REPR
SELECT i.vid FROM data_table d, version_table i
WHERE d.attr_ = val_x AND d.rid = i.rid
GROUP BY i.vid HAVING count(d.pk) > val_y
ARRAY-REPR
SELECT tmp.vid FROM data_table d,
(SELECT vid, UNNEST(rlist) AS rid_tmp FROM version_table) AS tmp
WHERE d.attr_0 = val_x AND d.rid = rid_tmp
GROUP BY tmp.vid HAVING count(d.pk) > val_y;
Table 5.5: SQL Queries for Query 8&9 with Different Data Models
has only one header, while in REGULAR-REPR, each vid has n headers where n is the number of
rids in this version. As a result, it is faster to scan the version table in ARRAY-REPR sequentially.
Secondly, in ARRAY-REPR, all the record ids that belong to a version are compressed into one
row and thus are very likely clustered together on disk. So ARRAY-REPR is able to fetch all of
the rids faster and consequently has better query performance overall.
Query 8&9: Find all versions that contain (exactly/more than/less than) Y number of records
that satisfy some conditions.
In this query type, we aim to search through all the versions within a CVD. For each version,
we count the number of records in that version that satisfy the specified conditions. If the number
of satisfied records in a version is exactly/more than/less than a threshold, we return its vid. The
corresponding SQL queries are shown in Table 5.5. Here, we first find all the rids in the data table
whose d.attr_0 = val_x. We then build a hash table on those rids and join all those rids with the
version table to get the relevant versioning information. We then perform a group by on the vid
and only return the vids that have more than val_y number of rids that satisfy those predicates.
This query does not favor the ARRAY-REPR method naturally. During the hash join, unlike
REGULAR-REPR, which could directly retrieve rids in the version table for joining, ARRAY-
REPR requires an extra step to unnest the rlist into the rids first. However, as we show in Figure
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5.2b, ARRAY-REPR is still up to 1.65× faster than REGULAR-REPR. Moreover, the runtime
difference between using REGULAR-REPR and ARRAY-REPR goes up as the dataset size in-
creases. The performance advantage of using ARRAY-REPR in this scenario is still due to the fact
that scanning the version table in ARRAY-REPR is significantly faster than scanning the version
table in REGULAR-REPR. More importantly, even if we need to sacrifice the performance a bit
by unnesting the rlist first, the benefits of using arrays to organize information compactly for this
type of query is still substantial.















































Figure 5.3: Comparison Between Different Data Models for Query 13 and Query 14
Query 13: Find all versions within X commits of version Y that have more than Z records.
In this query type, we aim to search over all the versions that are X hops away from version
Y in the version graph. Table 5.6 shows the corresponding SQL queries. In this query, we focus
on finding the ancestors of version Y that are X hops away (X is specified by users). Finding
the descendants of version Y shares a similar SQL query and query plan. To achieve this query,
we first create a UDF, ancestor(vid, len). This UDF takes a version id, vy, and the distance limit,
X, and recursively finds the parents of version vy that are X hops away. This UDF runs on the
metadata table: the one that encodes the version graph of a CVD. Next, we join all satisfied parent
vids with the version table, and count the number of record ids per version. We return the vids that
have more than Z rids.
As shown in Figure 5.3a, we observe that ARRAY-REPR is up to 2.4× faster than REGULAR-
REPR. Recall that SCI workloads simulate a collaborative data analysis scenario where users
commit to their own branch and never merge with other branches. In other words, each version has
only one parent in SCI datasets. Therefore, there is no performance difference between running
on the version graph in REGULAR-REPR and running on the version graph in ARRAY-REPR.
The performance advantage in ARRAY-REPR is mainly because of the compact version table




create or replace function ancestor(v1 int, len int)
RETURNS TABLE (res_vid int) AS $$
WITH RECURSIVE t(parents, vid, level) AS
(SELECT parent, vid, 0 FROM metadata_table WHERE vid = v1
UNION
SELECT v.parent, v.vid, level+1 FROM metadata_table v, t
WHERE v.vid = t.parents AND level < len)
SELECT DISTINCT vid FROM t where vid != v1;
$$ LANGUAGE SQL;
SELECT i.vid FROM version_table i,
(SELECT ancestor(vy, X) AS vg_vid) AS vg
WHERE i.vid = vg.vg_vid
GROUP BY i.vid HAVING count(i.rid) > Z;
ARRAY-REPR
create or replace function ancestor (v1 int, len int)
RETURNS TABLE (res_vid int) AS $$
WITH RECURSIVE t(parents, vid, level) AS
SELECT parents, vid, 0 FROM metadata_table WHERE vid = v1
UNION
SELECT v.parents, v.vid, level+1 FROM metadata_table v,
(SELECT UNNEST(t.parents) AS tmp_parents, level FROM t) AS tmp
WHERE v.vid = tmp.tmp_parents AND level < len)
SELECT vid FROM t where vid != v1;
$$ LANGUAGE SQL;
SELECT tmp.vid FROM (
SELECT UNNEST(rlist) AS tmp_rid, vid FROM metadata_table ) AS tmp,
(SELECT ancestor(vy, X) AS vg_vid) AS vg
WHERE tmp.vid = vg.vg_vid
GROUP BY tmp.vid HAVING count(tmp.tmp_rid) > Z;
Table 5.6: SQL Queries for Query 13 with Different Data Models
benefits of using arrays on graph processing queries.
Query 14: Find all versions where the delta from the previous version is greater than X
tuples.
Unlike Query 6 where we only compare record ids between two specified versions, here, for
each version in the CVD, we compare its rids with the rids in its parent’s version. Table 5.7 shows
the SQL queries to achieve this purpose. We define a UDF function that takes one parameter, vid.
The UDF returns the rids in the vid but not in the parent version of the vid. We then issue another
query that passes every vid in a CVD to the UDF. Lastly, we only return those vids for which the
delta is greater than a threshold X.
We show the evaluation result in Figure 5.3b. We cap the query runtime at 2 hours. We observe
that ARRAY-REPR is orders of magnitude faster than REGULAR-REPR. For example, in the
smallest dataset SCI_1M, ARRAY-REPR finishes the query in 5 seconds while REGULAR-REPR
takes 27.6 minutes. As we demonstrate in Query 6, the ARRAY-REPR method is much faster
when we look for the delta between two specific versions. In this query, since we need to find
delta between every version and its parent, the benefits of using ARRAY-REPR accumulate and




CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION v_diff_arr(v1 int) RETURNS TABLE (rid int) AS $$
SELECT rid FROM version_table where vid = v1
EXCEPT
SELECT rid FROM version_table i, metadata_table g
where g.vid = v1 and i.vid = g.parent
$$ LANGUAGE SQL;
SELECT g.vid, g.parent FROM metadata_table
(SELECT vid, COUNT(*) AS sum_diff FROM metadata_table,
v_diff_arr(vid) GROUP BY vid) AS diff
WHERE g.vid = diff.vid and sum_diff > X
ARRAY-REPR
CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION v_diff_arr(v1 int) RETURNS TABLE (rid int) AS $$
SELECT unnest(rlist) FROM metadata_table where vid = v1
EXCEPT
SELECT unnest(i.rlist) FROM version_table, metadata_table g
where g.vid = v1 and i.vid = ANY(g.parents);
$$ LANGUAGE SQL;
SELECT g.vid, g.parents FROM metadata_table g,
(SELECT vid, COUNT(*) AS sum_diff FROM metadata_table,
v_diff_arr(vid) GROUP BY vid) AS diff
WHERE g.vid = diff.vid and sum_diff > X
Table 5.7: SQL Queries for Query 14 with Different Data Models
Data Model SQL
REGULAR-REPR
CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION ancestor_dist(v1 int)
RETURNS TABLE (vid int, dist int) AS $$
WITH RECURSIVE t(parent, vid, dist) AS
SELECT g.parent, g.vid, 0 FROM metadata_table g WHERE g.vid = v1
UNION
SELECT v.parent, v.vid, dist+1 FROM metadata_table v, t
WHERE v.vid = t.parent)
SELECT t.vid, t.dist FROM t where vid != v1;
$$ LANGUAGE SQL;
SELECT distinct on (x_rid) x_rid, p_vid FROM
SELECT rid AS x_rid, vid AS x_vid FROM version_table WHERE vid = vx) AS x,
(SELECT vid AS p_vid, dist AS p_dist from ancestor_dist(vx) AS p,
(SELECT rid AS bi_rid, vid AS bi_vid FROM version_table ) AS bi
(WHERE x_rid = bi_rid AND bi_vid = p_vid
ORDER BY x_rid, p_dist DESC;
ARRAY-REPR
CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION ancestor_dist(v1 int)
RETURNS TABLE (vid int, dist int) AS $$
WITH RECURSIVE t(parents, vid, dist) AS
SELECT g.parents, g.vid, 0 FROM metadata_table g WHERE g.vid = v1
UNION
FROM metadata_table v,
(SELECT UNNEST(t.parents) AS tmp_parents, t.dist as tmp_dis FROM t) AS tmp
WHERE v.vid = tmp.tmp_parents)
SELECT t.vid, t.dist FROM t where vid != v1;
$$ LANGUAGE SQL;
SELECT distinct on (x_rid) x_rid, p_vid FROM
(SELECT unnest(rlist) AS x_rid, vid AS x_vid
FROM metadata_tableWHERE vid = vx) AS x,
(SELECT vid AS p_vid, dist AS p_dist from ancestor_dist(vx)) AS p,
(SELECT unnest(rlist) AS bi_rid, vid AS bi_vid FROM metadata_table) AS bi
WHERE x_rid = bi_rid AND bi_vid = p_vid
ORDER BY x_rid, p_dist DESC;
Table 5.8: SQL Queries for Query 15 with Different Data Models
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Figure 5.4: Comparison Between Different Data Models for Query 15
Query 15: For each tuple as of version X in a CVD, find the parent version where it first
appeared.
The crucial part of this query is to find the latest version for every unchanged record in version
X. It is trivial to add those new records in version X to the query results via a UNION. As shown
in Table 5.8, the UDF for this query takes a version vx, and returns all its ancestor versions as well
as the distances of those versions from vx. Then for each rid in version vx, we find all ancestor
versions of vx that contain rid. For each rid, we return the ancestor version of vx that has the
minimum distance from vx.
We present the experimental results in Figure 5.4a. We observe that, in ARRAY-REPR, even
though we need to unnest the entire version table to the REGULAR-REPR style first, ARRAY-
REPR is up to 3.5× faster than REGULAR-REPR. The evaluation results strengthen the observa-
tion that unnesting introduces no significant overhead in ARRAY-REPR.
5.3 EVALUATING BENEFITS OF USING ARRAYS ON GRAPH APPLICATIONS
As we observed in Section 5.2, using arrays to represent the many-to-many versioning relation-
ship (i.e., the version table) allows us to run a wide variety of queries with significant performance
speedup. In this section, we generalize our evaluation further, from the versioning workloads in
ORPHEUSDB specifically, to graph processing queries in general. Graphs have been used to rep-
resent datasets in a wide range of application domains such as social networks and computational
biology. Even though many specialized graph engines [130, 131] have been developed to support
large graph processing, a recent user study [132] points out that relational databases are as fre-
quently utilized to store graph data as specified graph databases (e.g., Neo4j). In this section, we
evaluate graph processing queries not only on PostgreSQL, but also on Oracle as well.
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We choose to evaluate the graph processing queries that are among the most frequently used
in practice. In particular, we follow the findings listed in Table 9 by Sahu et al. [132] and focus
our preliminary study on graph traversal. The goal of graph traversal is to find a set of vertices
that are reachable from an arbitrary vertex v. Graph traversal is a fundamental building block
for more complex applications, including: (i) finding connected components, (ii) retrieving the
x-degree neighborhood, (iii) checking whether a vertex v is reachable from another vertex w, and
even (iv) counting the number of triangles in a graph. These applications above occupy around 60
percent of the overall applications reported in the user study [132]. Therefore, in this section, we
evaluate one of the most commonly used traversing scenarios on a directed graph: breadth-first
search (BFS). Given a directed graph G(V,E) and a vertex u, BFS aims to find a set of vertices
VBFS in G such that there exists a directed path between u and each vertex in VBFS.
5.3.1 Experimental Setup
We first describe the data models, SQL queries for graph traversal, as well as the datasets used
for our evaluation.
Data Model. Graph traversal often only requires basic edge information, including source vertex
id, sid, and target vertex id, tid. Thus, for our preliminary evaluation of graph processing queries,
we consider two different data models that encode this edge information. One way to store the
graph table in relational database is to represent each edge pair as a tuple with two attributes, each
of which is an atomic data type. We define such representation to be called REGULAR-REPR
and its schema as EdgePair(s int, t int). However, outside relational databases, people
often represent a graph using an adjacency list, a more natural and intuitive way of looking up
neighboring vertices. Thus, with the introduction of the array data type to relational databases,
for each source s we can store a list of target vertices t; we define such a representation to be called
ARRAY-REPR with its schema as AdjList(s int, tlist int[]).
Datasets. We evaluate on two real datasets from [133]. The corresponding statistics for those
datasets are shown in Table 5.9. Each dataset represents an unweighted directed graph; each line
consists of a directed edge with two columns: the ID of source vertex and ID of target vertex.
The Epinions dataset represents a social network of consumer reviews on a website called
Epnions.com. Each node represents a user and a directed edge from u to v means user u trusts
reviews written by user v. The LiveJournal dataset represents a publication community where
users can publish information such as journals or blogs. In this dataset, each node is a user and a
directed edge indicates that one user is a friend of another user. We also list the depth of the graphs
returned from Breadth-First Search (BFS) in DBFS.
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Datasets Size # Nodes # Edges DBFS
Epinions 5.7MB 75.9K 508.8K 10
LiveJournal 1.1GB 4.8M 60.0M 15
Table 5.9: Dataset Description
5.3.2 Breadth First Search (BFS) on PostgreSQL
Experimental Queries. Based on the two data models described above, we present the corre-
sponding SQL queries for BFS in Table 5.10. In those queries, we use the WITH RECURSIVE
statement provided in PostgreSQL to iteratively collect the connected nodes at each level of the
graph. Although it seems that each query in Table 5.10 only creates one table VBFS for storing
query results, internally, PostgreSQL generates three tables: a Results table TR, a Working table
TW and an Intermediate table TI . Taking the SQL query using REGULAR-REPR as an example.
To start off, PostgreSQL executes the non-recursive part of the query (i.e., SELECT s FROM
EdgePair WHERE s = 0) and stores the intermediate neighbors of vertex 0 in both TR and
TW . Then at each iteration: (i) PostgreSQL first executes the recursive portion of the query (i.e.,
SELECT t from EdgePair JOIN VBFS ON s = vid), collecting all the vertices that
are adjacent to the current vertices in Tw and storing those neighboring vertices in TI and TR. (ii) It
then replaces TW with TI and removes all the tuples in TI . The recursion stops once table TW is
empty. Note that since we use UNION, PostgreSQL automatically discards the duplicated tuples
(the ones that duplicate any previous results in TR) at each iteration and only appends a distinct set
of new tuples to the internal tables. This is the same as keeping a visited variable in imperative
programming languages such as C++ and Python.
The biggest difference between those queries is the join operation in the recursive part of the
query. Recall that at each iteration i, in order to collect unvisited vertices for the next level (level
i+1) of the graph, we join the current working table Tw, the one that contains all of the information
of the non-visited vertices at level i, with the EdgePair/AdjList table. Thus the number of join
operations executed for each query equals the depth of that graph, and is independent of the data
model we adopt. However, since we represent the edge information in various ways, we process
the join operation differently. For the REGULAR-REPR table, the join operation is a typical equi-
join between two atomic attributes (e.g., s and vid). For the ARRAY-REPR table, one way is
to execute on array attributes directly as shown as Q2 in Table 5.10. In this mechanism, we keep
track of both the vertices and their neighbors in VBFS; we then make use of the ANY operator
provided in PostgreSQL, and execute a nested loop join between an atomic attribute (i.e., s) and
a non-atomic attribute (i.e., neighbors). Another mechanism, depicted as Q3 in Table 5.10, is
to unnest the array attribute (i.e., tlist) into a set of atomic tuples during query processing and
then execute a regular equi-join as the one used in EdgePair.
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Algorithm SQL with REGULAR-REPR Model (Q1) SQL with ARRAY-REPR Model (Q2) SQL with ARRAY-REPR Model (Q3)
BFS
WITH RECURSIVE VBFS(vid) AS
(SELECT s FROM EdgePair
WHERE s = 0
UNION
SELECT t FROM EdgePair
JOIN VBFS ON s = vid)
SELECT vid FROM VBFS;
WITH RECURSIVE VBFS(vid, neighbors)
(SELECT s, tlist FROM AdjList
WHERE s = 0
UNION
SELECT s, tlist FROM AdjList
JOIN VBFS ON s = ANY(neighbors))
SELECT vid FROM VBFS;
WITH RECURSIVE VBFS(vid) AS
(SELECT s FROM AdjList
WHERE s = 0
UNION
SELECT unnest(tlist) FROM AdjList
JOIN VBFS ON s = vid)
SELECT vid FROM VBFS;
Table 5.10: Evaluation queries for breadth-first search in PostgreSQL. Major differences are high-
lighted in bold.
Query Performance. Table 5.11 shows the runtime of executing BFS for the two data models.
We observe opposite performance using the two different array operators. Q3 is up to 3-6× faster
than Q1, while Q2 is orders of magnitude slower than Q1 even on the smallest dataset Epinions.
The main reason is that when we use ANY to join the Tw with the graph table, the query optimizer
is forced to use a nested loop join. In fact, the nested loop join operator is the only join operator
supported for non-atomic data types in PostgreSQL. On the other hand, in Q3, since we unnest the
tlist, a non-atomic data type column, to an atomic data type (i.e., integers) first, the query optimizer
is able to use the hash join operator instead.
For Q1 and Q3, during each iteration, we build a hash table on the Working Table Tw and
probe with the records in EdgePair or AdjList table respectively. However, ARRAY-REPR
approach is still up to 3× faster than the REGULAR-REPR approach, due to the two following
reasons: (a) compared to ARRAY-REPR, REGULAR-REPR takes a much longer time to sequen-
tially scan its graph table EdgePair; (b) the number of probes in ARRAY-REPR is much smaller
than the number of probes in REGULAR-REPR, since each source of a directed edge exists only
once in ARRAY-REPR .
Dataset Q1 Q2 Q3
Epinions 82.34 450440.56 46.95
LiveJournal 14490.31 N/A (> 36 hours) 4565.81
Table 5.11: Runtime (in ms) for BFS on PostgreSQL
5.3.3 Breadth First Search on Oracle
So far, we have evaluated the benefits of using arrays on PostgreSQL only. The next natural
question to ask is whether we observe similar performance advantages of using arrays on other
relational databases. To answer this question, we evaluate the same BFS workload on Oracle.
In Oracle, there are two methods to represent a set of values in a column: VARRAY and Nested
Table. VARRAY requires users to specify the size of the array upfront; elements in the VARRAY
could be accessed by indexes. On the other hand, Nested Table allows users to store arrays
with an unbounded array size; users do not need to specify the maximum size of an array upfront.
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Therefore, a Nested Table is preferable for graph applications, since the number of outgoing
edges per node is not predefined and varies between nodes substantially.
Data Model SQL Query
ARRAY-REPR
CREATE TABLE ResultsT (vid INT);
CREATE TABLE WorkingT (vid INT);
CREATE TABLE IntermT (vid INT);
INSERT INTO WorkingT
SELECT DISTINCT t as vid FROM AdjList
WHERE s = $v_x AND t != $v_x;
INSERT INTO ResultsT
SELECT DISTINCT vid FROM WorkingT;
BEGIN
flag := 1;




SELECT DISTINCT t.COLUMN_VALUE AS vid
FROM AdjList g, TABLE(g.tlist) t, WorkingT w
WHERE s = vid;
DELETE FROM WorkingT;
INSERT INTO WorkingT
SELECT DISTINCT i.vid FROM IntermT i
LEFT OUTER JOIN ResultsT r ON i.vid = r.vid
WHERE r.vid is null;
INSERT INTO ResultsT
SELECT DISTINCT vid FROM WorkingT;




- The rest of the unbolded part




SELECT DISTINCT g.t AS vid FROM EdgePair
JOIN WorkingT w ON g.s = w.vid;
...
...
Table 5.12: Evaluation queries for breadth-first search in Oracle. Major differences are high-
lighted in bold.
Experimental Queries. Even though Oracle supports similar Recursive Query functionality
as PostgreSQL does, the Recursive Query in Oracle is too slow to finish a BFS query even
on a tiny dataset with around 3000 edges. Furthermore, even if we tune the system parameters
in Oracle to improve the performance of recursive queries, there are other disadvantages of the
Recursive Query functionality that prevents us from simply adopting the built-in recursive
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function.
First of all, Oracle only allows UNION ALL to combine the results returned from each iteration.
However, since UNION ALL does not remove duplicates in each iteration, the intermediate tables
maintained during recursion would grow significantly large. For instance, suppose node nz in a
directed graph has two parents: node nx and node ny. When we join with the graph table to retrieve
node nz, we get two rows containing nz: one is a result returned from joining nx with the graph
table and another is a result returned from joining ny with the graph table. Even worse, without
removing duplicates at each iteration, the number of duplicated nodes would grow exponentially
as we iteratively join with the graph table until we have traversed all nodes in the graph. The
larger the intermediate table grows, the slower the performance would be, since we could easily
use up all the buffers in the database and trigger a large number of disk I/Os. As a result, the query
performance would be very slow even on a small graph.
Therefore, we instead follow the execution logic of Recursive Query as implemented
within PostgreSQL. As shown in Table 5.12, we create three temporary tables: the working ta-
ble Tw, the intermediate table Ti, and the result table Tr. The working table contains all the nodes at
the current level of the graph traversal and the result table contains all the nodes we have visited so
far. The intermediate table is a helper table in each iteration, storing a set of nodes if needed. We
run BFS iteratively in a while loop. We exit the while loop when there are no nodes at the current
level (i.e., the working table is empty).
Dataset REGULAR-REPR ARRAY-REPR ARRAY-REPR_IOT
Epinions 54.46 55.56 54.99
LiveJournal 6932.40 7674.07 7024.52
Table 5.13: Runtime (in seconds) for BFS on Oracle
Query Performance. As shown in Table 5.13, compared to REGULAR-REPR, we observe that
ARRAY-REPR has a comparable runtime on the Epinions dataset, and has slower runtime
on the LiveJournal dataset. After a close investigation, we find that the main reason is that
ARRAY-REPR consumes more space than the REGULAR-REPR, as shown in Table 5.14. This
is due to how the Nested Tables are implemented internally. In Oracle, a Nested Table,
as its name indicates, is stored as another table with a set of columns. The Nested Tables
are connected with their parent tables via Nested Table IDs. Each Nested Table ID is
16 bytes. Therefore, for ARRAY-REPR, the original table has the schema of (sid: int, Nested
Table ID) and the internal nested table has the schema of (Nested Table ID, tid). In
other words, if we ignore headers in Oracle, the REGULAR-REPR consumes 8 bytes per edge,
while the ARRAY-REPR consumes 20 bytes per node that has outgoing edge(s) plus 20 bytes per
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edge. Even though there is no overhead (e.g., ROWID) in the Nested Table, which is an advan-
tage for ARRAY-REPR, ARRAY-REPR still consumes significantly more space than REGULAR-
REPR does.
One way to optimize the storage is to compress the Nested Table as an Index-Organized
Table (IOT). In this way, we can store Nested Table ID only once per sid in the nested
table. We observe space reduction using ARRAY-REPR_IOT as shown in Table 5.14. In the
LiveJournal dataset, ARRAY-REPR_IOT is smaller than REGULAR-REPR. However, run-
ning BFS on ARRAY-REPR_IOT is still slower than running BFS on REGULAR-REPR. This is
mainly because unnesting is not a trivial step in Oracle. In order to retrieve the tlist from the nested
tables, the query optimizer needs to join with the nested tables. Nested loop join results in many
random scans. Hash join, on the other hand, requires an extra step of building another hash table.
Both of the join methods require the system to execute an extra step to retrieve the unnested tlist,
and thus result in slower query performance.
Dataset REGULAR-REPR ARRAY-REPR ARRAY-REPR_IOT
Epinions 8.338MB 18 MB 9.437 MB
LiveJournal 1281.4MB 2317.35 MB 939.5 MB
Table 5.14: Space Consumption in Oracle
5.4 OTHER LIMITATIONS OF USING ARRAYS
When we conducted aforementioned experiments, we also experienced a number of limitations
of using arrays in relational databases. In this section, we summarize these limitations, including
complex array syntax, inaccurate query optimizer, and inefficient join operators.
We will demonstrate these limitations using the following example. Suppose we want to issue
an exploratory query that aims to find all vids and their commit messages of a record in a CVD
whose primary key equals 1. Table 5.15 lists different ways to write such a SQL query.
Complex Array Syntax. Writing array-related SQL queries is time-consuming and error-prone.
For example, in PostgreSQL, we have to learn specific array operators (e.g., <@, &&) [134] if we
operate on array columns directly. Moreover, we need to be very careful about the return data type
of those operators and carefully incorporate the right format of returned results with the rest of the
SQL query. On the other hand, if we do not operate on arrays directly, we have to explicitly unnest
the arrays via a subquery first (e.g., the Int-Unnest Join approach in Table 5.15). Ideally, end-users
should be freed from paying so much attention to array columns when they write a SQL query. In
other words, for users, array columns should be as easy to manipulate as atomic data types. Instead,





FROM versionTable v, dataTable d, indexTable i
WHERE d.pk = 1 AND d.rid = ANY(i.rlist) AND i.vid = v.vid;
Array-Array Join
SELECT v.vid, v.commitMsg
FROM versionTable v, dataTable d, indexTable i
WHERE d.pk = 1 AND ARRAY[d.rid] <@ i.rlist AND i.vid = v.vid;
Int-Unnest Join
SELECT v.vid, v.commitMsg
FROM versionTable v, dataTable d,
(SELECT UNNEST(rlist) as rid_tmp, vid FROM indexTable i) AS tmp
WHERE d.pk = 1 AND d.rid = tmp.rid_tmp AND tmp.vid = v.vid;
PushDown-First
SELECT v.vid, v.commitMsg
FROM versionTable v, dataTable d, indexTable i
WHERE i.rlist && (SELECT array_agg(rid) as
tmp_rlist FROM dataTable WHERE pk = 1) AND i.vid = v.vid;
Table 5.15: Different SQLs to find versioning history of a record whose pk = 1.
Inaccurate Query Optimizer. When we conducted our experiments, we observed that statistics
collected for arrays are often inaccurate. As a result, query optimizer often output poor query plans.
So, we frequently have to try different rewritings ourselves and manipulated the query optimizer
in a way to generate reasonable query plans. For instance, we observe significantly different query
performance for queries in Table 5.15, even though those queries are just different rewritings of the
same underlying SQL query. Specifically, Int-Array Join, Array-Array Join, Int-Unnest Join, and
PushDown-First approaches take 258.1 seconds, 53.0 seconds, 375.6 seconds, and 16.6 seconds
respectively. PushDown-First is fastest in this case as we forcefully push down the predicate (i.e.,
pk = 1) first via a subquery before joining with the version table. These query runtimes show that
how we join the rlist column with the rest of the table (e.g., using <@ or &&) significantly impacts
the query performance. Therefore, we believe that better statistics collectors and a more accurate
query plan generator need to be designed to incorporate arrays in relational databases.
Inefficient Join Operator. There is no efficient join operator designed for array columns. If we
want to join with an array column directly, we could only use the nested loop join operator. Here
we iterate over every element in the array and join it with another table. Another way is to first
unnests an array column to a list of rows, and then use an atomic join operator (e.g., hash join).
In our evaluations with PostgreSQL, unnesting the array first and using hash join was quite fast
for most of our versioning queries. In Oracle, neither method is ideal. Using the nested loop join
lead to many random accesses. For hash join, using the array column to build the hash table may
lead to excessive memory consumption if the array column is large, while using the array column
to probe may lead to wasted time spent waiting for a hash table to be built first. Therefore, it
would be valuable to design an array related join operator that can directly operate on arrays more
efficiently.
We hope that these limitations can be addressed in the future, leading to better usability and
performance of arrays in relational databases.
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5.5 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we evaluated the benefits of using arrays in relational databases. In PostgreSQL,
we observed that using arrays consistently reduces the query runtime and thus improves the in-
teractivity on a wide range of versioning queries. There are three main advantages for using ar-
rays on exploratory versioning. First, ARRAY-REPR consumes much less storage compared to
REGULAR-REPR, since in ARRAY-REPR we use only one row to represent information per each
version. In other words, we do not store each vid as many times as the number of its rids. At the
same time, we only have one costly 23-bytes header per vid. Also, arrays in PostgreSQL are com-
pactly stored using a technique called TOAST [135]. Second, retrieving lists of rids for specific
versions is fast, since those records are clustered together in one row. Last but not least, unnesting
arrays is fast, and thus using arrays results in minimal performance overhead in PostgreSQL.
In contrast, we observed that using arrays in Oracle does not improve, and often degrades the
query runtime. This is mainly because using arrays to represent edge information does not save
space, but instead introduces large storage overhead. Oracle maintains each array column as an
extra internal table. It also imposes a large overhead per row (i.e., NESTED TABLE ID) to
link rows in the nested tables to their parent tables. Thus, compared to the REGULAR-REPR
representation where there are only two 4-byte integers representing an edge in a graph, in the
ARRAY-REPR representation, there are two extra 16-byte NESTED TABLE IDs attached per
edge. Lastly, fetching arrays in Oracle is costly. It requires an extra join step if we want to retrieve
items from the NESTED TABLE columns. Therefore, using arrays in Oracle leads to costly space
consumption and performance overhead, and results in slower query runtime. To summarize, the
performance advantages from arrays heavily depends on how arrays are implemented in relational
databases. Moreover, these advantages depend on how the arrays are accessed (e.g., via join or via
a simple sequential scan).
In this chapter, we started with different data models for exploratory versioning, and evaluated
the benefits of arrays focusing on tables with only two columns. There are several future directions
starting from here. First, we mainly considered on tables with two columns and evaluated the
benefits of using arrays to compress one column of the tables. It would be interesting to see
if our current observations remain the same on “wide tables” (i.e., tables with multiple columns).
Second, in this chapter, we evaluated arrays in its simplest form – a one-dimensional array. It would
be useful to extend this evaluation to applications that intensively use multi-dimensional arrays,
such as in linear algebra. Lastly, in this dissertation, we limited our evaluation to applications.
Assessing the performance of using arrays on OLAP applications with heavy insert, update, or
delete operations is an important next step.
In the next chapter, we present our approach for exploratory integration.
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CHAPTER 6: EXPLORATORY INTEGRATION
The proliferation of datasets generated and residing in multiple sources have increased the de-
mand for querying data managed by more than one database. In response to these requests, many
data analysis tools (e.g., Tableau [136]) nowadays allows users to create connections to multiple
data sources (e.g, Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle) and directly explore datasets across platforms via
a cross-database joins feature. This functionality addresses a fundamental requirement for users
that is even more important than fast query performance, namely the ability to easily access local
and remote data spread across an organization.
However, the current execution of a federated query with cross-database joins is often slow and
therefore not interactive for exploratory data analysis. The most common techniques for executing
a federated query is to generate a query plan that is composed of component query plans executed
on each data source [20]. The component results are then combined, e.g., via joins or unions, by
a single data source chosen to be the federation engine. In such a process, the federation engine
relies on individual data sources to locally optimize their individual plans and hopes that such a
solution also yields a globally performant plan. However, the selection of the federation engine is
usually static and does not change for different workloads. This can lead to long runtimes since a
poor choice of federation engine can lead to moving large amounts of data between data sources
or lead to splitting the work amongst the components inappropriately.
In traditional databases, the solution would be to create a global cost model that is evaluated over
a set of enumerated query plans. However, this is a challenge for federated queries as data sources
act as black boxes. Furthermore, the internal cost models of the data sources may be incorrect due
to poor configuration or not accounting for unique costs associated with data transfer in federated
systems.
In this chapter, we present our supervised machine learning approach on dynamically choosing
the federation engine and performing per-query optimization to minimize query runtime. This
involves building a simple cost model to predict runtimes as well as partially enumerating a set
of plans that the costs can be evaluated on. Doing so requires both extracting information out of
the data sources in order to predict runtimes as well as being able to manipulate the system to
evaluate and execute the desired plans. However, since data sources are installed in a user’s secure
working environment, we cannot directly access statistics, such as histograms, that are typically
used in cost models. We achieve this using mechanisms that are readily available in most database
systems, namely through EXPLAIN PLAN and by sending appropriate hints and settings (e.g.,
enable_nestloop) with the SQL statements themselves.
We first present our machine learning methodology and workflow in Section 6.1. We report our
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performance evaluation in Section 6.2. We then describe related work in Section 6.3 and discuss
future work in Section 6.4.
6.1 LEARNED FEDERATED QUERY EXECUTION
In this section, we first provide background regarding federated query processing. We then
describe our feature representation as well as the model we use to optimize federated queries.
6.1.1 Federated Query Execution
A federated query, denoted as q ∈ Q, is a query that retrieves information from datasets stored
on a set of data sources Dq ⊂ D, where |Dq| > 1. Those data sources are heterogeneous systems
(e.g. different relational databases, Excel files) on local or remote servers. To execute a federated
query, we need to designate one data source in Dq to control and coordinate the manipulation of
these data sources. We call this data source the federation engine for query q and denote it as
FEq. A federation engine is in charge of a). generating a federated query plan, b). receiving and
processing data transferred from other data sources, and c). returning final results to users. An
example is shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: An Overview of a Federated Query Execution
Choosing a federation engine has a significant impact on the overall runtime of a federation
query. A naive approach designates the same system as the federation engine for all queries.
Currently, in Tableau, by default the local Hyper [137] instance is always the federation engine.
However, this approach is not optimal in many scenarios. Suppose a query accesses two tables,
one small and one large. If the local instance contains the small table and the large table is stored
on a remote data source, then the current approach may move the large dataset to Hyper, and
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thus increase the overall query latency. Instead, a more efficient solution would designate the data
source that contains the large dataset as the alternative federation engine; such an approach avoids
costly data movement across the network and consequently saves query runtime.
This choice can be seen as a query optimization problem. The difficulty of the problem is that
there is no reasonable cost model that can be assumed. While homogeneous systems can make
reasonable assumptions about the relative costs of different operations, federated systems must
deal with the unknown performance characteristics of each system as well as factors, such as
network speed, which cannot be hard coded. Thus, one must learn the cost model.
More generally, the choice of federation engine can be seen as enumerating a set of query plans,
one (or more) for each possible engine. In some cases, multiple query plans can be generated per
choice of federation engine through the use of query hints or settings. Thus, the entire procedure
can be seen as a partial enumeration of query plans combined with a learned cost model.
6.1.2 Our Machine Learning Approach
Estimating the cost model is challenging since executing queries to collect training data is ex-
pensive. Thus, it is important to choose a limited number of features that are highly informative
for predicting query runtime. Furthermore, these features must be computable from the limited
knowledge available from the data sources.
Our approach is to generate a set of candidate queries and use the results of an EXPLAIN PLAN
for the data sources. This allows us to indirectly access statistics in a way that is readily available in
many database systems. Furthermore, this effectively allows us to perform query plan enumeration
over a much larger set than the federation engine would otherwise be able to do by itself. As each
of the data sources performs query optimization for its portion of work, each enumerates a set of
query plans and performs an initial pruning based on its knowledge of local costs. The federation
engine takes this small set of good candidates from the set of all enumerated queries and evaluates
the cost of the candidates. This accounts for global costs that data sources are not aware of, as well
as the heterogeneity of the data sources. The absolute scales of component cost estimates are not
directly comparable due to differences in hardware capabilities and the software. This approach
can also provide a means to mitigate the effects of a poor cost model in data sources.
Feature Representation. A federated query plan, generated by a query optimizer, specifies both
join order and data transfers from a remote data source to a federation engine. Figure 6.2 depicts
an example of a federated query plan using a query in the Join Order Benchmark [138]. Here,
we distribute datasets required to answer this query on three data sources and designate d1 as the
federation engine. In this example, we first join table mk with k, cn with mc respectively on d3 and
only move the partial results to d1. On the other hand, we directly scan table t on d2 and move all
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tuples in t to d1. Note that, even for the same query, using a different data source as the alternative
federation engine will result in entirely different query plans.
Figure 6.2: An Example of a Federated Query Plan
The model features we can extract from a federated system are limited. We choose a generic
mechanism to obtain features by parsing the results of an EXPLAIN PLAN for each query. From
this we extract the (i) estimated foreign costs F , (ii) estimated transfer sizes T , and (iii) estimated
local cost l. The foreign costs and transfer sizes are computed per data source and directed pair
of data sources respectively. These choices target specific areas where the query optimizer’s cost
model is likely to have gross errors. These include network costs and foreign costs, both of which
involve network links and hardware that can vary significantly among machines.
We define each fi ∈ F as the total estimated cost of all operators processing on the data source
di. Similarly, we define each ti ∈ T as the total volume of data that must be moved from di to
the federation engine via the network. Each ti is calculated as the total number of estimated rows
returned at di multiplied by the estimated size in bytes of the returned rows. Last but not least, we
define the local cost l as the total estimated cost executed on the federation engine. Examples of
this cost include the costs that result from scan and join operators that are local to the federation
engine.
Workflow and Model. To train a model, we generate multiple SQL queries that add information
designating the federation engine and other query settings. We then collect the query plan gen-
erated by the query optimizers for each of these and extract the machine learning features from
the statistics contained in each plan. We generate training data containing the features and the
actual runtimes for a set of queries that have been executed. We then fit a random forest regression
model (RF) to predict actual runtimes. We fit separate RF models for different query settings as
they can drastically change performance characteristics. This is equivalent to introducing a feature
encoding the query setting and fully integrating it with all other feature variables.
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When a new query comes in, we first extract features from the query plans using each of the
data sources as the federation engine. Note that these query plans are obtained without physically
running the plan1. We select the alternative federation engine and system setting according to the
runtime predicted by the model.
We initially evaluated random forests, linear SVMs, and linear regression models while treating
the problem as both a regression problem for predicting the actual runtime as well as a classification
problem for predicting the best query plan. We found that random forests were more robust and
the regression formulation was more useful in decreasing overall runtime as the best two plans
could have very similar runtimes. We also experimented with including features based on the SQL
text itself and a few other statistics such as the estimated number of rows returned by an operator.
In each case, we found that they did not improve predictions given the data sizes available to us.
This suggests that, locally, each data source appropriately combines raw statistics, and a machine
learning model does not find gross errors that it can correct for given just these statistics.
6.2 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our machine learning method on the ability
to improve query runtime. We show that our approach consistently outperforms using the query
optimizer’s cost model to select the federation engine and system settings on various workloads.
6.2.1 Experimental Setting
Federation System Setup. Our experiments were run on a federation of three PostgreSQL servers.
Servers pa1 and pa2 were located in Palo Alto, while the third server, sea, was located in Seattle.
Every pa server was a 20-core machine with 32 GB memory while sea server was a 16-core ma-
chine with 197 GB memory. Therefore, as shown in Table 6.1, network metrics vary significantly
and are asymmetric with respect to source and destination. All machines were running CentOS
Linux 7 and PostgreSQL v10.4 [125], which supports parallel scans.
PostgreSQL supports federated query execution via a Foreign Data Wrapper (FDW) [139].
When a user issues a federated query using one server as the federation engine, FDW generates a
federated query plan based on its internal cost model. Each federated query plan is very similar to
a query plan on a single server. It specifies the physical query operators as well as the execution
1Collecting query plans is not entirely free, primarily due to join order optimization, e.g., JOB has up to 16 joins.
Also, optimizing federated query plans requires communication with remote data sources, to optimize their query plan
fragments. In our experiments, the median time to optimize federated queries in TPC-H and JOB was 0.5 and 1.8
seconds respectively.
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Server to Server Bandwidth (Mbits/sec) Ping (ms)
pa2→ pa1 941 0.2
pa1→ pa2 941 0.6
sea→ pa1 543 41.1
sea→ pa2 248 44.0
pa2→ sea 194 45.2
pa1→ sea 171 39.3
Table 6.1: Network Metrics by Bandwidth and Ping
order. More importantly, it orchestrates the data movement across the network by deciding which
parts of the query to execute on remote and local server respectively. Even for the same query, the
federated query plans are different when designating a different server as the federation engine.
Workloads. We used two workloads, the Join Order Benchmark (JOB) and the TPC-H benchmark.
JOB uses a snapshot of data from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb), 3.6 GB as CSV files. There
are 113 unique queries with between 3 and 16 joins. The TPC-H benchmark was run at scale factor
1, i.e., 1 GB as CSV files. The TPC-H query workload consisted of 10 streams of the 22 standard
benchmark queries, for a total of 207 unique queries2.
Our experiments used a fixed assignment of tables to servers as listed in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
This approach reflects the distributed ownership of data that is common even within a single orga-
nization. However, this framework easily supports alternative table assignments or experiments to
optimize table assignment.
Server Tables
pa1 complete_cast, comp_cast_type, link_type
movie_info, movie_info_idx, movie_link
title
pa2 aka_title, company_name, company_type
keyword, kind_type, movie_companies
movie_keyword
sea aka_name, cast_info, char_name, info_type
name, person_info, role_type
Table 6.2: JOB Table Assignment to Servers
Modeling and Metrics. To obtain experimental datasets, we ran every federated query on each of
its data sources and collected query plans as well as actual query runtime. We extracted features
2Stream generation in TPC-H does not guarantee uniqueness across all streams, hence 207 unique queries rather
than 220.
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from those query plans as described in Section 6.1, and used actual query runtime as our training
labels. We prevented long running queries by setting a statement timeout of 120 minutes for
both JOB and TPC-H. For those timeout queries, we approximated their actual time as twice the
timeout value. Moreover, for each federated query, we noted the data source with the smallest




sea customer, nation, region, supplier
Table 6.3: TPC-H Table Assignment to Servers
To evaluate the ability of our model to reduce runtime, we used 5-fold cross validation. Within
each fold, we trained on 80% of the queries and predicted the runtime and chose the predicted
best query plan for the remaining 20% of queries. (These are the original JOB and TPC-H queries
without federation engine selection.) We compared our random forest (RF) method against the
federated query optimizer (QO). QO made decisions directly based on cost estimates returned by
the query optimizer.
We compared the performance of RF with the QO on query runtime. Specifically, we computed
the relative runtime difference. We define the relative runtime difference of a method M to be the
actual runtime difference between M and the best plan divided by the runtime of the best plan.
This difference is zero if the selected federation engine and query settings for method M are the
optimal ones.
We first evaluated the effectiveness of RF on both federation engine selection and choosing
query settings. We investigated specifically on query optimizer’s enable_nestloop parameter,
due to its significant impact on varying query runtime and plans.
This results in 6 possible query plans, 3 from the choice of federation engine times 2 choices
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Figure 6.3: Relative Runtime Difference. The box boundary represents the 25th and 75th per-
centiles while the whisker represents the 95th percentiles of the distribution.
each query with nested loop on and off respectively. We then trained two separate models, one for
nested loop enabled one for nested loop disabled. At the testing phase, we predicted both federation
engine and nested loop status based on the runtime estimated from all six possible cases. In this
experiment, there were 152 out of 207 TPC-H queries and 66 out of 113 JOB queries that had the
fastest query runtime with nested loop enabled. We reported the average runtime per query for
both TPC-H and JOB workloads in Table 6.4(a). We also depicted the relative runtime difference
in Figure 6.3 in log scale.
For TPC-H, RF achieved query runtime almost as fast as the best we could achieve, and had a
speedup of 4.5× compared to QO. For the JOB workload, even though 6.2% of data points had an
imputed training label due to timeouts, RF still significantly outperformed QO with a speedup of
10.7×. This result was because our model was able to intelligently decide the status of nested loop
setting, while QO always estimated that enabling nest loop was the best choice. Moreover, we
observed that the median of relative runtime difference for RF and QO is 0.5 and 1.3 respectively,
while the 95th percentile of relative runtime difference for RF and QO is 6.0 and 692.0 respec-
tively. These results demonstrate that RF can effectively learn to make better predictions from the
estimates and consistently reduce the runtime compared to the federated query optimizer.
6.2.2 Default System Setting
We further evaluated the performance of RF over the default federated systems setting. Here,
we trained our model on data points where nested loop was on and only predicted the federated
engine among three data source candidates. We show the average query runtime in Table 6.4(b)
and relative runtime difference of this experiment in Figure 6.4.
For JOB queries, RF had a speedup of 1.64× compared to QO, or on average 10 minutes faster
than QO per query. Moreover, the mean percentile of relative runtime difference for RF was 0.17,
smaller than the mean percentile (0.69) in Section 6.2.2. Recall that this model was only trained










































Figure 6.4: Relative runtime difference with nested loop enabled.
better than QO on the TPC-H workload, achieving a speedup of 1.11× and a speedup of 3.73×
with respect to Best.
6.3 RELATED WORK
Data Federation. There are many prior examples of research data federation that involve some
query optimization [140, 141, 142, 143, 144]. Notably, Garlic [143] uses a wrapper architecture to
provide cost and cardinality information of remote data sources, extending classic query optimiza-
tion techniques to federated data. More recent work in the context of Spark SQL [145], Presto
[146], and System-PV [147] support distributed SQL processing on remote data sources using
connector architectures. Generally these systems have at least basic query optimizations to push
some query processing to the remote data source, with System-PV having two phases of query
optimization, a global optimization phase and one specialized for the remote data. The emphasis
is on mediating differences in the data models and their query languages. The same can be said for
Polystores [148, 149, 150, 151].
Of these, the work that has some similarity to ours is RHEEM [151], which extends classic
cost-based query optimization to multiple data sources by incorporating a priori detailed knowl-
edge of their operators and using simple linear regression to calibrate cost model functions of
individual query operators. The approach reimplements the functionality, including cardinality
estimation and cost modeling, of remote data sources’ query optimizers. We instead leverage ex-
isting database optimizers under the assumption that they can perform better local optimization
than ourselves, and we exploit mechanisms that require minimal knowledge of the inner workings
of data sources.
Finally, a related area is that of multi-model databases, e.g., Oracle, Drill [152], and AsterixDB
[153], to name just a view. These systems do optimize queries for multiple data models; however,
they are not federated systems. To sum up, except where stated otherwise, the emphasis of this
body of work is on managing and specializing for the heterogeneity of the data sources rather than
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significantly orchestrating data execution and data movement. Additionally, none of these systems
use machine learning (except RHEEM) to optimize the choice of federation engine or manipulate
database settings on a per query level.
Machine Learning in Database Systems. Machine learning techniques have been applied to a
number of settings within database systems. One fundamental problem is predicting the perfor-
mance of a query. Ganapathi et al. [154] use Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA)
model to estimate multiple metrics of interest including query runtime, records used, disk I/O and
message bytes. For 85% of their test queries, the predicted runtime is within 20% of the actual
query runtime. Akdere et al. [155] further improve query runtime prediction by constructing finer-
grained features and training prediction models at the operator level. Examples of other machine-
learning-based predictions in database systems include query cardinality estimation [156, 157] and
resource estimation [158]. These predictions can be used, for example, in database tuning [159] or
learned index structures [160]. Machine learning has also been used to improve query execution.
Cuttlefish [161] provides a system that adaptively tunes a query plan’s operators using multi-armed
bandit techniques. [162] and [163] apply deep learning for better query plan enumeration.
Although tied together by the common theme of machine learning, each task faces significantly
different challenges involving the inputs available to the methods, the size of the training data,
and the actions that can be taken. For example, join order enumeration tasks are able to gener-
ate large training data sets since they do not run the actual query plans. They only require the
relatively fast cost estimates from the query optimizer. Pure prediction tasks do not address what
actions can be taken by a system. Our work examines the problem of improving query runtimes
in federated query processing systems. This task involves both prediction of query runtimes and
taking actions that can improve them. As these systems can be heterogeneous, a static cost model
that cannot take into account the different data sources, network topology, and other factors can
grossly misestimate costs. Furthermore, any machine learning system only has a limited amount
of information available to it as inputs and a limited number of actions it can take. Our work shows
that by exploiting common query plan features and manipulating a few database settings on a per
query level, we can enumerate a small number of candidate query plans and use machine learning
to choose among them to significantly improve performance.
6.4 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we showed that simple machine learning techniques can significantly improve
query performance, compared to the federated PostgreSQL query optimizer, when choosing the
best or the nearly-best alternative federation engine in a federation of data sources. We evaluated
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these techniques using JOB and TPC-H workloads on both federation engine selection and choos-
ing query settings. Our machine learning model improved query runtime, in some cases up to the
best possible runtime where every query was assigned to its ideal federation engine with the best
possible query settings.
In the future, we plan to conduct more performance evaluations, including varying the assign-
ment of tables to data sources on additional workloads (e.g., TPC-DS and workloads from Tableau)
and using a federation of data sources besides PostgreSQL as well as the ability to manipulate more
query settings given limited data. Additionally, there are several interesting research directions we
intend to pursue. We plan to extend our methodology to broader use cases. For example, rather
than limiting plans to using a single federation engine that all data sources communicate with,
we consider using multiple engines to further orchestrate query plans. We also want to consider
alternative machine learning goals, such as optimizing for robustness rather than best performance
and accounting for uncertainty in the predictions.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, we proposed new capabilities for morden exploratory data analysis work-
loads. These new capabilities range from tasks on a single large dataset (i.e., exploratory brows-
ing), to those involving a massive number of versions of a dataset (i.e., exploratory versioning), to
those based on datasets stored across multiple third-party data sources (i.e., exploratory integrat-
ing). For each of the new capabilities, we also designed techniques to improve performance when
integrated within relational databases. Specifically, for browsing, we developed NEEDLETAIL that
aims to return k valid records with as little I/O cost as possible (Chapter 2 and 3). For versioning,
we developed ORPHEUSDB, a dataset versioning system, to efficiently query, explore, and keep
track of versions (Chapter 4 and 5). Lastly, for integrating, we leveraged machine learning tech-
niques to optimize ad-hoc federated queries (Chapter 6). We also conducted extensive evaluations
to demonstrate that our proposed methods significantly improve interactivity compared to existing
baselines.
We could easily the combine three systems we developed into a single, unified data exploration
engine that supports all of the capabilities discussed in this dissertation. This is because the tech-
niques we proposed for each capability are somewhat orthogonal to each other. For browsing, we
developed indexing techniques that work inside relational databases. For versioning, we proposed
a “bolt-on” approach to efficiently represent versioning information, with no changes made to the
underlying system. For integrating, we developed a machine learning model that does not make
any assumptions about a given data source. Instead, the model learned the characteristics of data
sources from various observed statistics. Therefore, given an exploration scenario, we can execute
the relevant techniques directly without conflicting with techniques designed for other exploratory
capabilities.
So far, we have presented our research on specific combinations of query type and dataset for-
mat. Specifically, we focus on browsing a single dataset, versioning multiple versions of a dataset,
and integrating various data sources. Next, we discuss how we can potentially extend our tech-
niques to other combinations and build a more general data exploration system in the future.
Browsing Multiple Versions of a Dataset. The primary motivation behind browsing is that during
data exploration, analysts do not typically examine the full set of query results. Instead, it is often
sufficient to examine a subset of valid records. So one scenario of browsing a versioned dataset is
to browse samples of records in a specific version.
If we are able to modify the relational database internals, we can adapt the NEEDLETAIL tech-
niques to support this scenario. We simply add a variant of DENSITYMAPs on the rids column in
the data table. Recall that we use rids to uniquely identify immutable records within a CVD. Un-
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like regular DENSITYMAPs in NEEDLETAIL, each of which stores density of an attribute value,
the DENSITYMAPs on rids stores the density of a version. In other words, we maintain a DENSI-
TYMAP for each version, tracking the frequency of records that belongs to that version per block.
Such DENSITYMAPs on rids are lightweight and easily compressed, since the density of many
blocks of a version would be 0.
On the other hand, we can follow the “bolt-on” approach in ORPHEUSDB and support brows-
ing without changing the underlying relational database internals. Since the rids are sequentially
generated integers, the records with successive rids in the data table are stored sequentially on disk
as well. Therefore, we can get the rlist from the version table and infer the density from the length
of successive rids. We can fetch records from the longest collection of successive rids first. In
other words, we always prefer fetching records from highly dense and consecutive blocks. While
this approach is likely to work well on SSDs, its performance may not be desirable on HDDs.
This is because this heuristic does not have access to density information per block nor an accu-
rately profiled disk model. As a result, it may not be able to trade off DENSITY-OPTIMAL and
LOCALITY-OPTIMAL effectively for ad-hoc queries.
Browsing Datasets Stored on Multiple Data Sources. Next, we consider browsing valid records
from queries that require joining datasets stored on multiple data sources. We follow the same data
federation setting as described in Chapter 6. Each dataset is not partitioned and is only stored on
one data source. A data source could be a distributed system, or a single system.
We start with the assumption that we have a pre-defined and static federation engine. The vanilla
approach then is to first move all the relevant data from the data sources to the federation engine,
apply the join algorithm proposed in NEEDLETAIL (Section 2.6 in Chapter 2), and return k results
as soon as possible. However, the performance of this approach will be poor, since we need to
move large datasets across the network. We also need to build all of the DENSITYMAPs in the
federation engine, resulting in high storage cost. A better approach is to move as few a number
of records as needed for k join results. One heuristic is to first move the smallest dataset to the
federation engine. Then we iteratively move blocks of data necessary for the join from the data
sources to the federation engine. The DENSITY-OPTIMAL algorithm in NEEDLETAIL especially
has advantages here, since it fetches the minimum number of blocks, and thus moves the minimum
amount of data across the network.
As we showed in Chapter 6, choosing a federation engine dynamically per query leads to sig-
nificantly faster query runtimes than having a static federation engine. To support the dynamic
designation of federation engines, we would need to first integrate any-k techniques with the query
optimizer in a traditional relational database. We could wrap the any-k algorithms in NEEDLETAIL
as a new scan (or browsing) operator. The cost estimate of this operator would inherit directly from
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the profiled disk model used in our TWO-PHASE algorithm. Once we merge the any-k algorithms
into a traditional query optimizer, we could then directly use the techniques we proposed for ex-
ploratory integrating.
Versioning Datasets Stored on Multiple Data Sources. We can easily extend ORPHEUSDB to
support versioning for datasets stored on multiple data sources. Recall that the fundamental unit
in ORPHEUSDB is a collaborative versioned dataset (CVD). Moreover, ORPHEUSDB is designed
with no requirement to modify the underlying relational databases. Therefore, we can directly
add ORPHEUSDB capabilities for each federated dataset, independent of the disparate relational
databases installed on each data source.
A more interesting extension to versioning is when the versions of a dataset are stored on mul-
tiple data sources. A challenge then is how should we distribute versions to a set of data sources,
such that versioning queries are fast. To address this challenge, we could use the partition algo-
rithm in ORPHEUSDB. We briefly describe this algorithm in Chapter 4, and present it in detail in
[25]. At a high level, the partition algorithm efficiently and effectively clusters similar versions
(i.e., versions with many common records) into smaller tables. Therefore, by using the partition-
ing algorithm, we can store partitions of a CVD on different data sources. Fetching records from a
specific version is fast and only requires accessing one data source. Finding versions that satisfy
specific properties can be easily parallelized as well, as all of the records of a version are stored in
one partition on one data source.
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